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CJ hosts child abuse
conference today
Though removing a child
from the home is the last possible course of action in cases of
child abuse or neglect. 38
children were removed last
year by the Hidalgo County
Child Welfare Department. The
PAU criminal justice department is hoping to combat the
problem by hosting a conference on child abuse and
neglect.
The meeting will take place
in the LRC Media Theater today from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
While it is being hosted by the
CJ department. it is being
sponsored by the Center for
Media Awareness. a non-profit
organization which has served
as a resource for the last three
Texas House Select Committees on Child Abuse/ Neglect
and Child Pornography.
According to the program for
the conference. the meeting is
"intended to inform professionals and concerned citizens
about the nature of child abuse
and neglect in Texas and offer

suggestions on ways to prevent
and treat the problems."
The meeting here is similar
to three others which have
been held since Feb. 16 at
Texas Southern University in
Houston. at the University of
Texas at El Paso and at the
University of Dallas.
With registration beginning
at 8 a.m .. the conference will
be welcomed at 9 a.m. by Dr.
Miguel A. Nevarez. PAU President. At 9:15 a.m .. Dr.
Rosemary Stanford. intern
coordinator for the PAU
criminal justice department. will
speak on "Child Abuse in the
Rio Grande Valley."
At 9:45 a.m .. Scott Lyford.
Assistant Attorney General. will
speak on "Child Abuse and
Texas Law." There will be a
break from 10:15 a.m. to 10:30
a.m.
At 10:30 a.m.. Dr. Paul
Prescott. Director of the Child
Abuse Clinic. at Southwestern
Medial Medical School will talk

about "The High Risk Fmaily."
At 11:30 a.m .. Howard Lederer. member of the House
Select Committee on Child
Abuse/ Neglect and Child Pornography. will speak on
"Review and Analysis of the
1983 Committee Report to the
Texas Legislature."
From noon to 1 p.m .. Lt.
Col. Ronald Aldridge. Ph.D..
and Major Barbara Parry from
the William Beaumont Hospital
at Fort Bliss in El Paso. will
speak on "Working with the
Victim and Abuser in Child
Sexual Abuse Cases."
While students will be admit•
ted free of charge. others must
pay a registration fee of $5 for
the half-day conference. which
can be paid in advance or at
•the door.
It is suggested that teachers.
health care providers and social
workers attend the conference.
Also police officers. probation
officers, prosecutors. attorneys
and community groups are encouraged to attend.

Chili carnival deadline tonight

I'm pumping as fast as I can-- A Health Physical Education major pushes her tricy•
de to the limit during the Pan American games Tuesday. The Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity placed first in the all-male division and the Delta Zeta first in the all-female.
First place overall went to the ROTC cadets, second to DPMA, third to the athletic
supporters, fourth to CAMP and fifth to APO. A special booby prize went to the
last place finisher the Kappa Sigma and Kappa Delta fraternity and sorority who
combined their teams due to a lack of participants. (Photo by Deida Lopez)

Midnight tonight is the
deadline for applications to the
first Chili Cookoff Carnival this
Saturday, according to Ben
Hinojosa, program coordinator
of the Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity.
Entry forms may be obtained and returned to UC 205.
According to Hinojosa. approximately $400 have been
raised for the Easter Seal
Telethon.
Twelve teams and 21 booths
have signed up to participate at

South Park in Edinburg. April a cow chip toss. No entry fee
is being charged.
7 from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m and,
KRIX FM radio station from
according to Hinojosa, they are
expecting more teams to sign Brownsville will conduct a live
· remote from the area.
up.
Demonstrations of break
"[ have been receiving great
response and I think we will get dancing are also planned.
Musical entertainment includes
many more teams in." he said.
There is a $20 fee for booth Royal. Tryxx. Phantasm and
spaces and a $5 fee for chili Champagne bands.
Beverages will also be sold.
contestants.
"The progress is very good
In addition to the food and
game booths. there will be kid- and the Cookoff is doing betdy rides. jalapeno eating con- ter than expected." Hinojosa
test, tricycle race. sack race. and said.

Five women compete for Miss Pan American title
The Miss Pan American Pageant will be held tomorrow,
April 6 in the Learning Resource Center Media Theater
at 7 p.m.
The name of the winner of
the pageant will receive a $250
scholarship while the first runner up will receive a $150

scholarship. The scholarships
are to be used during the Summer 1984 sessions and the Fall
1984 semester.
The winner of the pageant
will also be put in a national
directory that will be distributed
to modeling and casting agencies from New York to Califor-

Maribel Cabrera

Minerva Lazo

nia. Melba's of McAllen is offering this award.
Another prize to be awarded
to the winner will be a 16 inch
by 20 inch studio portrait by
Rainbow Fantasy Studios.
The contestants are:
Maribel Cabrera. a La Feria
freshman, sponsored by La
Feria Bakery. who said. "I think
I should be Miss Pan American
because I have alot of respect
for the faculty and the student
body and would be extremely
honored to represent the university as Miss Pan American. Also. as an English and
communications major. I feel
that the amount of communicating that I would do ilS Miss
Pan American would help my

Amy Ramirez

career a great deal."
Ruby Donaldson. an elementary education senior from
McAllen is being sponsored by
Delta Zeta Sorority. She said.
"I think I should be Miss Pan
American because I feel I am
well qualified for the title. I have
been active in many campus
organizations. and my ability to
work well with people. along
with my pride in PAU. will
enable me to be an excellent
Good Will Ambassador."
Noemi Garza. a junior finance major is being sponsored
by Alpha Kappa Psi. She said .
"I think I should be Miss Pan
American because I would be
very honored and willing to
represent Pan American University with my outgoing personality."
Minerva Lazo. sponsored by
PAU Folkloric Dancers is a
junior and a physical education
major. She said. ·1 think I
should be Miss Pan American
because pride should always be
promoted by the students
themselves and nothing would
be more fulfilling in my life than
representing the school I am so
very proud of ..

Amy Ramirez. a freshman
sponsored by Abrego Trucking
Service. said. "I think I should
be Miss Pan American because
it would be a pleasure and an
honor to represent the student
population." Ramirez is a communications major.
The pageant will include a
talent contest. three to four
minutes in length. The acts will

include a dramatic monologue.
a classical flute solo with a
piano accompaniment. as well
as several dance routines.
Another part of the competition includes private interviews
with the five judges.
The winner of the pageant is
required to attend at least six
hours during the Fall 1984 and
Spring 1985 semesters.

Marketing profile
discussion today
Today the marketing profile died followed by the com of Anheuser-Busch is schedul- petitive marketplace of the
ed for discussion by a represen - l 980's.
tative during activity period and
An in-depth look at each
from 1 to 2 p.m. in the Business Anheuser-Busch brand using
Administration building audi- media executions is also planntorium. Room 110.
ed. Early comparative ads from
JoAnn Arena . sales training A-B's two major advertising
specialist from Saint Louis will firms are shown to understand
show college students a prac - early campaignes.
tical application of marketing
The topic of advertising b
action. During the program a covered from research and
film with a view of the mar- creative execution to media
ketplace tracing influential placement demonstrating the
events of the l <J70's with the impact of ad dollars and the
brewing industry using psy
wide range of coverage from
chographic ,md demographic spot television to cable pro profiles will be shown.
gramming. Sports marketing is
Brand segmentation is stu

See page 8
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Coastal studies program
in planning stages
By Ella de los Santos
Staffwriter

With the official change over
not occurring until September,
the newly established PAU
Coastal Studies Program is in
the planning stages.
PAU will renovate and
rename its marine biology
research laboratory on South
Padre Island as pc1rt of a new
university emphasis on studies
related. -to the South Texas
Caost, PAU pres.ident Dr.
Miguel Nevarez announced in
January.
Appointed as acting director
of the coastal studies project is
Dr. Frank Judd, professor of
biology.
The PAlJ Marine Biology
Laboratory will be renamed the
PAU
Coastal
Studies
Laboratory and will undergo a
$300,000 renovation to improve its research capabilities.
According to Judd, the
laboratory's name was changed "because the name was
restrictive in the types of activities that go on there. In the

future, the lab will involve more
kinds of activities and people
and disciplines of the university."
"The $300,000 will be used
to repair the roof, and remove
the sand that builds up against
the lab;· we are trying to get a
flowing salt water system in the
lab. At this time we are just
working on the plans for this
salt water system and looking
into the permits that are needed for the system'.' Judd said.
Judd also said he would like
to build a dormitory and meal
facilities so that summer classes
could be held on the island
without students having to
travel from Edinburg each
school day.
Presently, Judd has completed an inventory equipment
and supplies at the laboratory
and he has prepared a budget
for the 1984-85 academic year.
Judd, along with the rest of
the task force, has been working on a prioritized list of goals

with measureable outcomes for
the
Coastal
Studies
Laboratory(CSL).
Judd is also working on a
procedures for selecting the
CSL staff including job descriptions and search procedures;
he is working on developing
policies and procedures for using the CSL, facilities for
educational and research activities; arranging a schedule for
courses and laboratory sessions
to be conducted at the CSL for
the Fall 1984 semester; and
establishing a facility space and
time schedule for research activities at the CSL for the fall
semester.
"The lab will be used most for
a laboratory for different classes
such as plant Taxonomy, invertebrate zoology, marine
zoology and marine botany.
We will try to develop what
courses are offered and time
when the lab will be used on a
daily basis as in the case of
summer school, especially if we
can arrange to get dorm
facilities and a galley," Judd
said.

Amarillo by 'morning-- George Strait performs in concert for over 1,000 in atten-

dance last Friday at the PAU Fieldhouse. The concert was sponsored jointly by UCPC
and C&M Productions of Waco. (By Deida Lopez, Photographer)

--Activity
Math education topic of conference
CalendarApril 5, Today
Joann Areana, sales training specialist from Anhesher-Busch
will present program in BA 110 during activity period and from
1 to 2 p.m.
'Meet the Vice-presidents', in the Liberal Arts Auditorium
during activity period. Sponsored by the University Center Program Council Ideas and Issues Committee.
'The Graphic Works of Romeros; A BFA student art exhibit
which ends tomorrow in the gallery, Fine Arts building room
215. Gallery schedule - Monday and Wednesday 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. and Friday
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
April 6, Friday
Miss Pan American Pageant in the Ballroom from 7 p.m.
to whenever.
Bronc baseball, Southwest Texas State University 5 p.m. at
Jody Ramsey Stadium.

April 7, Saturday
Bronc baseball, Sout_hwest Texas State University. 5 p.m ..
Jody Ramsey Stadium.

Mathematical education will
be one of the topics of the Third
Annual Conference of Mathematics to be held Friday and
Saturday, April 13 and 14,
here. ' ,
Dr. Miguel Paredes, chairman of the math conference
committee, said the sessions on
mathematics education and the
mathematics profession were
planned for a Saturday for the
convenience of Valley math
teachers.
Math majcrs and computer
science students can benefit
from the conference which is
free and open to the public,
Paredes said. The students
should have no difficulty
understanding the presentations because most of the talks
will not be presented in a highly
technical manner, he said.
The conference, sponsored
by the department of mathematics and the Latin American
Studies Center, is being held in
conjunction with the observance of Pan American Day,
April 14, when the Organization of American States was
founded.
Registration will be held from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. April 13 in
Room 101 of Southwick Hall.
·ust north of the Fine Arts
I

April 11, Wednesday
Deadline for filing thesis to receive master's degree in May.
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Pan American faculty participating will be Joseph
Wiener, Pearl Brazier, Will
Watkins, David Egle. Pat
Crnfts. Gerald Brazier. Bella
Wiener. Ed Parker and Pare-
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Six mathematicians from
Mexico will be participating in
the conference, as well as Constantin Corduneanu and Steve
Bernfeld of the University of
Texas at Arlington; Alejandro
Necochea and Emelia Barbanel of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst;
Lawrence Guseman, Texas
A&M University.

::iessions will cover differenbability,
statistics
and
tial equations, computer
mathematical programming,
science and numerical analysis,
mathematical education, and
the mathematics prof~ssion.
analysis and topology, pro;------------------------

~-=···················
I
■

- _ NOW OPEN -

524 W. University Drive
Edinburg, Texas 78539

Sessions on April 13 will run
from 1 p.m. through 6 p.m.
ancj on April 14 from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m.
I As of Monday the agenda
and copies of the abstracts will
be available in the Math Office
in Southwick Hall 101.
Welcoming addresses will be
given by Dr. Ronald Applba um, •vice president for
academic affairs; Dr. Ernest J.
Baca, dean of the School of
Science and Mathematics; Dr.
John C. Huber, chairman of
the math department; and .Dr.
Hubert J. Miller, director of the
Latin American Studies Center.

••

M,d, p;" /
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STyl, Food
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State reps holddiscussion
Music
.
.
as Part Of Pa n A m d a Ys
State Sen. Hector Uribe and
five state representatives will be
on campus Monday for a community round table discussion
as part of Pan Amencan Days.

State representatives participating will be Alejandro
"Alex" Moreno, A.C. "Tony"
Garcia, Juan Hinojosa, Don
Lee and Rene Oliveira. Respondant will be Ruben Hino-

josa. member of the Texas State
Board of Education .

Two lectures will be presented earlier in the day:
"Changes in Teacher Education ." by Dr. Kevin Morse. 1:45
p.m . in the LRC Media Theater.
"Hanse Bill 246." by Dr. A~a
Maria Rodriguez. 3:10 p.m.

aoffiii•
BARBER
&
HAIRSTYLING
.phone for an appointment

Walk-Ins Welcome

4 Stylists
Bobby Falcon
Annabelle Garcia

383-9012
Joe Falcon

Norma DeLcon

520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

a lso in the Media Theater.
On Tuesday. El Teatro de la
Esperanza of Santa Barbara.
Calif .. will conduct an acting
workshop and present a lecture
demonstration on Chicano
theater at 10:35 in the Liberal
Arts Auditorium. Room lOl.

Tuesday night at 7 p.m . in
the Fine Arts Auditorium. El
Teatro will present •. . . Y la
muerte viene Cantado" - (". . .
And the Dead Come Singing.")
Tickets for the General
public are $3 for adults. $1.50
for children . Students $2.50
with 1.D. card .

dept. to sponsor recital

FivePAUgradua_tesfromthe
department of Music will return
to the campus to present an
Alumni Artist Recital on Friday
April 13 at 8 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Recital Hall.
Performing on the recital will
be vocalists Patricia Hudson pillar. a 1972 graduate singing
The Seasons by Joseph Haydn
and Janice Chandler Bookout.
a 1974 graduate singing Exultate jubilate by W.A. Mozart.
Other soloists include bassoonists Arturo Gonzalez. Jr. a
1980 graduate playing Concerto No. 6 by Capel Bond and
Cecilia Pineda. a 1978 graduate performing Sonata for
Bassoon and Piano by Paul
Hindemith .
As a guest of the Alumni

Math hosts competition
The mathematics department will host the annual Rio
Grande Valley Council of
Teachers of Mathematics valley
junior high competition April
11.

The contest will have sixth.
seventh and eighth graders
competing in three events at
each grade level. according to
Dr. Ed Wallace. assistant professor of mathematics and contest coordinator.
Trophies and ribbons will be
awarded to the top finalists in
each event.

Ralph _Bolls. clarinetist.willplay
Sonatina for Clainet and Piano
by Arthur Frackenoohl.
The recital will conclude with
a trio performance of Concert
piece No. Two for clarinet. bas-

soonandpianobyFelixMen delssohn
Admission for the recital will
be $3 general admission and
$1.50 for senior citizens and
students.

The Folkloric and Jazz
Dancers join forces Saturday.
April 14 to present a Spring
Concert in the Fine Arts
Auditorium as part of Pan
American Week.
The concert. to begin at 8
p.m .. will feature sixty dancers
who will be performing typical
dances of Mexico and a variety of contemporary dance
works. Conjunto Tamaulipeco.
directed by Paulino Salinas will
be on hand to provide live
music for the Folkloric Dancers.
The PAU Folkloric Dancers
are under the direction of Fran-

cisco Alvarez-Munoz. Mary
Garza-Munoz. Instructors and
Choreographers and Dr.
Amilda Thomas. Director. The
Jazz Dance Company is
directed by Laura Miesle.

Dance rs present
sp r•Ing C On Ce rf

The public is invited to attend
the spring concert. Tickets are
on sale at the Chambers of
Commerce in Pharr and Edinburg. Admission for adults is $3 ·
prior to April 13 and $4 at
door. Children will be admitted
for $2. The ticket office at the
Fine Arts Auditorium will be
open at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday.

YMCA to conduct seminar
A YMCA associate director.
Gordon Mack. will conduct a
seminar on "Motivation and
Self Esteem" for PAU students
in American Humanic.s April
12.

The American Humanics
program is a . prepartory program for students in management positions in youth service
organizations such as the YMCA. Boy and Girl Scouts.
YWCA and others.
Interested students should
contact Ponce Duran. Arnerican Humanics director at
381-2145.

WE CAN! CAN THEY?

THINK OF
BUD
LIGHT.

Page 3

En,i.:wving
Soldered Gold Frame
11
-o Custon1 Lenses for
Porch C,unera•~
~OH S. llroadw,1y
McAllen 682-9435

1K1 Extra Thin l.l.'n~l's
''
Om· Day S,·rvice
,. . Rav llan Ey,·w,·,tr
l'layhoy Eyewe,1r
160 S. Texas
w,·sl,11:0 9C,8-88C,3

Pell monies
available

----------------- 0 pti cal Fashion

Pan Am students enrolled at
least half-time. may still apply
for Pell Grant funds.
The deadlme date for the
submission of Pell applications
for the current school year.
1983-84. has been extended
from March 15. to May 1.
Applications are available at
the Student Financial Aid Office. Applicants will receive a
Student Aid Report which will
be used by the Financial Aid
Office to determine eligibility.
Student Aid Reports must be
in the Financial Aid Office May
10. For more information. call
the office at 381-2501.

We are proud to say that
we are masters in the art
of hair

10% off for PAU students w/1D
PHONE
383-9133

1410WEST
UNIVERSITY.OR.

····~··············.
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Math

The department of mathematics will sponsor a Mathematics Field Day for Valley high
school students Wednesday.
Each high school has been
invited to paticipate in the Field
Day by bringing up to 10 students to the university, where
they will compete individually
and 'the school team score will

be the average of the top five
individual scores.
"The demands of technology
for increased competence inmathematics has given the impetus . to the department of
mathemtics and computer science to host this event. Its goal
is to encourage the study of
mathematics and to reward ex-

cellence in that field," said Dr.
John C. Huber, department
chairman.
Results of the individual
competition will be used to
establish a basic eligibility list for
awarding Merit Scholarships to
winners who enroll at Pan
American to pursue majors or
minors in mathematics or computer science.
The school attaining the
highest team score will receive
the rotating first place trophy to
keep until the next competition.

--

OS & WATCH
JEWELRY
RALL OCCASI

\

Trophies will be awarded for the
top three individual scores.
Registratori for the event will be _
held at 1 p.m. April 11 in the
lobby of the Fine Arts Auditorium. Huber will welcome the
students, ~ho will then undergo testing to determine individual and school winners.
Further information ~bout
the Field Day may be obtained
by calling Don Skow, chairman, at 381-3536, or the
mathematics department at
381-3452.

~:va¢l~

.~,JJ,\
0C>r,l)J-~
\Y ~\
Q

I

3-2432 ·

"~~~~~

~a,w(\d

MISSION 585-4575
McALLEN 686-6671
EDINBURG 383-5082
PHARR 787-9431
WESLACO 968-5039

.

Job Column

fhe Student Employment Services is a referral service that
will help students in need of a job. Various jobs 11re available
through the SES. Below is a listing of jobs available: however.
those jobs are subject to change without notice. SES is located
in Sludent Services Building Room 153.
Wine Merchandiser/Salary Neg./Mission-Mercedes area
Bus Driver/$4 .15 hr./Edinburg
Medical Secretary/Salary Neg . or DOE/ McAllen
Receptionist/3.65 hr./McAllen
Collection Clerk/$4.25 hr./t1cAllen
Typist/Salary Neg./Work at home
Salesperson/3.35 hr./Weslaco
Gen . Maintenance/$5.00 hr./McAllen
Receptionist/ Salary Neg ./Mission
Delivery Person / Salary Neg./Hidalgo County
Child Care Aide/ $3 .35 hr./Weslaco
Sales Representative/ Salary Comm./Hidalgo County
Travel Agency Trainee/ Salary Neg. summer job/McAllen
Campus Representative/$25 mo./On Campus
'
Cocktail Waitress-waiter/ $3.35 hr./Weslaco
Bookkeeper/ $4.50 hr./McAllen

CCM ·wins awards

For contraceptive care, pregnancy testing,
counseling, and educational programs.

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Gift
Wr1ppin1
• En1r1vin1

Day

Field

sponsors

dept.

Catholic Campus Ministry
won several awards at the
Texas Catholic Student Conference in Houston.
CCM took first place in state
as the outstanding Campus

.,•·:"i}J;;)
.

,:,

-•·-.

Ministry based upon an essay
written by Sister Brenda Gon zalez, SCN who is the campus
minister. CCM took second
place in the banner contest
which depicted the theme.
They were also runner-ups in
the Most Spirited competition
and had the third largest group
present.
About
450
students
representing 51 colleges and
universities in the state of Texas
participated. The theme of the
conference was "The Church,
Yesterday, Today, and Tommorrow."
Twenty-four students from
Pan American CCM attended.

CLASSIFIED
ADS

Where all your dreams come ~e

FOR SALE: Used screwmount
lenses: HANIMEX ZOOM (35 105 mm) $100 and JENA-ZEISS
(2.4/35) $75. Call 381-.5037 or
381-3589, ask for Birget·
Transferring to Texas A(M in the Fall
'84? I'm looking for 2-3 roomates.
Write R. Gonzalez. Rt. 6, Box
92-C. Mission, TX 78572. Seriom
students please.
Professional typing in my home.
Papers. Reports. letter~. resumes
manuscripts. thesis, etc. PAU Cam
pus pick-up and delivery available
Special student rates. Call Karen a
631-2120.
Cannon AE-1 programed earner.
and case. 8 months old. $200. Asl
for Arnold at LRC Science Tutor
ing. 381-2585.

ffl-STAR PICTURES Plll!NII flllM ITC PRODUCTIONS Ill AUAN CARR PRODUCTION 'WHERE THE BOYS ARE'
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STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 6 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

IS IT TRUI;: YOU CAN BU\'
JEEPS FOR $44 Tl;-IROUGH
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT:
GET THE FACTS TODAY
CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT.
8300-A.
WANTED Creative. energetic in .:lividual to work consistently 2-4
hours per week. placing and filling
posters on campus, Earn $500 or
more each school year. 1-800243-6706.
EUROPE! Roundtrip air from
$559 (Dallas) or $569 (Houston)
$370 - 2 months EURAILPASS.
Hostell pass. Rainbow tours (800)
:{92-5902 (Texas)
Fashion Show every Sunday 4:00
p.m. 1602 John Avenue Apt. · l
Edinburg. Girls can earn free cloths
for your summer wardrobe. For
more information. call 383-8772.
Bring Ad copy to The Pan
American, Emilia Hall, Room 100.
Deadline is Friday noon prior to
publication on Thursday. to
estimate cost, count 30 letters and
spaces to a line. For Display Advertising call The Pan American at
381-2541.
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Tracksters to Texas relays

Sports Lines

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

y Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor
The Baseball team kicks
off a four game series with
Southwest Texas State University Friday and Saturday, at 5
p.m. Come out and take in .
Bronc ball!
Intramural tennis kicked
off Monday and according to
coach Sam Williams, the response was great. The competition drew over 150 entries,
and the players entered, set a
time to play a match, with the
winner turning in their score.
Each succeeding round goes
on until the end of April, when
the final will be held.
It's still not too late to
register for the Pan ~merican
Open Karate Championship.
The fee is $20 and it will be
held April 7 at the fieldhous~.
Registration will be from 10 to
11:30 a.m., and the competition kicks off at n0on . There
will be divisions for all ages in
the sparring and karate divisions and anyone interested in
the championship should contact Coach John McDowell at
381-2225 or Omar Salinas at
383-0760.
Track equipment is now
available for interested teams
Monday through Wednesday
3-6 p.m. at the new track. The
intramural meet is April 28.
Each individual must enter five
events and partidpate on a coed relay team . Practice is April
9-11 and 23-25 at the track at 3

Bronc golfers Lars Tamen ,
Mike Brisky, David Foley,
Kevis Peesker and Dean
Shaugnessy are heading to the
Morris Williams Invitational this
week, this tourney is the last
tournament for the Broncs
season . UT is the host and
other top teams competing will
be University of Houston, Texas
A[M, Rice, TCU, Baylor, SMU
Arkansas, Lamar, OK State.
OK U, ORU, UTEP and New
Mexico State. Good luck
Broncs,
The Intramural swim meet
will be held April 26 from
7-8 :30 p.m. at the PAU pool at
the field house. Any interested
students can sign up with Dr.
Jorgensen , Dina Gorena, or
Jeanine Spruiell at the pool.
The Bronc Netters will host
UTSA Sunday at Orvill Cox
stadium at 1:00. The Netters
have lost to the Roadrunners
earlier in the season, so they
are fired up to win and would
appreciate student and faculty
support.
And remember if your club or
team has an important event
coming up, drop it by Emilia
Hall room 100 for Sports Lines
--- See va next week,
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The Bronc tracksters head to
Austin this weekend to compete in the Texas Relays. The
Broncs are sending a 3200 meter women's relay team. and the
men will compete in the distance medley run .
The Bronc tracksters come
off of impressive wins this past
weekend at the Coastal Bend
Relays in Kingsville. The women took third place in the
team standings with Lori Guerrero placing second in the 5000
meters with 18:50; Samantha
Lozano took fourth . In the 800
meters Toya Castillo took se cond with 2:19: Liz Pittman
third, 2:21. Guerrero also placed second in the 3000m with
a 10:40; Lozano took fifth ; and
the 1600 relay consisting of
Castillo, Liz Pattman, Anna
Pittman and Kathy Pittman
took second with 4:07 .
The final results in the men's
events are : Richard Yrecheta
third in the 1500 with 4:02.
Javier Samora took sixth with
a 4:05, in the 5000 meters
Hernan Figueroa second with
15:05, Jan Peterson third 15:10
and Marten Westburg fourth
15:18, in the intermediate
hurdles Manuel Garza fifth with
55:08: 800 meters Manuel
Vega sixth 1:56: and in ·the
steeplechase Terry Palacios
took sixth with a 10:02.

Your Teeth
Are Meant To Last
A Lifetime
With today's modern equipment and dental advances. there is no
reason why your teeth shouldn't last a lifetime. However. it 1s a must to
take care of your teeth on a regular basis. And it's so simple. Just
follow these three guidelines: 1) Eat a balanced d:et. 2) Brush and floss
your teeth daily. 3) Have regular six month dental checkups with a
dentist.
If you need to consult with a dentist, make an appointment through
General Dentistry Centers. Our concerned dentists will thoroughly
examine your teeth and provide a maintenance program especially for
you.

"I think the men were looking ahead to the upcoming Texas Relays. so they did not run
as well. But the girls are com ing around ." Coach Homer
Martinez said. "Lori Guerrero

has already qualified for na tionals in the 3000 meter and
Toya Castillo and Liz Pittman
should also qualify in their
events."
"What we need to be next
week is competitive." Coach
Martinez said . "And this meet
will give the team some extra
experience they will need later
on ."

Richard Yrecheta kicks to a
3rd place finish in the 1500
meters at the Coastal Bend
Relays in Kingsville last •·
weekend.
(Photo by Brad Nibert)

Now OpEN AT Oua SEcoNd LocATioN
N. lOTI, & TAMARAck
686-8409

SALE

Cood TltRu ApRil 14!

MEN'S & LAdiES
All lEATkER boon (reg. prin• up to $160) .•.••. • ...•........ now S99.00
RopERs Boon only .....•..........•..................... . S89.9j
LEvi's ~01 JEANS (pre-washed) •..•....•.•.•.•.....•........... Sl 9 .88
LEvi's ~01 JEANS (shrink to iitl ............................... . S17.88
MEN'S MoviN'ON JEANS (reg. $]1) now ....... • . • ................ S14.88
LAdiES LEE DENiM JEANS (cotton & stretch) ...••••........••..... . S19.90
LAdiES BAGGiE JEANS (Jord,ich, G. V., Chic) reg. up prin• to $]8 .. now S27.9j
LAdiES DAN PoST SNAkE Boon (bl,ick & white) ....•.•. • ••..•.. only Sl 79
LAdiES DAN PoST CREY ANTdopE ..... ._................. only S129

Alpba l(appa ,~ i
presents

A MAakniNG PaofilE of ANlnuSEa-Busle

~··························••\
•
$10 Complete Exam With X-Rays
•

.,

Join Us and Be a "Smile Keeper"

.

with coupon Expires April 20, 1984

•
•
•
•

~

.
.,

This coupon has no redeemable cash and or credit value whatsoever. Coupon is
valid when presented on exact date toward complete exam and x-ray. Coupons
not applicable to past treatments or special •Programs. Limit 1 person per coupon .

•

JOANNE ARENA

•
•
•

Apail ~. 1984

..........•..................•

BusiNEss BuildiNG RooM 110
AciTiviTy PERiod

Film views marketplace of brewing industry using psychographic and demographic
profiles.

McAllen Center

Edinburg Center

Brownsville

300-A W. Exp. 83
6'82-1355

1200-A S. 10th
383-2031

1164 FM 802
548-1070

(Next to Ardans)

-(Behind Church's Chicken)

(Across Sunrise Mall)

Look For More Information In The Yellow Pages

The film takes and indepth look at each Anheuser-Bush brand using media executioners in a supporting role. Topic covers research and creative execution to media
placement demonstrating the impact of advertising dollars and the wide range of
coverage from TV to Cable programing .
Following presentation , training specialist will answer on program or related matters.
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Roadrunners Sunday

Netters host
By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor
The Bronc netters host UTSA ,Sunda v after taking one
out of two matches last weekend in Houston. The Broncs
lost to Baptist 8-1 Saturday but
came back and defeated Texas
Southern 5-4 on Sunday.
"We had an overall strong effort made by the players.
Houston Baptist has a wellbalanced team with depth that
was tough to beat," said Coach
Raul Martinez.
The final results against

Houston Baptist are Augustin
Salazar defeated by Mario
Rauch 7-5, 6-4; Beto Chavarria over Henry Temkin 6-1, 6-2;
Kevin Smith defeated by David
Taylor 6-2, 6-0; Kevin Kelley
over Ruben Nunez 6-1, 6-2;
Rafael Ledezma over Joe Martinez 6-2, 6-0 and Adrian de
Silva defeated by Mark Nickolas 6-2, 7-5.
The ~esults from the doubles
are Rauch-Taylor over SalazarChavarria 7-5, 6-1; KelleyTemkin over Smith-Nunez 1-6,
6-4, 6-0 and Nickolas-Ledezma
over Martinez-de Silva 6-0, 6-3.

"I feel Beto Chavarna made
a great effort, taking both of his
matches, and against Texas
Southern we had a tough
match, but we took three singles and two doubles," coach
Martinez commented.
The results from the games
against Texas Southern are
Augustin Salazar over Joseph
ljett 7-6, 6-4; Beto Chavarria
over Ricky Cari 6-1, 6-0; Rawn
Haynes over KeviJ'.I Smith 4-6,
7-5, 7-6; Ruben Nunez over
Jerry Butler 6-1, 6-1; Adrian de
Silva defeated by Harold San-

~I:]@~ ll'!'tll

IMAN'S FA5HIONS , ~
214 S. BRoAdwAy
McAllEN

2024 N. TENTlt STREET
McAIIEN, 686-8261

SpRiNG MERCltANdiu JusT ARRiviNG
WiTlt }'OUR
fAvoRiTE hRANds
~
I

Cesar's BreakfHt Special
6 A.M to 11 A.M.
Two Egggs Bacon or Sausage
Hash Browns, Texas Toast
ALL FOR S1.19

Dally Speclala
Coffee .........20

Friday & Saturday • 24 Hours
Sunday thru Thursday - 6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Monday:

Enchilada Plate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Mexican Plate •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Wednesday: Taco Plate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Chicken Fried Steak • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Thursday: Chalupa Plate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Tuesday:

-Friday:

$2.39
$2.79
$2.69
$2.99
$2.29
Chopped Steak (Char-Broiled) • • • • • • • • • • • $2.89
Chicken Envueltos ••••••••••••••••••••••• $2.79
Fried Fish • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $2.99
Refills on Soft Drinks Free

1011 S. CLOSNER
EDINBURG. TEXAS

383-5676

3

co 6-4, 6-2 and Joe Martinez
lost to Peter Otepokpo 6-2,

6-0.
The doubles scores are Salazar-Chavarria over HaynesCochran 6-4, 7-6; NunezSmith over ljett-Butler 6-4, 6-1
and Otepkpo-Sanco over Martinez-de Silva 6-4, 6-0.
"This weekend we should
beat UTSA because we have a strong revenge factor from our
previous losses to them," Mar- _
tinez said. "We just need to
maintain a consistant effort to
win."
The Bronc netters host UTSA Saturday after taking one of
two matches last weekend in
Houston. The Broncs lost to
Baptist 8-1 Saturday, but came
back and defeated Texas
Southern 5-4 on Sunday.

1984 Pan Am Rifle team-- poses with their 2nd place
trophy from the Mardi Gras Invitational. Kneeling left
to right are, Adriana Quintanilla and Anna Luna. Stan·
ding Mike Porras, James Shawn and Roland Alonzo, and
the sponsor is SQt. Juan Valdez.
(Photo by David Fermison)
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Lady Tracksters

Pittman
By Hernan Figueroa

set

for

Liz Pittman . a 21 year o ld
junior from Eagle Pass. is one
of Pan Am's top middle distance runners. placing three
times last weekend at the
Coastal Bend relays in Kingsville.
Pittman started running at
the age of 7 and by the age of
14. Pittman was one of the top
runners in Eagle Pass and now
she said she feels she is currently going through her best track
season.
"My parents support me and
my father, as an athlete to look
up to. were the main things that
motivated me to start running,"
Pittman said. "Since I started
running up until high school, I
ran for my parents and now its
tougher. I'm working harder because I am running for myself
as well:

Liz Pittman sets a pace-- for

another top finish; at an
earlier meet this season.

Before running for Pan
American, Pittman was a sprin·
ter for Pan Handle State University, where she ran the 400
meters. She placed first in a
state meet and was a runnerup at a conference meet in this
event. Her best times for the
400 meters is 56:08 indoors,
800 meters outdoors a 2:15
and a 4:49 in the 1500 meters.

Nationals
Now as a middle distance
runner at PAU. Pittman ran her
best 800 meters at the UT Invitational last year. ·rm looking
forward to lowering my time in
the same meet this season: she
said .
At San Marcos earlier this
season . Pittman debuted as a
1500 meter runner. and placed third . And in the same meet
she anchored the 1600 meter
relay to a third place finish .
Last weekend at Coastal
Bend. Pittman won her second
1500 meters improving by 4 seconds on her previous record
and took third . She took third
place in the 800 meters and

Berth
later she anchored the 1600
meter relay to second place.
Her goals for this year is to
compete at nationals and place
high in the 1500 meters. in able
to become an "All-American·
runner.
.
·J know I can do it." Pittman
said. "I believe the 1500 meters
is my strongest event."
Pittman is majoring in education and hopes to coach in
competitive district. because
she believes "the more com petitive the district. the more it
proves the coach's ability. I
hope to start coach JV and
work up to a college track
coach."

Upcoming Home Bronc
Baseball Games
April 6 Southwest Texas State

5& 7

7 Southwest Texas State

5 & 7

20 Lubbock Christian College

5

21 Lubbock Christian College

5

28 Trinity University

5

612 N. MAIN• McALLEN, TEXAS

<across the street from the llbrarv>
TELEPHONE: 686-2156

SAVETIMEI
have a professional do ltl
TYPINC

Reparts

Resumes
Term Papers

compositions
Theses, Etc.

311 North Tenth
McAllen, Texas 78501
Telephone: (512) 631-1205

A•IINIICW

EBONY HILL CLINIC
FOR WOMEN
BIRTHING CENTER

Reasonable Prices!

M NOf
AfDW~
ASIOCIATION

!E<:1ENW. !EIMCIS

421 Freddy Gonzalez

Practice limited to Obstetrics & Gynecology
Affordable Normal Deliveries (Natural Childbirth)
True Family Involvement
Minor Gynecological
Surgery (D & C's, Perinea! Surgery, etc.)
CALL 383-4831 or 383-4031
MON. - FRI. 9-5
EMERGENCY PHONE : 682-2435

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

1984 SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO . NY . NY AMERICAN WHISKEY-ABLEND 80 PROOF
·Seven Up' and ")UP" are trademario.s of the Seven Up Company

'!:,

Stngram·s

'~,,,,,
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~
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explored citing event sponsor- ship.
Alpha Kappa Psi, an honorship and the connection with
brand imagery. With the Olym- ary business fraternity is copics as a classic example, the sponsoring the event. Hector
viewer will understand the im- Hernandez is the chairperson
pact of major event sponsor- of the program.

Advertising technique
lecture set
"What You Should Know
About A Job In Advertising-Before It's Too Late" will be the
subject of a lecture sponsored
by the Art Department, Monday in the LRC Media Theater
from 10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Becky Benavides, vice president and associate creative
director for Ed Yardan and
Associates will be the featured
speaker. The recipient of a national "Addy" award; Benavides
is a UT graduate with over 10
years experience in the field.
She has been recognized for

✓

in the New York Art Directors
Show and four times in the
New York Copy Club One
Show.
Samples of TV commercials
and radio spots as well as print
ads will be included in the presentation. There will also be a
portfolio critique and a ques·
tion and answer session .
Subjects to be covered by
Benavides will include the importance of a good portfolio,
how to get along with an interviewer and what kind of person
is happiest in advertising.

Avoid hassle, pull cards for summer
Students who are enrolled
this Spring Semester must have
a summer card pulled at the
Office of Admissions and Records to receive a registration
appointment for the summer
session (s).
The student's name and
social security number is all that
is required for updating the
summer information. This may
be done by either coming by
our office or by calling,
381-2206. The deadline for
having a card pulled is May 17.
Those students who were
not enrolled at PAU this
semester must file a new application for admission . An application may be obtained from
the Office of Admissions and
Records during office hours
(Monday - Friday, 8:00 a.m.4:30 p.m.). The office is located
in the Student Services

Building, Room 108. Applica•tions may also be obtained by

mail orphone, 381-2206. The
deadline for applying by ap-

plication is April 27.

Cheerleader meeting Saturday
There will be an organization
and instructional meeting for
students interested in trying out
for cheerleaders and yell
leaders this Saturday.
The meeting is from 9 a.m.
to noon in the dance studio.
Barbara Krueger, sponsor for
the tryouts, said this meeting
will teach those interested, the
cheers and chants actually presented to the judges the day of
tryouts.
Although Krueger said attendance is not required, those not
attending are asked to phone
Krueger or Melissa Lopez, PAU
head cheerleader, to receive
the requirements for tryouts.
Students can pick up cheer-

leader and yell leader applications at the office of the dean
of students.
There are six positions open
for the women and two positions open for the men. Krue-

ger said that they are seeking
yell leaders especially for the
tumble acts and double stunts.
She encourages any males interested in the position.
The results from the tryouts
will be announced April 14.

McGill scholarship
Scholarships of up to $1,500 women to submit applications
each await students who are for the scholarships.
Successful applicants will be
selected for Ralph McGill
Scholarships, Jack Tarver, required to maintain a "B"
chairman of the scholarship average in order to keep the
scholarship.
fund has announced.
Application blanks may be
Tarver said May first is the obtained from: The Ralph
deadline for aspiring young McGill Scholarship Fund; Box
southern newsmen and news- 4689; Atlanta Ga. 30302.

Refunds take
10 weeks
Taxpayers expecting a refund on their 1983 federal income taxes can expect to wait
up to 10 weeks for it.

-

-

,/,:,- SPORTS WF-AA

Tennis Racquets
Racquet Ball

SHOES
Foot Joy
Nike
Adidas
Etonic
T.B.S.
Snauwaert
Kaepa

SPORTWEAR
Nike
O P
Court Casuals
T.F.M.tail
Palms Beach
Speedo
Hang Ten

New

Balance

Dodger

10% Discount
With Student 1.D.
On Non-sale Items
';/own & C!ou.nh y
.£l,oppln9 C!,ntn

5001 North 10th Street
McAllen
682-0654

RTERNI

PATOS
April Special

2 enchiladas. 1 beef pato.
spanish rice,
ranchero beans, jalapeno, 12

It's easy to play
If you're out, you lose the prize
the Whataburger®
on first base. But if you make it,
HomeRun ·
you win a bigger, better prize
Challenge. Just
like a hot, juicy Whataburger or
come to any
a tasty Taquito with cheese.
participating
Maybe even cash.
Whataburger
Now, do you stop at second
restaurant
"Here I go.I'm headin'
and pickup
to first base ...
a game card. and I win a free
Coca-Cola."
Then you're
ready to play ball. And win
great food or cash prizes.
To get the game
going all you do is head to
first base. Scratch off the
box and if you're not
out, you'll win a free
Coca-Cola or another
great prize.
And here's where
the fun really starts.
You can play it safe
and redeem your prize
on your next visit to
Whataburger.
Or, you can
goon to second base.

or try for third? The further you go,
the more you can win. And if you
make it all the way to home, you
could win up to $10,000 !
[)I, I'm safe at third
or a free Whataburger. If I make it
home, I could win
IJ' to$10,()()().
Now,dolgo?

l *' Wff

1

Will you play it safe?
Or will you go for it all?

There's only one way to
find out. Come play the
Home Run Challenge.
Only at Whataburget
It's not just a hamburger, It's a

WHATABURGfll
Whataburger's Home Run Challenge
ends April 30. No purchase necessary.
While supplies last. You must be 16or
older to play. Void where prohibited.

oz. drink

$2.49

---------~

I ,All year around Special 2 I
I Patos of same kind Spanish I
I Rice & Ranchero Beans I .
I
I

t, __ !!.-.2~---'.
For faster service
call on order
383-0725

Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE

"But now I try for second.
If I'm not out, I win a
bigger prize. "

)
,./
.:.:.::::•;:•'.=·::·::=~;;.;·:::~~;:;~
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Controversy clouds
Ybarra, Adair election
By E.d Cantu
Staffwriter

WiMing smile, Freshman Amy Ramirez was selected Miss PAU for the '84' - 85' year.
Ramirez's talent was a dance routine. Photo by L-uis Betancourt.

Freshman captures -title
By Joe Vasquez
Staff writer

Competing against four upperclassmen, freshman Amy
Ramirez surprised students by
becoming this year's Miss Pan
American during Friday's
pageant.
"I was in a daze," Ramirez
said. "I didn't think a freshman
could win ." Ramirez was sponsored by Abrego Trucking Service and International Student
Association .
Despite her first reservations
about her class ranking, Ramirez said , "I think I had as good
a chance as any of the other
contestants."
The first runner up to Miss
PAU and the recipient of a
$150 scholarship is junior,
Minerva Lazo, sponsored by
the Folkloric Dancers.
The second runner up is
senior elementary education
major Ruby Donaldson sponsored by the Delta Zeta
Sorority.

As the winner of the pageant, Ramirez will receive a
$250 scholarship as well as a
16 by 20 inch studio portrait by
Rainbow Fantasy Studios.
She will also be put in a national directory that will be
distributed to modeling and
casting agencies from New
York to California. This prize is
offered by Melba's of Mcallen .
The five feet tall Ramirez will
act as a goodwill ambassador
and as a representative for the
student body. She will also
<Serve as official sweetheart for
the athletic department.
As Miss PAU, Ramirez plans
on being highly visible.
"I would like to be very active in as many activities as
possible," she said .
A communications major,
Ramirez hopes to make a
career in broadcasting. Her first
goal is to become a local radio
or television broadcaster. Eventually, she would like to

become a producer for a news
cast or become a news anchor.
She has already had on air
experience at Mcallen High
School where she practiced her
craft.
Ramirez had a big role as
part of the KMTV staff, a
McAllen area high school
television, station broadcast
locally on channel two.
She often produced and
directed productions such as
the Dating Game and the Quiz
Bowl. Other responsibilities lie
in scenery and judging.
Not only did she reach the
eyes of McAllen she also had
her broadcasting experience
reach the ears of radio listeners.
She was a disc jockey for
KMAC , a high school produced radio station .
Her experience in broadcasting has not gone unaward ed . Ramirez was awarded the
KELT Broadcasting Scholarship and the KMAC Broadcasting Scholarship.

Math conference starts Friday
The Third Annual Conference of Mathematics will be
held Friday and Saturday.
Registration will be held from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. , Friday, in
Room 101 of Southwick Hall.
just north of the Fine Arts
Complex .
Welcoming addresses will be
given by Dr. Ronald Applba um. vice president for
· academic affairs: Dr. Ernest J.
Baca. dean of the School of
Science and Mathematics: Dr.
John C. Huber. chairman of
the math department: and Dr.
Hubert J. Miller. director of the

Latin American Studies Center.
Math majors and computer
science students can benefit
from the conference which is
free and open to the public.
said Dr. Miguel Parades. chairman of the math conference
committee.
The conference. sponsored
by the d~partment of mathematics and the Latin American
Studies Center. is being held in
conjunction witht he observance of P,m American Day.
Registration for the con ference is tomorrow from 10
a .m . to 1 p.m . the "Differential

Equations" session begins at 1
p.m and ends at 2.
Afterwards the "Computer
Science and Numerical Analysis session commences and
closes with the 'Analysis and
Topology" session from 3 p.m.
to 4 p.m .
The conference continues into Saturday with the "Statistics
and Mathematical Programm ing" session starting at 9 a .m.
Mathematical education im mediately follows at 10:30 a.m.
arid closes with "The Mathematics Profession" from noon
to 1 p.m.

Gumecindo Ybarra. senior
and Virginia Adair, senior were
elected student government
president and vice president
with only 21 votes more than
the Ramon D. Esquivel and
Ruben Delgado team during
elections last week.
More. than 800 students
voted, with 400 voting for
Ybarra-Adair and 379 for Esquivel-Delgado, according to
Elvie Davis, assistant dean of
students.
Davis added that the writein cadidate team of Alex
"Cosmic Rex" Alaniz and Mark
"Buck"Rogers received 32
votes, but was disqualified early
in the election, for campaigning and distributing campaign
materials too close to election
sites.
An appeal concerning the
validity of the outcome of the
election was filed by losing
ticket candidates, Esquivel and
Delgado.
They charged that if the 32
disquaHfie·d votes were counted
and added to the final tally,
Ybarra and Adair would not
have the simple majority needed for victory.
In that case, a run-off would
be called for. Normally, the appeal would go before the student senate: but, according to
Davis, because there are not
enough justices for a quorum,
nor time for reappointments, a
decision will be made by Dean
of Students, Judy Vinson

Ybarra
Vinson states late Wednes- ·
day afternoon that she planned to meet with all candidates
and the election commission ,
and said she hoped to have a
decision sometime Friday, after
studying all sides of the issue
and the election code.
Juan "Chocolate" Lara was
selected as president for the
University Center Program
Council (UCPC) and Alex Tapia won the council's Vice
President seat. Both ran unopposed and Davis said, "while
there were some write-in votes,
they were insignificant."
UCPC also needed to fill two
seats for directorate membersat-large. No one officially filed
for these positions; but, Davis
said that the offices had been
filled by write-in cadidates.
She explained that in cases
such as the two above, the
names of write-ins attaining office could not be released, pending official acceptance of the
office. She added that all seats

Adair
had been filled .
John D. Guevara took one
of the two positions open for
PAUSA senators-at-large and
write-in candidate. Susan
Miller, won the other.
The Schools of Business,
Education, Social Science, Humanities, and Math and Sciences, each had spots open for
two senators to PAUSA.
Jose Arrevalo and Letty Calvo were selected as senators for
the School of Social Sciences.
The School of Business now
has Isaac Sanez as representative in the Senate but, the
other senatorial seat remains at
press time, unconfirmed.
Imelda Mendiola holds the
only confirmed office for senator in the School of Education; and, the Schools of Humanities and Math and Sciences, have yet to confirm
either of their seats.
Daniel Rodriguez will return
See PAUSA pg. 7

'Bridge conference Saturday
Building bridges between the a.m. will be led by Nestor
United States and Mexico will Valencia, director. of planning
be the theme of a binational for the City of El Paso, on
bridges conference here Satur- "Political and Economic Issues
of the Binational Bridge in the
day, Pan American Day.
El Paso Area."
Presenter for the first session
Commentators will be Roat 9 a.m. will be Dr. Milton H.
Jamail of the University of land Arriola of the Department
Texas at Austin , giving an over- of Community Affairs for the
view of the issue of "Binational state of Texas, Austin; Sam
Bridges and Economic Impact Vale. preseident of the MexicoTexas Bridge Owners Associaon Border Crossings."
· Commentators will be Arq . tion, Rio Grande City; and W.
Luis Sanchez de Carmona, ad- J . Ferrel, president of the
viser to the sec,·etary of urban Bronwsville and Matamoros
development and ecology for Bridge Co.. Springs. Texas.
the Mexican government: Joe
Garza, McAllen Bridge Com A program on "The National
mission: and William Kane. Perspective" will be held from
president and general manager 11:45 a.m . to 1 p.m. by Lie.
of the B & P Bridge Co. at · Gaspar Chavez Zarate. repreProgreso.
sentative of the budget office of
The second session at 10:30 the Mexican government. and

Paul Storing of the Department
of State, Washington, D.C.
The conference will begin
with registration from 8:30 to 9
a.m . The theme is "Building
Bridges of Understanding and
Cooperation."
The conference is sponsored
by Pan American University,
the Latin American Studies
Center and the Forum for the
Study of the Americas.
It is one of a series of events
held during the week in observation of Pan American Day,
the anniversary of the day in
1860 when the republics in the
Western Hemisphere formed
the Pan American Union, a
forerunner of the present
Organization of American
States.

Five alumni to present recital
Five PAU graduates from the
department of Music will return
to the campus to present an
Alumni Artist Recital on Friday
at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Re cital Hall.
Performing in the recital will
be vocalists Patricia Hudson pillar. a 1972 graduate. and
Janice Chandler Bookout. a
1974 graduate. Hudsonpillar
will perform The Seasons by

Joseph Haydn and Bookout
will sing Exultate Jubilate by
W.A. Mozart.
Other soloists include bassoonists Arturo Gonzalez. Jr. a
1980 graduate playing Concerto No. 6 by Capel Bond and
Cedilia Pineda. a 1978 graduate: performing Sonata for
Bassoon and Piano By Paul
Hindemith .
As a guest of the Alumni.

Ralph Bolis, clarinetist. will play
Sonatina for Clarinet and Piano by Arthur Frackenpohl.
The recital will conclude with
a trip performance of Concert
Piece No. Two for clarinet. bassoon and piano by Felix Mendelssohn.
Admission for the recital will
be $3 general admission and
$1.50 for senior citizens and
students.
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'Dumb Mexican'
speaks
Yo soy Chicana and I'm damn proud of it.
Nobody can shame me but myself. No one can say or do
anything to diminish my pride in myself or my people.
Yet there are people who are ignorant enough and stupid
enough to try.
While in Arlington recently for the Texas Intercollegiate Press
Association convention , at which were we quite successful by
the way, I had an education in stupidity. I was called a dumb
Mexican for the first time in my life. Not just once but three
times in one evening it happened.
While I have certainly been exposed to this type of ignorance, I have never personally encountered anyone stupid
enough to actually say something so repulsive out loud.
All three incidents were at the amusement park Six Flags
Over Texas on "senior night," when local high school seniors
were offered special deals from the park . Twice someone in
a group of more than three teenage boys made derogatory
comments about Mexicans just loud enough for those of us
from PAU to hear. (Yes, almost but not all of us were Mexican American.) The third situation had another male voice yelling at us from a passing tram .
There have been few times in my 23 years when I have
felt so angry. More frightening, there have been few times when
I have felt so moved to violence. I wanted so much to physically
hurt the source of such stupidity.
But I resisted. I would not lower myself to violence.
If anything positive came out of those incidents, it didn't present itself as a positive until some days later. They helped me
remember that not all ignorance presents itself as hostility.
It takes ignorance to have attitudes like that of the teenage
boys but it takes stupidity to verbalize those attitudes maliciously. Not all people are stupid.
We must always remember that and not become complacent. Just because we don't hear phrases like "dumb Mexican"
doesn't mean there aren't people who don't think of us as dumb
Mexicans. Of course not everyone with blonde hair or a last
name like Jones considers us as inferior.
Believing that would be equal to the racism we are trying
to combat. But, as chicanos, we must always strive for our
personal best in all we do. If we do less than our utmost, we
will be called lazy by some. If we do sloppy work, we will be
called inferior. If we demand equal wages, we will be called .
_
ungrateful.
If I ever choose to live in the Dallas area, it will only be if
I am excessively, outrageously successful in a highly visible
profession like journalism. And my name will remain Anna
Maria Martinez.

Job Column
The Student Employment Services is a referral service that
will help students in need of a job. Various jobs are available
through the SES. Below is a listing of jobs available : however.
those jobs· are subject to change without notice. SES is located
in Student Services Building Room 153.
Advertising Trainee / $3 .50 hr. / McAllen
Secretary-Receptionist / Salary Neg. / McAllen
Office Work / Salary Neg. / Mission
Salespersons / Salary Comm . / Hidalgo Co.
Bingo Callers / $3.35 hr. or comm. / McAllen
Secretary / $3.35 hr. / Mission
Clerk-Distributor I $5 hr. / McAllen
Accounting Position / Salary Neg . / Pharr
Governess / $3.35 hr. / McAllen
Telephone Solicitor / $IO-Contract / Harlingen
Wine Merchandiser / Salary Neg. / Mission to Mercedes
Bus Driver / $4.15 hr. / Edinburg
Medical Secretary / Salary Neg. D.O.E. / McAllen
Gen. Maintenance / $' Hr. / McAllen
Delivery Persons / Salary Neg . / Hidalgo Co.
Child Care Aide / $3 .35 hr. / Weslaco
Sales Representative / Salary Comm . / Hidalgo Co.
Cocktail Waitress-Waiter / $3.35 hr. / Weslaco
Gardener / Salary Neg . / McAllen

HI TI-IERt, L-ISA !
WHAT DID YOU ?

DO GOOO IDl?AY .

Letters to· the Editor----Coverage
complaint
We the (Catholic Campus
Ministry, Baptist Student
Union, United Methodist Campus Ministry along with the
Social Work Club) would like
to know why some of the
events do not get published or
when published they are put in
small corners of the newspaper
with some information left out?
For example, in your weekly
activity calendar, the luncheon
on Thursdays activity period
and the CCM Masses on Tuesday activity period have ceased being announced without
any consultation to these clubs.
These are weekly events and
we have gone repeatedly
through the correct channels to
have these events announced

and get no cooperation with
your staff!
You have also neglected the
Social Work Club in which a
representative went to your office twice so that their Roberto
Pulido y Los Classicos Concert
would be advertised in the
school paper. It was a school
event but sadly it never appeared although the local
papers printed it.
Our big concern is what
makes the BIG NEWS in the
Pan Am paper?? CCM won
state awards and yet the article
was cut so small, did not
acknowledge the students who
represented Pan Am at the
state level and was put in the
corner of the paper with the
Job Column overwhelming the
report. These 24 represen-

tatives from Pan Am are state
champs, look at the coverage
the athletes get! Have they
been state champs?
We feel some of the clubs
and organizations are dis criminating against by the
school paper. Are religious and
humanitarian clubs important
to the life of Pan American
University???

Sincerely,
Daniel Rodriguez
Student Senator Campus
Religious Organizations
Jaime Lopez
United Methodist Campus
Ministry President
Edward Arguelles
Catholic Campus Ministry
President
Teresa Coronado
Social Work Club President

Muchas Gracias
wish
to
p~blicly
acknowledge the services
rendered by Alpha Kappa Psi
and Phi Alpha Theta at the recent Southwestern Council of
Latin American 'Studies
(SCOLAS) meeting on our
campus. The efficiency with
which the meeting was run
would have been impossible
without the help of these two
student organizations.
Again muchisimas gracias
for helping us make the 17th
annual SCOLAS meeting a
true success.

Sincerely,
Hubert J. Miller
Interim Coordinator and
past president of SCOLAS

Easter library hours
The Learning Resource Center will be available for student
during the Easter vacations .
The following is the schedule
for the vacations.
On Thursday and Friday will
be from 8 a.m. till 5 p.m.: on
Saturday. the library will be
open from 9 a .m. till 6 p.m.
and closed for Easter Sunday.
The LRC wi ll also be open
during exam days . The follo w-

I HHPED MYMOM BAK/;.
A CAKE-. HHP£D PAD
c1-eAN lHE. YARD, HHPtD
MY BROTHE.R J/; FF WITH
HIS HOMf.WORK . ..

ing is the schedule for these
days.
On Sunday. May 6 the li brary will be open from 2 p.m .
till midnight. On Monday Tuesday and Wednesday of that
sa me wee k. the library will be
open fro m 7:30 until midnight.
On Thursday and Friday. the
hours will be regular from 8
a. m. till 5 a.m.

.--------------=----,
Ht;L-PeD GRANDf'.1A P~AITT'
F1,0WtRS TN Tl-lf. GARDtN,
Hel,..Pf,D JOPY W/TI-J Hf I<.
, SKArtlNG 1,..e ssoNs ...
SORRY

I
ASKC:D!
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Student Publications triumphant
in state competition
The three PAU student publications returned triumphant
from the annual convention of
the Texas Intercollegiate Press
Association with a state office.
17 awards including three first
places and a third place in
sweepstakes for the yearbook.
Nora Lopez. editor of "The
Pan American··. was elected
parliamentarian to TIPA after a
run-off election against Estela
Pena from Angelo State University. In competition. The
Pan American newspaper. El
Bronco yearbook and the
Gallery literary magazine all
won awards against such
schools as the University of
Texas at Austin . Southwest
Texas State University and
Lamar University. There are 63
member schools in TIPA .

Arriva, Arriva--Fo1k1oric and Jazz Dancers present their
Spring Concert in the Fine Arts auditorium Saturday. Mary
Oralia Munoz in the background and Alma Nelda Guerra
foreground display thier costumes for the performance.

McGill scholarship
Scholarships of up to $1,500
each await students who are
selected for Ralph McGill
Scholarships, Jack Tarver,
chairman of the scholarship
fund has announced.
Tarver said May first is the
deadline for aspiring young

southern newsmen and newswomen to submit applications
for the scholarships.
Application blanks may be
obtained from: The Ralph
McGill Scholarship Fund; Box
4689; Atlanta Ga. 30302.

In fact. El Bronco won
enough awards to place third in
sweepstakes after The Cactus
of the University of Texas at
Austin which placed first and
the Prickly Pear of Abilene
Christian University.
Delcia Lopez. photographer.
and Brad Nibert. current yearbook editor. won first place in
division one yearbook picture
story for their presentation of
the child care center on pages
74 and 75 of the j_983 El Bronco yearbook.

Dance concert tomorrow
Typical dances of Mexico
and a variety of contemporary
dance works are part of the
Folkloric and Jazz Dancers
Spring concert this Friday and
Saturday.
The concert. to begin at 8
p.m .. will feature sixty dancers
who will be performing typical

Comm
awards
available
Three scholarships are
available to mass communication majors from the Rio
Grande Valley. The scholarships are to be used during the
1984-85 academic year.
Applicants for these scholarships must meet the following
criteria:
(1) Must be a United States
Citizen
(2) Must have permanent
residency in the Rio Grande
Valley.
(3) Must be presently enrolled
or will be enrolled as a full-time
student at an accredited college
or university for the upcoming
academic year.
(4) Must be or will be majoring
in Mass Communications .
(5) If applicant is a graduated
high school senior. he must
have an overall average of at
least a C.
(6) If applicant is currently a
college student. must have an
overall G.P.A. of at least 2.5
and at least a 3.0 G.PA . in
mass communications.
Applicants for these scholarshi ps must apply on the app:opriate individual application. The deadline for the applications is April 30.

dances of Mexico and a variety
of contemporary dance works.
Conjunto Tamaulipeco. directed by Paulino Salinas will be
on hand ot provide live mu sic for the Folkloric Dancers.
The PAU Folkloric Dancers
are under the direction of Fran cisco Alvarez-Munoz. Mary
Garza-Munoz, Instructors and
Choreographers and Dr. Amilda Thomas. Director. the Jazz

§~

Dance Company is directed
by Laura Miesle.
The public is invited to attend
the spring concert. Tickets are
on sale at the Chambers of
Commerce in Pharr and Edin burg.Admission for adults is $3
prior to Friday and $4 at the
door. Children will be admitted
for $2. The ticket office at the
Fine Arts Auditorium will be
open at 7 p.m. on Saturday.

~& ~

Competing in live contest. in
which students were put under
pressure resembling the realistic
situation of deadline. Ella de los
Santos. PAU newspaper reporter.won first place in head.line writing. Also in live contest.
Anna Martinez. newspaper
managing editor. won first
place in radio newswriting.
In ·canned" contest. that is
competition of material published in the 1983 yearbook. El
Bronco won several second.
third and honorable mention
awards. The 1983 yearbook
editor. Sandra Barbosa placed
second in opening section copy
after UT-Austin.
In photography. David Ferguson won second place behind UT-Austin in sports photo
for the soccer shot on page 130
of El Bronco. In color feature
photo. Hector Saldana was second behind Abilene Christian
University for his folkloric
dancers shot on page 14.
Rosie Gonzalez was third
place in student life copy for
her write-up on Career Day on
page 34. With her copy on The
Pan American on page 148.
Monica Mendez won third
place in organizations copy.
In academic copy. Brad Nibert was third with his write-up
about the NCAA raising aca-

demic standards on page 98.
Nibert also was awarded an
honorable mention for sports
copy for his copy on men's
baseball on page 118.
For her fashion spread on
pages 52 and 53. Martha
Saucedo was awarded an
honorable mention in typography. layout and design.
Birgit B. Hopp was awarded an
honorable mention in feature
photo for her photograph of
Tomas Gonzalez playing tug of
war at the Luau on page 18.
Competing in TIPA for the
first time. "Gallery·· came away
with three honorable mentions.

including another award for
Hopp for her special effects
photo on page 65 of the creative magazine. Theresa Cortez was awarded an honorable
mention for her short story. "A
Private Pain.'' and David Olivarez won an honorable mention for his illustration.
Besides the two live first
place awards. the newspaper
was awarded a second place in
newspaper single ad for the ad
designed by Adriana Villarreal
for the Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin . She placed second
after Southern Methodist Uni versity.

612 N. MAIN • MCALLEN, TEXAS
<across the street from the llbrarv1
TELEPHONE: 686-2156
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Your Teeth
Are Meant To Last
A Lifetime
With today's modern equipment and dental advances . there is no
reason why your teeth shouldn't last a lifetime. However, it rs a must to
take care of your teeth on a regular basis. And it's so simple . Just
follow these three guidelines: 1) Eat a balanced d:et. 2) Brush and floss
your teeth daily. 3) Have regular six month dental checkups with a
dentist.

If you need to consult with a dentist, make an appointment through
General Dentistry Centers. Our concerned dentists will thoroughly
examine your teeth and provide a maintenance program especially for
you.
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Join Us and Be a "Smile Keeper "
• $10 Complete
Exam With X-Rays
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McAllen Center
300-A W. Exp. 83
682-1355

Edinburg Center
1200-A S. 10th
383-2031

Brownsville
1164 FM 802
548-1070

(Next to Ardans)

(Behind Church's Chicken)

(Across Sunrise Mall)
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'Information in the 80's' seminar scheduled
Top business executives from
across the nation will discuss information managemnt for this
decade at the 3rd Annual
School of Business Executive
Seminar.
The conference will begin
with a coffee at the LRC Media
Theater foyer at 8:30 a.m.
From 9 a.m., to 9:15 a.m.,
Dean F. J. Brewerton will introduce the conference and
President Miguel Nevarez will
give the welcome to the university.
At 9:15 a.m ., Syd Heaton ,
IBM Director of Information
Systems, will speak on "Information Processing in the '80 ."

Heaton. who has been with
IBM since 1962. joined the
company as a systems engineer
trainee in data processing. He
has been with the company
ever since except for a two-year
term in the U.S. Army.
He has served as branch
manager in Kansas 'and Mississippi: director of marketing and regional manager in
Minneapolis; director of information systems for the data
processing division in White
Plains, N.Y.; and director of
marketing administration information systems in the information systems group division.
At 10 a.m., Mark Rigg, vice

President of Human Resources
at the Southland Corporation.
will speak on"Setting Information Piorities." Rigg was elected
vice president of human re sources in November 1980
after joining the Southland
Heaton received his bachelor's degree in math from Texas
A&M in 1961. and in 1962
received his masters in math
and computer science from
Texas A&M .
Corporation in 1969 as personnel manager of the 7 -Eleven
Stores Group.
He has also served Southland in the capacities of operations personnel manager and

personnel manager of the
group.
Rigg graduated from LaSalle
College in 1959 with a bachelor of science degree in accoun ting . He later attended the
Detroit College of Law.
A 30 minute break will be
followed at 11:15 a.m . with
"MCC Progress and Potential"
by Robert G. Rutishauser. Vice
President of Finance and Administration at Microelectronics
and Computer Technology
Corporation (MCC). Rutishauser has been with MCC
since 1966 when he joined as
manager of the Operations
Analysis Peripheral Equipment
Group.

PASS promises variety of comedy
The Pan American Summer
Stock (PASS) Theater is preparing its 12th season of stage
entertainment and this summer
promises a wide variety of
comedy.
According to Dr. Marian
Manta, communications department head, PASS is a sixhour course that may be take
for credit on both undergraduate and graduate levels.
Students enrolled work on
four productions and attend
classes in dance, voice, acting
and technical training of the
theatre.
Admission to the workshop
is done through regular admission procedures and the course
will last through the first sum-

mer session. Auditions for the
first show begin as early as April
25, and the final performance
of the last play is July 7.
"Lunch Hour", is scheduled
as the first production and plays
June 14-16. Auditions begin
April 25. "Lunch Hour" is a
comedy about a couple who
spouses' are having an affair.
They counter by having an affair of their own, and the result
is comedic chaos.
"A Thurber Carnival" follows
with performance dates June
21-23. This show features a
James Thurber comic revue
with some of the funniest
moments in the theatre.
Witchcraft. spells and super-

natural feats abound in PASS's
third production. "Bell. Book.
and Candle." On stage June
28-30, this comedy mixes a
touching romantic story with
magical moments of love and
is sure to bewitch you.
And. "Goodbye Charlie". a
fantastic story of a womanizing
bachelor who is brought back
to life as a beautiful female. will
end the season. This turnabout comedy originally starred
Lauren Bacall and was written
by the author of "The Seven
Year Itch."

out what ifs all about.
For more information on admissions. auditions or scholarships. call the theatre department at 381-3."i83.

He has served MCC in different divisions including as
vice president of Control Data
Business Advisors. Inc., vice
president of Financial Planning
and Analysis and Vice Presi dent of Control Data Business
Advisors. Inc.,

ment Relations for the Atlantic
Richfield Corporation. will
speak on "Corporate Cultures
and Information Systems." He
has also served as Director of
External Affairs for ARCO Solar Industries and as president
of Energy Resources Group.
Inc.. management consultants.

A lunch break will follow and
at 1 p.m .. Chet Todd. Vice
President of Residence and
Public Services at Southwestern Bell Corp. will speak on
"Managing the Gateway to the
Information Age Galaxy." Todd
has been with Southwestern
Bell since 1938 when he began
as a groundman at his hometown of Hutchinson. Kansas.

Zapanta's bachelor. master
and soon to be completed doctorate degrees are all from the
University of Southern California. Also. he has just completed
the Advanced Management
Program. from the Graduate
School of Business Administration at Harvard University.

He has held various positions with Southwestern Bell including vice president and general manager for the San An. tonio area, general plant manager. division plant superintendent and other posts.
At 1:45 p.m .. Al Zapanta.
~ssociate Director of Govern-

From 2:30 p.m. to 3:15 p.in.,
Robert Jordan. Deputy Land·
Commissioner. for the State of
Texas will speak on "The Necessity for Strategic Management Information Systems in
Texas."
The seminar will then adjourn.

They say there's no business
like show business. If you've
even considered a life on the
stage, here's your chance to find

First Chili Cookoff not successful
The first Chili Cookoff was
not financially successful and
did not go as well as anticipated, according to Tony
Flores, PAUSA vice president.
Flores said the reason for the
failure was because the Cookoff was behind schedule and
some of the events did not take
place.
·~bout 1,000 people showed up," Flores said, "but the
results still weren't good:
The final results for the

:.
··":

amount of money presented to
the Easter Seals will not be
determined until a later date.
In the Chili Contest the team
from H.E.B. took first place
receiving a trophy and $100.
KRIX took the second place
award for which they received
a trophy.
A team which called themselves the Jose Limas and
Carlos Rivera Team took third
place and also received a
trophy.

"Los Chilianos" from the Phi
Kappa Theta took fourth place
and received a Coca-Cola raft.
The Cookoff · presented
musical entertainment from different
bands. They included; Royal,
Tryxx, Phantasm and Champagne bands.
Demonstrations of break
dancing were also presented.
The Cookoff also featured
KRIX FM from Brownsvill conducting a live remote from the
area.
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Charbroiled Hamburgers
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524 W. University Drive
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For contraceptive care, pregnancy testing,
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PAU celebrates Pan American .Day Saturday
Each year, April 14 is celebrated in the nations of the
Western Hemisphere as Pan
American Day, a "commemorative symbol of the sovereignty of the American nations
and the voluntary union of all
in one continental community~
University President Miguel
A. Nevarez further stated in a
proclamation made earlier this
month, that this year, Pan
American Week will be celebratd on campus with a series of events devoted to the

theme, "Building Bridges of
Understanding and Cooperation."
Activities began Monday
with a School of Education
seminar on "Building Bridges
Through Education." Later in
the evening, Senator Hector
Uribe and var:ous state representatives were participants
in a Community Round Table
Discussion of the "South Texas
Agenda for the. Texas Legislature's Special Session on
Education ."

and "The Green Wall", in
Spanish with English subtitles, will be prsented today at
9:30 a.m. in the UC. Overflow.
· Admission is one dollar per
film or $1.50 for both.
Also on the agenda for today
is an executive seminar presented by the School of Business on, "Managing and Using
Information in the '80's." For
more. information on this seminar call 381-3311.

Tuesday's events included a
special performance by "El
Teatro de la Esperanza" (The
Theatre of Hope) spqnsord by
the Intercollegiate Knights and
the Mexican American Faculty
of Pan Am.
An acting workshop and lecture/demonstration · on Chicano Theatre were .also presented.
"Mon Oncle'', in French with
English subtitles, will be shown
today at 12:30 p.m. in the University Center Overflow Room

matics, continuing through
Saturday. Admission for the
conference is open and those
interested should contact Dr.
Miguel Paredes at 381-3634.
A Binational Bridges Conference on "State and Local
Perspectives on Building
Bridges Between the United
States and Mexico," will be held
Saturday with presentations
and comments from speakers

Friday marks the third Annual Conference of Mathe-

PierceJ 'JeeJf auranf

Aid applications deadline soo,n
Students who will be attending the Fall '84 semester and
who will be applying for Financial Aid, will need to submit
their application to the Financial Aid Office by Tuesday, May
1, 1984.
While applications for the
Fall '84 semester will be accepted until September 14,

1984, those students who apply by May 1 will be assured that
their application will have been
processed by Fall Registration.
Applicants whose applications
are processed by Fall Registration, and qualify, ie., Pell,
SEOG, NDSL, and TPEG, will
hav etheir tuition and fees paid
for at registration. Students
who qualify may also receive

throughout the United States
and Mexico.
The Pan American Folkloric
Dancers will give their annual
Spring Ferformance both Friday and Saturday evenings in
the Fine Arts Auditorium at 8
p.m.
All students, faculty, staff,
alumni and friends of the university have been invited to
participate in the various functions by Preside~! Nevarez.

$30.00 per class for books. The
tuition, fees, and book allowances will be deducted from the
students aid package.
Students taking their applications to the Financial Aid Office should include with their
applications; (1) a copy of their
Pell application, (2) a $2.00
cheek or money order, (3) an
academic transcript (unofficial)

321 W. University

(4) a copy of the parent's and

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
LUNCH SPECIAL
$2.n wiTlt Tltis Ad
OR PAU 1.0.

I or student's 1983 income tax
returns. If neither the parents or
the student filed an income tax
return, then a "Statement of Income" will need to be filed with
the Fianncial Aid Office.
Applications for Financial
Aid are available at the Financial Aid Office, Student Services Building, Room 186.

Continued from l'~-1 •. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - as senator representing the
ins selected will even be retur- amendments approved to the and voting."
combined religious organizaPAUSA constitution , Amendning to Pan Am.
tions and the Health Related
The revised traditions pacIn the event there are vacan- ment 7. Amendment 6, also
Professions claim one, as yet
kage also passed. This conunconfirmed, position to the
cies to any position in the approved stated that, "changes
cerned requirements and duLegislative or Judicial Branches to the PA_USA budget as ~ties of the Bronc Homecoming
Senate.
Queen and Miss Pan Ameriof PAUSA, or to the office of proved by the student senate
A new position for a student
can, along with executive byAttorney General, the PAUSA can be made only by the apmember on the Student Affairs
President now has the authori- proval of at least cwo-thirds oL laws and special elections concerning the same.
·
Advisory Committee was crety to nominate appointments to those student senators present
ated for this election and Alan
offices witliin 30 days.
Iglesias was the write-in winner.
The Senate then must apb d ~-::::::~
Two positions for senators
prove the appointment with a
representing graduate seniors
two-thirds vote of all present,
have yet to be confirmed and
providing a quorum exists.
there is a question as to
This authority was one of the
whether or not the two write-

383-9075
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Chalupa Plate
3 chalupas $2.75
a

RooM AVAilAblE foR pRiVATE GATltERiNGS OR
busiNESS MEETiNGS.
Nud To RESERVE ROOM 24 ltRs. iN AdvANCE
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6 - 11 A.M.
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11 A.M. • 2 p.M.
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For the best steak and
shnmp in the Valley, it's

ISA host dinner, show ·
The International Students' .
Association (ISA) will host an
International Dinner and
Fashion Show, Saturday in the
Ballroom. The dinner will begin
at 6:30 p.m. followed by the
fashion show at 8 p.m.
The first part of the Fashion
Show will be casual, sports and
evening wear provided by C.R.
Anthony's of McAllen . The latv,ill be international

••

••

fashions provided by several
ISA members and other foreign
students from Pan Am . Tickets
are $4.50 for the general
public, $3.50 for students with
I.D.

For reservations call the
Students Affairs _Office at
381-2260. A limited amount of
tickets will be available at the
door.
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($1.00 Discount on all dinners
with this ad.)
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TENTH & TAMAQACK
68'2-45'27
for PAU Students and Staffi!

.

Rent o ne (1) Movie and

rent one (1) fQEE!!

COLORFUL STRIPE

Open 10 am to 9 pm

MON - 0AT
(I WPl),~II IJIDJllltl)

ll )l) Nl )N ~11.MI\Lll.~)

Izod"Lacoste®·s horizontal rramed body stnpe shirt in
100% cotton. has open sleeves a 2 button pi'.lcket rack collar
and a left breast pocket With the famous all!gat-.Jr emblem

~l:)@~ifj
I
I
/
MAN'S FA5HIONS

214 S Broadwa y
McAllen

•• Q

••

2024 N Tenth Street
McAllen. 686 · 8261
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56th Oscars bring 'Terms -of Endearment'
By Ella de los Santos
Staffwriter

Despite the fact that Johnny
Carson's one liners were at
times too tacky, the 56th An nual Academy awards were
distributed without any major
setbacks aside from the usual
long acceptance speeches.
The Best Film of the Year
was 'Terms of Endearment' and
rightly so. This emotional picture told the story of a special
relationship between a mother
and a daughter and how after
30 years they finally grew to be
friends and learned to accept
each other.
This picture won 4 other
wards, Best Screenplay, Best
Actress, Best Supporting Actor,
and Best Director.
It is a special kind of film in
that although the situation is
almost surrealistic, the outsome
is clearly inevitable.
Shirley MacLaine and Debra
Winger who were both nominated for Best Actress _in their
roles as mother and daughter
in this film they did an outstan ding job in depicting the story

and emotion involved in this
situation . MacLaine won. the
award .
Also winning a academy
award for his performance in a
supporting role was Jack
Nicholson who starred as the
slightly-over-the-hill-playboynext-door whose friendship
with MacLaine was instrumen tal in bringing the mother and
daughter closer together.
James L. Brooks won two
Oscars for his directing and
screenplay adaptation in Terms
of Endearment.'
The only major academcy
awards not given to 'Terms of
Endearment' cast was that of
Best Actor which went to
Robert Duvall for his work in
'Tender Mercies.'
Undoubltedly this film was
not expected to fare well since
it is already being run on cable
television .
This is another heartwrenching film that is easy to relate to
and Duvall plays the part of a
loser trying to succeed for a
change.

Perhaps one of the most obvious conclusions one can
make about this years Oscars is
the fact that women are finally
coming into their own . They
are finally being recognized as
able to stand on their own
merits without being a prop to
some big Hollywood male
type.

The major award winners
were those more or less
predicted by everyone:
Best
Picture -"Terms
of
Endearment'
Best Actress -- Shirley Mac
Laine
Best Actor--Robert Duvall
Best Supporting Actor--Jack
Nicholson
Also winning Oscars this year
were :
Best Achievement in an
Animated Short Film-0Sundae
in New York'

There were some special
awards given this year, such as
the Oscar given to Gene Kelly
to replace the one he lost when
his home was destroyed last
Christmas due to a fire.

Best Achievement in live short
Film-:Boys and Girls'
Best Sound Effects Editing--Jay
Boekelheide "The Right Stuff
Best Film Editing-~The Right
Stuff
Best Sound-~The Right Stuff
Best Cinematography--Sven
Nykvist "Fanny and Alexander"
Foreign Language Film-Fanny
and Alexander'

Also receiving a special
award was Hal Roach for his 50
years in the business. and his
Oscar was presented by
George "Spanky" McFarlain
from the Little Rascals, Roach
classic.
Perhaps the funniest presenters were Tommy Chong
and Richard "Cheech" Marin
who fell quite easily into their
regular routine to ease the tension a little.

Features--Emile Ardoline for
'He Makes Me Feel Like
Dancing'
Special Visual Effects-:Return
of the Jedi'
Outstanding Costume Qesign0Fanny and Alexander'
Best Achievement in Art
Direction--Anna Asp for 'Fanny and Alexander'
Best Song--Flashdance-What a
Feeling
Best Original Score- -Bill Conti
for 'The Right Stuff

WE CAN! CAN THEY?

Yolanda Gonzalez and Minvera
P. Lazo from the School of
Education; Lucy Flores, Grace
Richardson and Gloria Solis
from the Scl-ioor of Sciences
and Mathematics; and Bill
Carter, Maria Teresa Coronado
and Olga Gonzalez from the
School of Social Sciences.
· Also Janice Freeman ,
Susana E. Lopez and Lois A.
day from the School of Humanities: Jean Corbeil, Joe

Extra Thin Lenses
· One Day Service
Rav Ban Eyewear
Playboy Eyewear
260 S. Texas
Weslaco 968-8863

Engraving
Soldered Gold Frame
Custom Lenses for
Porch Camera's
808 S. Broadway
McAllen 682-9435

---------------- O pt i cal Fashion

Documentary Short Subjects-C. Scott and A. Symansky for
'Flamenco at 5 :15'
Achievements in Documentary

Students recognized for achievement
Outstanding students will be
honored at the fifth annual
Awards and Recognition Con vocation Sunday at 3 p.m. in
..
the LRC Media Theater.
A reception will immediately follow in the lobby of the
LRC.
Among the students receiving awards are: Albert Martinez, .
Enrique Reynoso and Hermes
Villarreal from the School of
Business; Donald Gene Fritz,

Best Original Adaptation
Score--Michel Legrand. Allen
and Marilyn Bergman for 'Yentl'
Best Supporting Actress--Linda
Hunt for 'The Year of Living
Dangerously'
Best Original Screenplay- Morton Foote for 'Tender
Mercies'
Best Screenplay Adaptation -James L. Brooks for 'Terms of
Endearment'
Best Director--James L. Brooks
for 'Terms of Endearment'

Richard Lacher and Javier government, Gloria Rodriguez,
Rocha from the Division of president of the University
Health Related Professions; Center Program Council, Juan
and Virginia Adair, Norma Lara, vice-president of UCPC,
Almaguer and - Gumecindcr Alan Iglesias, vice-president of
Ybarra by the Dean of Stu- · UCPC, Nora Lopez, editor of
The Pan American newspaper
dents.
and Bradley Nibert, editor of
Being honored by the Assis- the El Bronco yearbook.
tant Dean of Students are Noe
·Hinojosa, president of student
government, Antonio Flores,
Also being honored are the
vice-president of student
Who's Who recipients.

We are proud to say that
we are masters in the art
of hair

10% off for PAU students w/lD
PHONE
383-9133

1410WEST
UNIVERSITY
., DR.
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Announcing:
The Karousel Hit Parade Television Show
Channel 23 NBC's KVEO
Sat. 5 p.m.
Taping Done Every Saturday 2-6 p.m.
at the Karousel Club"The Showplace of the Valley"
1820 N. 10th
McAllen
682-7131
Become a Star and have a great time!
Dance auditions for Hit Parade
Regulars will be held every Saturday at 1 p.m.!!
NO Talent Necessary!
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Karausel's Weekly Special~
· for the Drinking College Student

Sun. - "BigBands"
- Showcase
-----Mon. - "Dollar Night" -All Bar Drinks $1 .00 - Live Band
Tues. - "Longneck Night" - All Longnecks 50¢ Chug-a-lug contest
Wed . - "Ladies Night" Ladies only entertainment 8-10
p.m. - men allowed after 10 only! Hunk Hunt
Contest
Thurs. - "Karousel Kash Giveaway" - KBFM Party Night
Fri. & Sat. - "Biggest Weekend Party" - Featuring
:~~b~.!~dy at the OJ Booth - No Cover

■

Edinburg

~
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• Gift
Wrappin1
• En1ravin1

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

383-9035
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Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music ...
and NOT bad Sandwiches
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Best Bar drinks in town!
Best pool tables in the
Valley!
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Only at Nick's

1415 Austin St.
Down town, McAllen
686-9408
Mon: - Sat .
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Wednesdays .50c Drinks for
Ladies

_

0

Q

Bring this ad by Nick's and play
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Pan American Round Tobie monies available
Pan American Round Tables
of Texas is accepting applications for the Florence Terry
Griswold Scholarship of

$1.400.
Applicants for the scholarship must be a female student
who holds a bachelor's. or
equivalent. degree. doing work
on her master's. She must be
a citizen of one of the 31 Pan
American countries other than
the United States: i.e .. one of
the countries which comprise
the Organization of American

PAU-B to
PAU-Brownsville will conduct its seventh annual Honors
Day celebration on April 13 at
the Texas Southmost College
Student Center, at 8 p.m.
The purpose of Honors Day
is to honor graduating seniors
for their academic achievements. Honors to be presented
at the ceremonies include
highest grade point average by
majors, students who were
elected into the Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities, outstanding alumni, and
outstanding members of clubs
and associations.
The Honors Day celebration

States.
Preference will be given to
one who will return to her
country at the end- of the school
term upon finishing her degree
requirements to utilize the.training she has received at the .
school she attended.
To apply. the applicant must
submit 1) a letter of recomi;nendation from the head of the
graduate school in which she
will be enrolled and 2) addititonal .letters from one or
more of her present instructors

honor

stating her ability as a student
and her potential success in her
chosen field .
This information should be
supplemented by comments as
to her personality. her ability to
communicate socially. etc. 3)
preference will be given to an
applicant who makes a statement of intent. made in good
faith ad signed before two
witnesses. to return to her own
country and make good use of
the knowledge acquired as a·
graduate student. 4) a small
picture of the applicant must be

seniors

will featu.re three special
award is given to the outstanawards. the Accounting ~ding female and male of the
cellence Award. given by the
university. Probably the most
Texa_s Society of Certified · prestigious award is the Arnulfo
Public Accountants. and the
L. Oliveira Award. granted to
Sam Perl Award given by the
one student for his/her acaBrownsville Kiwanis Club. This demic excellence.

ACLU hosts Common
Cause speaker
The executive secretary of
the Texas Common Cause will
speak today during activity
period in LA 106 on the
organization, the MX missile,
political action. and how that all

fits into the election this year.
John Hildreth is being
brought by the student chapter
of the American Civil Liberties
Union, which will also serve
refreshments.

...,..::,:.•
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PhiSigs hold blood drive

submitted for use by the scholarship committee.
Application or inquiries may
be made by writing or calling:
Virginia ,B. Garrett ,
Chairman
FTG Scholarship Committee
2727 Old Alice Road. -97
Brownsville. TX 78521

512-546-6874

Any college student wishing to donate blood to The United
Blood Services sponsored by the Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity
can come by April 24 at their fraternity house located on 300
W. Van Week St.
·
The United Blood Services will be there from 9 a .m. till 4 ·
p.m.
The Phi Sigs offer a challenge to all campus organizatins
to come by and try to donate more blood than the Phi Sigs.
The goal for the blood drive is set for fifty donations. There
will be free painters caps and refreshments for the donors and
those who try to donate blood.

May 1 deadline

Pell

monies

May 1 is the deadline for
submission of Pell Grant forms
for the current school year.
Students who are currently
enrolled as at least half-time
students. and have not yet applied for the Pell for the current

still

available

school year. can still apply.
Pell forms for the 1983-84
school year are still available at
the Student.Financial Aid Office. Applicants for Pell must fill
out the application and submit
it to Los Angeles for processing.
The applicant will then re-

ceiw his her Student Aid Report (SAR) which will need to
be taken to the Financial Aid
Office for determination of eligibility.
The Student Aid Reports
must be at the Financial Aid office by May 10

Summer cards should be pulled now
Students who are enrolled
this semester must have a summer card pulled at the Office of
Admissions and Records to receive a registration appointr:rent for the summer session (s).
The student's name and social security number is all that
is required for updating the
summer information.
This may be done by either
going by the office or by calling 381-.2206.
The deadline for having

cards pulled is May 17 .
Those students who were
not" enrolled at PAU this
semester must file a new application for admission.
An application may be obtained from the Office of Admissions and Records during
office hours (Monday-Friday.

8:00-4:30).
The office is located in the
Students Services Building.
Room 108. Applications may
also be obtained by mail or
phone. 381-2206.
Deadline for applying by ap-

:
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:
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plication is April 27.
Students who are planning
to graduate in August and have
not filed for graduation or paid
their (ees must do so immediately.
Stucrlents who are plilnning
to graduate in December with
c1 bilchelor's degree have until
April 2S to pay the $20.00 fee
and complete the necessary
forms .
Students ciln pick up the
forms in the Office of Records
and Admissions in the Student
Services Building.

Interpersonal
skills at work
discussed

f:¥

Gloria Vanderbilt Stretch Jeans ......... .. .............. only $29.98
Jordache Jeans ......................................... $24.95
All Ladies Western Shirts .................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . 20% OFF
Student Pre-wash Button-ups .............................. $17.88
Men's & Students Wrangler Pro-Rodeo Jeans .............. only $16.88
Men's Lee Denim Jeans (Stretch) ............ . .............. $19.90
Men's moving-on Jeans (regular $31) ..................... only $14.99
All Straw Hats 20% OFF
All Felt Hats 20-30% OFF
N. 10TH & TAMARACK 686-8409
S 17TH & BEAUMONT 687-5392

The American Society of
Personnel Administrators
(ASPA) is sponsoring a panl'I
discussion on Interpersonal
Skills in the Work Force. Tuesday during activity period in thl'
Business Administration audi torium. Room 110
Parwl members will include
,Jerry Lc1ttimer c1nd Randy
BakeL Lattimer is c1n c1djunct
professor from IBM c1nd is currently teaching business policy
and introduction to m,rnagl' ·
men! ,1! the university. Bc1ker is
vice president of humc111 re sources for Valley B,1ptist
Medical Center in Hnrlingen.
The pc1nel presentation will
focus on _interpersonal skills
,utd supervisory techniques ·,1p
plirnbll' to c1 pl'rson in his / hl'r
first supl'rvisory position . A
question and ill\SWl'r pl'riocl
will follow their prl'Sent<1tion .

SALE GOOD AT BOTH WCATIONS
SALE ENDS APRIL 14, 1984

WANTED:

~SJA~UL;
Long Distance Telephone Service (

Earn money while obtain.ing
experience in the exciting
field of sales/marketing. In. terviews may be arranged by
contacting .. TOM O'CONNELL

_

~
WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT IN
THE MISSION TO BROWNSVILLE AREA,
EVEN MORE,

JRS,

&SRS,

EARN

$2,100 - $2,800

PREFERRED (ALL MAJORS),

AND

MusT HAVE

SPECIAL ACTIVITY MANAGER
P.O. Box 1790, San Benito, TX

GOOD COMMUNJCATiON SKILLS, BE NEAT IN APPEARANCE, AND HAVE

383-7835

OWN TRANSPORTATION,

.

78586

Bee· s~ewed b) Tne M,ller Brev:,ng Compan, ~.1wau~et w,scons1f'l

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

423-TELL
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Hacky-sack
Ballet~Freshman Romeo Guerrero
shows off his hacky-sack
moves. Hacky-sack is fast
becoming a favorite pastime
for students at Pan Am.
Many students can be see ..
strutting their stuff in front
of the science building between classes and off the P.E.
Complex, Hacky-sack is an
exhilarating sport that helps
build up muscle coordination.

_,...,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,.~

-IClassified I

I
~

Ads
.

~Typing service. Term papers, re' ~sumes. Reasonable rates. 687-

..,-

~~
~

~

~1675.

~

'Musical Instrument for sale. Rey~nolds Cornet-great shape. Asking

~

~

~$285. 381-0613.
~
~ MUST SELL - Nikon EM with ~
~ motor drive, like new. $250. Call - ~
~ Ella, 381-2542.
~
~ BEACON HARBOR is now ac- _ ~

. ~ cepting applications for parttime
~ waiters and cocktail waitresses.
~ Apply in person between 4:30-6,
~ M-TH . EO.E
~ NEED CASH! Earn $500' each
, ~ school year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per
~ week placing and filling p0sters on
~ campus. Serious workers only, we
~ give recommendations. Call now
~ for summer & next fall. 1-800-243-

:,
~

~ Typing service. Term papers. re-

~

~ 6679.

~ sumes.

~ 1675.

Reasonable rates. 687-

~ HOUSE
~

~
~
~
~

~

~
~

~

~
~
~
~

~

~

FOR SALE. Im maculate 2 bdrm / 1 bath w/ dbl
garage plus workshop. hardwood
floors throughout. tree shaded dbl.
lot in great Edbg. neighborhood.
$45.000. Call for appt. 381-6993. _
FOR SALE. Computer terminaf
and modem . PRICE: $225. Phone
781-2111.
WANTED Creative. energetic individual to work consistently 2-4
hours per week. placing and filling
posters on campus. Earn $500 or
more each school year. 1-800243-6706.

EUROPE! Roundtrip air from
~ $SSY (Dallas) or $56') (Houston)
~ $:l70 - 2 months EURAILPASS.
~ Hostel! pass. Rainbow tours (800)
~ :l'J2-S<J02 (Texas)
~ Professional typing in my home.
~ Papers. Reports. letters. resumes.
~ manuscripts. thesis. etc. PAU Cam~ pus pick-up and delivery available.
~ Special student rates. Call Karen at
~ 631-2120.

~

~
~

~
~
~

~

~

~
~
~

~

~
~

~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~

~

~

~

It's easy to play
If you're out, you lose the prize
the Whataburger®
on first base. But if you make it,
Home Run
you win a bigger, better prize
Challenge. Just
like a hot, juicy Whataburger or
come to any
a tasty Taquito with cheese.
participating
Maybe even cash.
Whataburger
Now, do you stop at second
restaurant
"Here I go. I'm headin'
and pickup
to first base ...
a game card. and I win a free
Coca-Cola."
Then you're
ready to play ball. And win
great food or cash prizes.
To get the game
going all you do is head to
first base. Scratch off the
box and if you're not
out, you'll win a free
Coca-Cola or another
great prize.
And here's where
the fun really starts.
You can play it safe
and redeem your prize
on your next visit to
Whataburger.
Or, you can
goon to second base.

~

~

~

~
~

~
~
~

"But now I try for second.
lfl'm notout,l win a
bigger prize."

~

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY ~
~ JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH ~
~ THE US. GOVERNMENP ~
~ GET THE FACTS TODAY' ~
~ ~-ALL (312) 742 -1142 EXT ~
~ 8300-A.
~

~ I l lI II ' l lI I I .___....;....__.

or try for third? The further you go,
the more you can win. And if you
make it all the way to home, you
could win up to $10,000 !
kay, I'm sa.fe at third

orafree Whataburger.lfI make it
home, I could win
p to $10,000.
Now,dolgo?

!f' Wf/f

1

Will you play it safe?
Or will you go for it all?
There's only one way to
find out. Come play the
Home Run Challenge.
Only at Whataburger.
It's not just a hambuqJcr, it's a

WHATABURGflt
Whataburger's Home Run Challenge
ends April 30. No purchase necessary.
While supplies last. You must be 16 or
older to play. Void where prohibited.
En1oy

~~
·--®
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Deadline
Tomorrow is the deadline for
applications concerning the
cheerleader and yell leader
tryouts. Entries must be in at
noon at the office of the dean
of students, Judy Vinson. according to Barbara Kruger.
sponsor for the trvouts.
Kruger said the deadline was
moved up in order to give the
students another chance to
apply.
Applicants must be a fulltime student and must be in
good standing with the dean of
students.
There are six positions open
for the women and two positions open for the men. Kruger
stressed that they are seeking
yell leaders especially for the
tumble &cts and double stunts.
She encourages any males interested in the position to
apply.

for

cheerleader tryo_
uts tomorrow

An additiona l organization
•and instructional meeting for
students competing for cheerleaders will be held at 6:30
tonight in the Fieldhouse.
Kruger said the reason for
another meeting was bec.ause
there were fewer people than
were anticipated. Kruger added that they wanted to give
students another chance in
case they didn't hear about it
the first time.
This meeting will teach those
interested. the cheers and
chants actually presented to the
judges. Although Kruger said
attendance is not required
those not attending are asked
to phone Melissa Lopez. PAU
head cheerleader or Kruger.
Kruger said the tryouts.
which will be held Saturday
from 9 a.m. till noon. will not

be open to the student body.
She said the nature of th e
tryouts will not allow th e
cheerleaders to perform in fron t
of an audience. She added that
it wouldn't be fair to the
cheerleaders who didn't have a
cheering section as opposed to
those who do.

cipants would not have access
to an easy vote .
"We want these tryouts to be
as fair as possible." Kruger said .
The results will be announc ed a few hours after the tryouts .

the fairness for the students trymg out
Kruger said it would be an
advantage to each participant
that no one know the names of
the judges so that the parti-

Kruger said that this year the
tryouts. were scheduled in the
spring semester rather than the
fall semester to give the cheerleaders three weeks to prepare
for the first basketball game.
This way they have all summer
to get ready. she said.
She also said the cheerleaders plan to attend a college
cheerleading camp and "try to
learn new stunts. new yells.
new jumps and learn brand
new ideas." The judges names
were not released because "of

1984 Bronc Netters. left to right, Kevin Smith. Joe Mar·
tinez. Beto Chavarria, Augustin Salazar. Ruben Nunez
(kneeling). Adrian de Silva. and Coach Raul Martinez.
The Netters will host Texas Southern here Saturday at
10 a.m.

Win a.honeymoon
almost any:where
in the world! ·•

Broncs on
the road
The Broncs are heading to
Oklahoma City and to A&M
for scheduled conference
games . Last weekend the
Broncs took 3 out oi 4 games
in a 4 -game series with South west Texas.
The Broncs swept by SWT in
the first two games last Fridav
with scores of 4-1. 12-1. Ala;1
Martin and Kevin Brockway
were the winning pitchers for
the night. with Mike Brown and
chance McConnell whipping
out home runs in the first
game. In the second game Rick
Villarreal and Ruben Ayala had
:-l hits.
On Saturdav however the
Broncs fought it out in extra in ings to defeat SWT :~-2 in the
first game. but the Bobcats·
came back and posted a 5-2
victory owr PAU in the second
games.
The, Broncs had cut SWTs
lead to :~-2 after Duane Simmons walked. Jeff Massaro
tripled and Vic Marin Singled
but SWT later pulled out the
victory with a double play.

Tennis Racquets
Racquet Ball

SHOES
Foot Joy

SPORTWEAR

Nike

OP

Adidas

Court Casuals

Etonic

T.F.M.Tail

T.B.S.

Palms Beach
Speedo

Snauwaert
Kaepa
New
Balance

Register now through April 30, 1984
at participating Zales for our fabulous
Honeymoon Sweepstakes. The Grand
Prize is a week's honeymoon at any
Hyatt Hotel in the world, including
meals and airfare, no purchase necessary! Plus lots of other great prizes!
And Zales also has special values on
diamond solitaires and bridal sets.
You have a lot to gain - and the
whole world to win - by coming in
to Zales right now!

Say "Ido"
to Special

Hang Ten
Dodger

10% Discount
With Student I.D.
On Non-sale Items
'Jo wn & Cou.nl'f..'I

dJ'f.opf,in9 {! ,nlu

5001 North 10th Street
McAllen

682-0654

b.$900

~-H
IUIPIAN
FIRST IN
TEST
PREPARATION
SINCE 1938

SSAT•PSAT

c. $399

SAT·ACT·GMAT
ACHIEVEMENTS

GRHSAT·IAT
GRE BIO·TOEFL

Values:

a. Brilliant-cut diamond 14 karat
gold solitaire. $99
b. Diamond bridal set with 7
diamonds in 14 karat gold. $900
c. Diamond trio set. Engagement ring
with matching his and her 10 karat
gold wedding bands. $399
d. Diamond bridal set with 2 rubies,
3 diamonds in 14 karat gold. $599
e. Diamond bridal set with graceful
interlocking design in 14 karat
gold. $349

Nike

e.

$349

GRE PSYCll·Pr.AT
DAT·MCAMAT
OCAT-NM81·2·3
NPB·BP·NDB
FMGEMS·CGFNS
~ CPA·NCLEX-RN .__
SPEEDREAOING·NCB-1
ESL REVIEW·FLEI 1-2-3
INTRO TO LAW SCHOOL

1M

Cf~-H
N

EOUCATK)NAL CENTER

ZALES
The Diamond Store
is all you need to know~·

!llA.JOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED: Zales Credit Card• MasterCard• VISA· American Express• Carte Blanche• Diners Club• Illustrations enlarged.
Sale prices effective on selected merchandise. Entire stock not included. Original prices shown on every item. All items subject to prior sale.
Items illustrated not necessarily those on sale. Zales Honeymoon Sweepstakes is void where prohibited. You must be 18 or older to enter.

Visit Any 01 Our Centers
And See For Yourself Why
We Make The Difference

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1938
Call Days, tvenings & Weei<ends

.

1200 W. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TEXAS

381-6834
11817 "'""" CenU•l. O•llu ,

n.

75243

Permanent Centers In More Than
120 MaIor U S C111es & Abroad
For Information About Other Centers

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL
TOLL FREE 800·223-1782

,,
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Texas Relays

Rivas sets top ·time in 10K
Going up against world class
tracksters might intimidate
some athletes, but PAU distance runner Oscar Rivas proved his potential by pacing to
an excellent 31:02 time in the
Texas Relays 10 Kilometer race
last weekend in Austin.
Top runners from UTEP,
SMU, UT, Arkansas were also
competing.
"I was really happy to run
such a good time," exclaimed
Rivas. "I came off of a bad race
at A&I and I really wanted to
run a good time."
"Oscar was our top perform er last weekend, he ran a real
tough race with world class
runners and Olympians. I am
real pleased he ended up in the
top 20, but not surprised because Oscar is a hard worker!'
Rivas is a junior from Pharr
and only started running track
and cross-country his junior
year at PSJA.
In Rivas's first year in crosscountrl;'. he placed 15th in dis-

trict and 8th in the mile. His
senior year he won a couple of
meets but was not recruited by
any schools and came to Pan
Am as a walk-on.
"I was really surprised I made
it bacause there was a lot of top
recruits on the team. But at our
first meet, the Rice Invitational,
I placed first on the team and
26th overall."
As a junior Rivas has seen
the team grow and feels the
Broncs main concern is lack of
experience and maturity they
need to win at top meets.
"I've been lucky when I
started running; I haven't tensed up, both on the track and
when I am running crosscountry, I am relaxed. But my
goals for this season is to break
14:45 in the 5000 meters and
run a good time in the 10,000
meters." he said.
Rivas is majoring in physical
educ1;1tion and hopes to coach
high school track and crosscountry after graduation.

Ce6a1t~

Netters play Texas Southern here
The 11-11 Bronc Netters host
Texas Southern here this Saturday after a decisive ~in over
UTSA 7-2 last weekend.
"It was a sweep victory and
the guys were definitely psyched up;' said Coach Raul Martinez. "They were confident and
consistent, and hopefully this
weekend we can keep the
momentum going."
The final results were

Augustin Salazar defeated Brett
Tomlinson 7-6. 6-1; Beto Chavarria defeated Joe Candelano
1-6, 6-2, 6-2: Kevin Smith over
George Rivers 6-2, 6-2; Joe
Martinez over Kirk Keller 2-6,
7-5, 6-4; Kirk Beason defeated
Rube Nunez 7-5, 5-7, 6-4 and
Adrian de Silva defeated Kivett
Williams 6-4. 6-3.
"Joe Martinez had a tough
win, he came back and beat his
opponent that had beaten him

twice previously." commented
Coach Martinez. "And Adrian
de Silva played well and
soundly defeated his opponent
and took the match."
The final results from the
doubles games are SalazarChavarria over TomlinsonWilliams 3-6. 6-4, 6-1:
Wiliiams-Rivers over Martinez
de Silva by default and SmithNunez defeating DenhamBeason 4-6. 6-7. 7-6.

Trackster s to San Angelo
· Going into the final stretch,
the Broncs track team gets
ready to "kick" to good times in
their last two meets. Friday the
tracksters wilrleave to compete
at the San Angelo Invitational
and the University of Houston
Invitational is scheduled for
May 5 to bring the Broncs to
the finish line of their season.
PAU started its seaosn competing in the Border Olympics
Veteran Bronc runner·· at Laredo. Later, the team
Oscar Rivas set a topl Ok headed to San Marcos to comtime last week at the Texas pete in the San Marcos InvitaRelays last weekend.
tional. In both rneets,the

tracksters managed to place
and gained experience and
speed.
Fortino Gonzalez, a distance
runner for PAU commented.
"We started kind of slow, but we
are working hard and sooner or
later the work will pay oW'
During spring break, the
men traveled to Houston to
compete in the Rice Invitational
meet. It was the first time during the season that PAU runners faced the top teams of the
Southwest Conference. The

Coastal Bend Relays at Kingsville was PAU's fourth meet. by
this time the team started to
look ahead to the tough UT
relays.
Last weekend. five women
and 11 men competed in the
Texas Relays at Austin. This
meet was considered one of
the top meets in the nation.
Runners like, Michael Musyoki,
Agapios Amo NCAA and World champions competed. Oscar
Rivas was the main standout
pacing to a fast 31:02 for lOK.

American, Mexican Food

plaza ewele,.,

& Breakfast

La Plaza Mall, McAllen 6820127

RESTAURANT

1012 S. Closner,
Edinburg, Texas
Orders to Go 383-5676
Breakfast
Special

Fri. & Sat. 24 hrs.
$1 .69

Sun. Thurs. 6 a.m.-11 p .m .

Lay-away Noµ; For

Mo.ther's Day

300M
195.00

g.

156

U8034

Reg.135.00

$108

Just say... "CHARGE IT!"
311 North Tenth
McAllen, Texas 78501
Telephone: (512) 631-1205

plazaJeweler.1
La Plaza Mall, McAllen 682-0127
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Golfers close season

Lars Tamen

The Bronc baseball team
are currently heading to
Oklahoma City April 13-15
and then to College Station to
take on Texas A&M April
17-18. The Broncs return
home next weekend to face
Lubbock Christian College
April 20-21 at 5 p.m.
The Intramural swim meet
will be held April 26 at 8 30
p.m. at the PAU pool at the
field house. Any interested
students can sign up with Dr.
Jorgensen .. Jeannean Spruiell
or Dina Gorena at the pool
The Bronc netters will
host Texas Southern Univer·
sity here Saturday at 10 a.m ..
the netters soudly defeated UTSA 7-2 last weekend and
would apreciate support for
their upcoming contest.
Intramural Bowling forms
can be picked up at the
athletic office or Coach Studi vanfs office. PE complex room

ified.
"The best golfer beat Lars by
two strokes which says alot for
a sophomore." commented
Coach Guerrero.
The individual winners were
1) Brandell Chamblee UT. 208
who won over Steve Russell
(208) in a play-off. 3) Scott
Verplank Ok State (210).
"Next year we'll have some
golfers returning. and now they
will continue practicing and
hopefully next season with
more maturity we can be more
competitive. maturity is very
important in golf." added
Coach Guerrpm
Karate competitors---went all out in tht- first Open
Karate Championship April
7. fhe contest drew many entries and a good response
from the public.

I IS E. PARK

PHARR. TX .

•

•

- 421 Freddy Gonzalez

THEATRE

787-1322

(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)

Practice limited to Obstetrics & Gynecology
Affordable Normal Deliveries (Natural Childbirth)
True Family Involvement
Minor Gynecological
Surgery (D & C's, Perinea! Surgery, etc.)

-

AT ITS BEST

-

-

NOW PLAYING!

CALL 383-4831 or 383-4031
MON. - FRI. 9-5
EMERGENCY PHONE: 682-2435

Lust At First Bite

ar::r.

•
•.

_NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED-

® •.
. ---------------~~..

A

CHANGE ?

$1.00 OFF SINGLE TICKET W/COU PON OR PAU 1.D.

,.

Brownsville I. S. D. ,offers
*Career- oriented employment
*Professional development oppo rtuni ties
*Equal employment opportunity
*Credit Union
*$10, 000 group life insurance
*Group health insurance
*Professional liability insurance
*Attractive climate and geography
*Competitive salaries
*Generous travel allowance for itinerants
*Professional organizations available,
but not manditory
*No state _income tax
*No Social Security withholdings

••

Opl'niny till closiny

/\II l'scorh•d l., 1d;,,,

,.

h,·,•

,•

FRIDAY & SATURDAY. DOORS
OPEN AT 10 15 SHOWS AT 10:30
Sexcapades

.

.£1:).

•

· Champaign For Breakfast

,.

Iv\ ..

......................

•

NO ONE UNDER II! YEARS ADMITTED

•

Sl.00 OFF SINGH TICKU' W, ( ' OllPON OR PAll 1.D.

\,el •

The Intramural track meet
is April 28 and there is still
practice sessions. April 23-25
at 3 p.m. Track equipment is
still available at the new track
Monday-Wednesday at 3 p.m.
The Intramural tennis
tourney is currently underway
with each winner going on with
succeeding rounds until the
end of April when the final will
be held.
The Bronc tracksters head
to San Angelo this weekend.
after competing in the prestigious Texas Relays in Austin
last weekend. Oscar Rivas set
a PR in the 10k with a 31:02.
and according to Coach Homer Martinez runners Toya
Castillo. Richard Yrecheta. Manuel Garza ran well.
"We're coming around and improving." commented Coach
Martinez. "At San Angelo the competition will be not
as tough but challenginq."
Lady Bronc Lori Guerrero
has already qualified for
NAIA Nationals in the 3000
meters and Toya Castillo and
Liz Pittman are close to qualifying also. in their events .
The 2nd Annual Border
Blazer 10k will be held Saturday April 14. at La Plaza Mall.
Entry form,. can be picked up
at 7-1 l's of the Valley and there
is a $10.00 entry fee. The divi sions will be for all ages and
awards given away to the first
600 entrants. for more information on the 10k. call race
director C. Guerrero 687 -1117
or Chris Voss 68:i-:n:n .
Remember if your team or
club has an important event
coming up and wants some
Sports Lines publicity. drop it
by the Monday before publica tion room 100 at Emilia Hall
catch ya next weekll

~ RESTAURANT
"BEST BOTANA
IN THE VALLEY."
SUN-THURS
9-10

FRI & SAT

Charbroiled Steaks, Fajitas,
Seafood & Mexican Food

PRIVATE DINING AREA

9-11

Write or call now.
Ronald Schraer, Ph.D.
Director of Special Services
or Becky Parker
Direction Services Counselor
1102 E. Madison
Brownsville, Texas 78520
(512) 546- 0411 or 546- 3101-, ext. 213

Thursday Ladies Night

..----------------•
• • • * LATE SHOWS * • • •
•.
.
.
•.
,. 1

Have breakfast at home, lunch in Mexico,
and dinner at the beach. Brownsville
Independent School District, located in
semi- tro-pical South Texas, is seeking
special education teachers and speech
therapi -sts. Opportunities abound for
achievement-oriented prof es siona 1 s.

.

DOORS OPEN 12: 15
SHOWS START AT 12:30 EVERYDAY,

Night Life

CONSIDERING

tournament will continue until
dead days.
The Intramural softball
tourney kicks off Saturday at
8 p.m . and teams still wanting
to participate can bring a roster
by Coach John McDowell's office or 8 a.m. Saturday morning .
Also, at the tournamen t,
Coach McDowell will be giv·
ing away free Cokes. tee-shirts
and caps to PAU students.

•***""*********

:rEXAS

EBONY HILL CLINIC
FOR WOMEN
BIRTHING CENTER

1

122 starting April 23. There will
be a $3.50 entry fee and the

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

i4) ORU 904: 15) PAU 913:
16) Texas Tech 924: 17) Rice
936 and 18) Lamar--Disqual-

The Bronc golfers closed out
their season last week at the
Morris W,lliams Invitational at
UT in Austin.
According to Coach Tony
Guerrero, Lars Tamen shot exceptionally well. Tamen's score
was a 68-70-78 for an even par
of 216. Kevin Peesker shot 8075- 77 (230), Mike Brisky a
81-80-75 for (236) Dean
Shaughnessey a 77- 77-82 for
(236) and David Foley 76-8084 for (240).
The final team standings
were 1) University of Houston
842; 2) UT 846; 3) Ok State
U 849; 4) Houston Biiptist
866; 5) U of Oklahoma 869; 6)
Texas A&M 876; 7) U of Missouri 876; 8) Colorado U 884;
9) Baylor 885; 10) Arkansas
886; ·11) U of New Mexico 890:
12) TCU 892; 13) NTSU 901:

Sport Lines

1328 N. C!osner, Edinburg, Texas
Phone: 383-9066
·
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' BoTANA PLATTER
♦

:S)
: 1
----
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A Mexican Pina
ro~r;io;is with beans and cheese.
guacamole . faptas

- ,,i;i .......
11

c:-,r.,,,.,,tncf')vOon ·

I

I

NOW serving
your favorite
cocktails
Now Taking
Reservations
For Graduation
Night

1 :

---------------------- ----

OWNERS: RAY & JANICE DE LEON

.
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April 12 Today
Executive Seminar on 'Managing and using Information in

April 15 Sunday
.
Awards and Recognition Convocation for outstanding stu-

the 80's; hosted by the School of Business f.dministration in
the Media Theater of the Learning Resource Center from 8:30
a.m. to 3:15 p.m.
Fajita taco sales today at the University sponsored by the
Rodeo Club.
'To Nuke or not to Nuke,' by J'ohn Hilbeth . Sponsored by
the American Civil Liberties Union student chapter during during activity period. In Room 106 of the Liberal Arts.
Meet the Deans in the Liberal Arts Auditorium during activity period . All the deans will answer questions utilizing a
panel discussion format.
ROTC Roundup for students interested in the Reserve Officers Training Corps in the Ballroom during activity period.
Slides and refreshments are included.

dent leaders at 3 p.m . in the Learning Resource Media Theater.

April 13 Friday
Folkloric Dancers spring concert at 8:15 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Auditorium .

·

Alumni Artist Series Recital, 8 p.m. in the Recital Hall of
the Fine Arts Auditorium.

Third Annual Conference of Mathematics, sponsored by the
Latin -American Studies Center and the Department of
Mathematics.

April 14 Saturday
Folkloric Dancers, spring concert, 8:15 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Auditorium.

International Dinner and Fashion Show in the ballroom
beginning at 6:30 p.m. International Students' Association are
hosts for the event. Tickets are $4.50, $3.50 for students with
PAU ID.

Parents Appreciation Night at the Catholic Campus Ministry
Center.

·

April 17 Tuesday
Pan American University Concert Band, conducted by Dr.
Dean R. Canty, 8 p.m . in the Fine Arts Auditorium .
International Student Association elections in Liberal Arts
Room 117 during activity period.
Easter Egg Hunt on the university campus. Plastic eggs will
be hidden all over the campus and not in buildings. Prizes can
be reedemed in Room 205 of the University Center.
Passover Meal, at the Catholic Campus Ministry Center. during activity period.

'Taoism: the Watercourse Way; presentation by address by
Dr. Claudia O'Dell, assistant professor of Computer Information Systems to the Philosophy club during activity period in
the Liberal Arts auditorium in LA 101. This is the last meeting
of the organization for the 1983-84 academic year and all
faculty and students are welcome.
Bachelors of Fine Arts exhibit by Stella R. Keller and Arnoldo L. Romero from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Art Gallery
at the Fine Arts Building Room 215.

Ramsey Stadium.

April 21 Saturday
Bronc baseball, Lubbock Christian College at 5 p.m. at Jody
Ramsey Stadium.

April 23 Monday
. .
McAllen String Quartet, 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Aud1tonum.
Dining service opens at breakfast.
April 25 Wednesday
_
Deadline for filing application to graduate tn December.
April 26 Thursday
Last day to drop or withdraw.
Valley Symphony Orchestra concert, Patri~ia Bridge Strawn,
piano soloist, 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Aud1tonum .

April 27
Deadline for applications for admissfon and supporting
documents for processing to attend the summer session.

Happy Birthday

to

April 18 Wednesday
_
_
_
Beta Gamma Sigma business honor society mduchon

'The Boss'

ceremony, at 5:30 p.m. in the University Ballroom.
Dining service closes at 6:30 p.m.

April 19-22 Easter Holidays
April 20 Friday
Bronc baseball, Lubbock Christian College at 5 p.m.

a.k.a. 'The Armadillo'

Send a
celebration.
The Birthday Party " Bouque
from your FTD" Florist.

f

elium Saloons Available

'tle11 '71<,eat
111 llett11, 911c.

-

1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
(512) 383-8811

•nnou1

PATOS
April Special

2 enchiladas. 1 beef pato,
spanish rice,

ranchero be.ans, jalapeno, 12

_________
..,,
$2.49
oz. drink

I ,All year around Special 2 I
I Patos of same kind Spanish I
I Rice & Ranchero Beans I .
I
I

t,. __

!!.-2~---•

For faster service
call on order
383-0725
Across from Pan Am

Eat at El Pato

VALLEY WIDE

t :•.·::::::/:>

✓---✓-:

. (fhere's work time.

.. aying time. Other people's
time. And then there's your
time. Time to make every
minute count with the rich,
smooth taste of Miller High Life.

So grab a cold one. And
"Welcome To Miller lime."

CHECK US OUT

MERICAN

Freshman
Special
April, 1984

Pan American University

New Freshmen studies pro ram instituted
Door stays open;
standards raised
Freshman at Pan American
enter under an open door policy and to help ensure that
they leave with degree in hand,
the university is raising its
academic standards.
When studies revealed that
basic skills levels of freshman
entering PAU had steadily slip ped downward since 1970,
something had to be done. For
example, entering freshman at
Pan Am averaged 12.3 on
ACT in 1982 while the national
average for entering freshman
was 18.7 . Last September the
average at PAU was 11.8, a further dip.
In his inaugural address in
December 1981, PAU President Miguel Nevarez, challenging his faculty and the students
to pursue excellence, called for
establishment of a University
College, a plan whereby students master basics before entering a special area of study.
As part of the University College concept, Pan American
has started a Freshman Studies
Program (FSP) designed to
help students who are weak in
basic skills.

Not all freshmen have to take
the FSP, just those who (1)
score less than or equal to 10
on the English ACT subtest, (2)
score less than or equal to 22
on the combined English and
Social Sciences ACT subtests.
(3) score less than 70 on the
Math Placement Test Part I, or
(4) score less than 60 on the
Math Placement Test Part II .
The program consists of the
following classes: English 1300,
Fundamentals of Written Communication; Math 1300, Basic
Mathematics; English 1310.
Reading and Vocabulary; and
Psychology 1301, Academic
Planning and Career Awareness.
Students may also enroll in
one PE. activity course outside
the block of courses listed
above.
The program format requires
that students attend classes and
learning laboratories during a
four-hour block of time on a
daily basis, i.e.-;- five days a
week.
Faculty will conduct the lectures and will determine the

See freshmen pg. 8

Light and shadows-form an interesting effect on the Student Services Building. Towering over the campus the
building will house most of the Freshman Studies Program classes this fall after having three floors added during recent remodeling.

Seniors from La Joya, welcome a speaker during a recruiting session. La Joya, Rio Grande City and Roma all
sent students to the recruiting session the same day. Since colors from each school were red and white, identifying the pictures was a photographer's nightmare.

PAU grows to meet challenge
By Ed Cantu
Staffwriter

Pan Am is undergoing a
metamorphasis of construction
to meet the needs of increasing numbers 9f students and
faculty, and changing to keep
up with advancing siate of the
art technology. according to
Louis S. deVries. physical plant
director.
One of the first projects is the
construction of a small animal
research building. The addition
will provide labs for working
with and housing animals
presently in science classroom
building. According to deVries.
construction is complete and
the animals should be moved
in . "any day now· pending final
acceptance by the Board of
Regents.
Another construction project
which began in Spring 1983.
was the addition of three floors
and the extensive interior
renovation to the new Student
Services Building. It is also in
the final stages of completion.
awaiting final approval by the
board .
According to Dr. Roy Flores.
Vice President for Business Affairs . rost for the new biology
annex is estimated at $536.000
and about $2.5 million was
needed for work on the Student Services Building.
Some of the services being
offered in the Student Services
Building will include financial
aid. admissions. registrar and

student placement offices,
along with the tutorial services
program and classrooms used
by this service.
The track and field complex.
Heated next to the gym. has
also taken on a new look. Construction in that area includes
a new fence and an improved
track surface.
According to deVries. the
new track is a combination of
asphalt with ground rubber
cushioning. covered with an
epoxy plastic seal. making it
easier to run on and increasing
durability. He added that
aluminum bleachers would be
added so that spectaJors can
watch matches taking place in side the track. which is to be the
designated soccer field .

Flores said the track construction costs. which are still
mounting. should be right
under $300.000.
A new Communication Arts
and Science Building should be
completed by August of this
year. according to deVries. This
$6.3 million project will contain
93.000 square feet ·of computer
language and hearing labs with
state of the art equipment and
an auditorium with more than
400 seats.
During Spring Break. underground wiring was installed so
that now all of Pan Am's wiring
is safe from hurricanes and in clement weather except for a
small section near the tennis
courts.

A few other projects include
one quarter of a million square
feet of new roofing to campus
buildings and two inches of
polyurethane foam was added
to increase insulation .
And. the Board of Regents
will discuss further remodeling
and renovation projects at their
next meeting. April 3. to include the Learning Resource
Center. the Nursing Education
Building. The Liberal Arts
Building and the School of
Business Administration.
Dr. Flores said plans are also
being made for another gym to
house new gymnastics and

See construction pg. 6

Upward bound Bowl returns
More than :150 Upward
Bound students will converge
at Pan Am April 28 to compete
in the seventh a nnual South
Texas Upward Bound Bowl.

Colleges participating in the
event are Pan Am . Laredo
,Junior College. St. Mary College of San Antonio. Bee
County College. Southwest
Texas ,Junior College at Uvalde.

The bowl features competi tion in spelling. number sense.
science. poetry interpretation.
persuasive speaking. College
Bowl (which is similar to
MasterMinds). softball. basketball and volleyball.

for a student to be eligible in
the federally funded program
the parents must be in a lower
income bracket and the student
must be the first in his family to
go to colle~e.

Although the bowl originated
at Pan Am seven year~ ago. this
is the first time the competition
has returned .

The purpose of the program
is to expose the students to a
university setting and acquai nt
them with university life. The

program also increases their
self awareness and motiwition
and strengthens their academic
pwparation
Students in the program
meet al Pan Am 26 Saturdays
to study writing. math. science.
and rcadin~.
Each year Upward Bound
students attend a fi<?ld trip for
cultural enrichment. Hortencill
Silva. program director. s,iid.
This year they will visit San An tonio the week of April 14.
They sold candy to misc

See Bowl pg. 2
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President issues
challenge

§HOW~ MaKiNG Tl-\e K{DS
VioLeNr. we oNL'( IJ?T 1i-l8M
WaTcH DUMB ~HOWa,

Dear Seniors:
The time has come for each of you to begin another journey;
a journey which will hopefully lead to a bright and satisfying
life. The road which you take in the next several months is
crucial to your future. Some of you will join the world of work,
some of you will continue your education and learn a vocational skill, and others will pursue a higher education. The
•demands and the expectations of all of you will be higher than
ever before and you will be required to meet these higher
demands and expectations in order to succeed.
As you are aware, the demands and expectations at Pan
American University will also be higher, beginning Fall
Semester 1984. You will be expected to achieve more, accomplish more, and perform at higher levels of academic skills.
You will be expected to strive for excellence and in so doing
will insure your chances of success after graduation. The
journey to success is never easy, regardless of which road you
take. We, at Pan American University, will do our part to
prepare you for success; you must do yours.

©fejN

110Cl<'i MTN,

My best wishes for a successful and satisfying future.

$5,000 to defer costs for the
trip.
From Valley schools, 122
students will be competing in
the upcoming bowl. The
schools and students are:

McAllen High

'81.

CPS

Sincerely,

Dr. Miguel Nevarez
PAU President
Bowl cont'd from pg. 1

NEW~•NEA

Miguel A. Nevarez
PAU President
Karen Gonzalez, Rebecca
Lopez, and Leticia Luna.
Also, Aaron Martinez,
Elizabeth Martinez, Carlos
Perez, Rocio Rodriguez, Raul
de la Rosa, Carmen Tovar,
Carlos Trejo, Hugo Vargas,
_L ourdes Vargas and Jorge
Villalobos.

Agapito Calderon, Jose
McAllen Memorial
Calderon, Olga Dumont,
Merlinda Alaniz, Frank BaraRosalinda Dumont, Frank Fernandez, Irma Garcia, Norma jas, Robert Barajas, Porfiria
, Garcia, Juan Garza, Teresa Barreiro, Ivonne Berrera,
Garza, Catalina Gonzalez, Judith Borrego, Cynthiq Cari-

tu, Elizabeth Cuellar, Juan
Cuellar, Jaime Escalante, Janie
Garcia, Sharon Garcia,
Marisela Gonzalez, Maria
Lopez, Diana Martinez, Victor
Mata, Aaron Medrano, and
Samuel Melcher.
Also, Rebecca Rocha,
Eduardo Rodriguez, Maria
Rodriguez, Humberto Saenz,
Marissa Vargas, Ricky Villareal
and Serapia Zuniga.

Mission High
Sylvia Avendano, Jesse
Becho, Mart Cruz, Norma
Cruz, Frank de la Garza, Isidro
De Leon , Aracelie Esquivel,
Armando Gallegos, Eugenie
Garza, Teresa Garza, Melinda
Garza, Rumaldo Garza, San
Juanita Garza and Florencio
Gaytan.
Also, Jose Guerra, Jose
Gutierrez, Patricia Manser,
Rodolfo Montalvo, Maria Ortiz,
Danny Padron, Laura Perez,
Maria Ramirez, Anna Rios,
Rodriguez,
and
Leticia
Veronica Sauceda.

PSJA
San Juanita Arispe, Abel
Castro, Carlos Cortez, Nancy
Garza, Ambrosio Hernandez,
Juan Limas, Criselda Martinez,
Eliazar Lozano, Enrique
Parada, Maria Pedraza,
Guadalupe Pina. Maggie
Prediado · and Reymundo
Puentes.
Also. Aurora Rojas. Isabel
Sanchez. Sandra Sanchez.
Irene Snell. Michael Sweet,
Carol Thomas. San Juanita
Torres. Hector Trevino. Graciela
Vela . Cynthia Velasquez.
Amelia Yarrito and Frank
Zavala .

Edinburg

Going for two, --Bronc guard Harold Anderson drives in
against North Texas' Mean Green in a packed
Fieldhouse. He gets help from a teammate's lean on the
Mean Green during the Homecoming victory.

Debbie Davila. Eduardo de
la Rosa. Primitive de la Rosa.
Jesus be Leon. Arminela Garcia. Marisol Garza. Ruben
Gonzalez. Estella Guzman.
Graciela Guzman. Jacquelyn
Herring. Gregoria Huerta. and
Maria Luniz.
Also. Maria Montes. Selia
Moralez. Pedro Moreno.
William Ovellette. Miguel
Ramirez Jr.. Irene Reyna.
David Rodriguez . Theresa
Sepulveda. Alfredo Soliz.
Robert Torres and Jose
Zambrano.

-Letter to the Editor
Dear Mom and Dad,

The parking here is also lots
The people here are really
Just writing you to thank you better; at SMU a student could friendly, I've met lots of infor sending me here to Pan make extra money on the side teresting people-interesting
American last semester. At the by selling parking spaces. I also because they seem to be untime I thought you two were feel much more at home here tainted by big city ideology.
just trying to get rid of me; I in the parking lot. I mean the That's a new word I learned;
know it was kind of embarass- students that come to Pan Am see you're not wasting your
ing for you when you had to work and go to school; so they money!
call security to pry me from the have Jalopies just like mine.
Well, Mom an,d Dad, I'm
bumper of the car so you could Oh, sure! There's a Jag here gonna run. It's a Friday night
leave; but now I'm glad, I real- and there, but basically there and I have to go stu~ at the lily like it here.
are only typical student cars. brary.... .Yes, I'm eating all my
The campus has a laid-back
The buildings here are nice vegetables. I'll write y~u more
kinda atmosphere about it, but and air conditioned. The ar- later.
don't get me wrong; there's chitecture is modern with a cerplenty for a student to do. (Yes. tain tropical setting; I think that's
Your Son Wilbur
I'm doing my homework.) The because of the beautiful palm
biggest problem is limiting trees that surround the cammyself from doing too many pus. The climate in general is
things. A student at Pan Am, very pleasant with a nice breeze P.S. Could you send me some
stays as busy as she/he wants . always blowing through the more money!!!!
You remember when you sent campus.
me to SMU and I complained
about how they wouldn't let me
work on any maior proJects?
Here at Pan Am , even the
A freshman is someone who:
squirrelly freshmen get to work
on major staffs like the school
newspaper, TV productions,
• thinks he will find a parking place
and even major drama producbecause he has a parking permit.
tions. Can you believe that?
I've heard some students
gripe about the school's small
programs and how they don't
• thinks he will get the classes he lists on
compare to the major univerthe enrollment form.
sities: boy, if they only knew the
bargain. Some classes at SMU
were so large you would think ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mick Jagger was the professor.
After class you practically had
to take a number just to talk to
the TA. The faculty here actual- Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nora Lopez
ly hold steady office hours. If Managing Editor ................... Anna Martinez
their office hours conflict witr Reporters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ella de los Santos.
the students' schedule. they
Eliseo Rodriguez
gladly make other arSam Contreras
rangements. An SMU proEd Cantu
fessor was above such mercy
Joe Vasquez
for a mere student.
Sports Editor .... . ................ Vivien Benbow
Registration. Mom. is fina 11 •. H ead Pho tograp her . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . De lcia Lopez
·
ma d e simp Ie. Instea d of writin~ Adve rt·1smg
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J oseph Mangin, Mgr.
in some smelly old gym. the
Alicia Daniel
have what they call pre-regi Circulation ......................... Homer Rios
stration for current students in Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joyce Prock
the Spring. A student can actually have and know his scheThe Pan American is a publication of Pan American University Publicadule by going through the pro- tions. Emilia Hall 100. Edinburg. Texas, 78539. It is published each Thursper procedures. No more anx- day except during examinations and holidays under the Division of Student
ious moments wondering if Affairs, Judy Vinson dean of students; Joyce Prock. advisor. Views
you"re going to get your classes. presented are those of the writer and do not necessarily reflect those of the
No more waiting in line so long University Administration. Subscription price by mail is $3 a year or $1.50
that you develop varicose a semester. Contributions and letters to the editor should be submitted the
Friday prior to P.u blication.
veins ..... ! love it'

wha t is a

Freshman?
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Students see HEP as way out of fields
161 receive degrees,
p.raise HEP staff
"To me education i; the only way out of the fields;'
21-year-old Bobby Reyna, a
former migrant farmworker,
who is attending PAU after
graduating from the High
School Equivalency Program in
December.
Reyna is one of six HEP
students who received scholarships to Pan Am after excelling
in the HEP program. The others are Frank Calvo of Donna,
Elvira Vasquez of Raymondville, David Zuniga of Pharr,
Raul Herrera of Weslaco and
Patricia Prado of Edinburg.
Federally funded, the HEP
program is open to migrants
and seasonal workers who did
not finish high school. Designed to enable dropouts to get
their General Educational
Development certificate, the
program offers its students
much more, according to one
HEP teacher.
Reyna, who dropped out of
Edcouch-Elsa a 17 to get married, agrees. He said the program is "great, fantastic."
"If you want to accomplish
something the opportunity is
there," Reyna said. "When you
work hard in the fields, all day,
you feel like you should be able
to go out and enjoy yourself at
night; but when you work that
hard in the fields, it is hard to
enjoy yourself at night. You're
just too tired."
Bobby, who ad been out of
school four years, said he
decided going back to school
was the only solution to his
problems.
"When I first started HEP,
there was no doubt in my mind
that I would finish," he said, "but
I did have doubts about how
long it would take me."
"But I could work at my own
pace to educate myself, and for
the first time it seemed possible."
Reyna said he liked the atmosphere of the program.
"The people who work there
really care," he said. "They inspired me to try harder."
He said those students in
high school who are tired of
school and want to get on with
their lives should "not be fool-

ed into thinking education is a
waste of time:•
"It is better to sacrifice a year
or two now, he said."
"Don't be in a hurry to be on
your own;' he warned. "Take
time to finish your education."
For those who have had to
drop out, for whatever reasons,
HEP is a good way to finish,
Reyna said.
_
"They need to realize the
world of a migrant is not a
world anyone would want,"
Reyna said. "Education is the
only way ouC
Patricia Prado, who never attended high school, entered
the HEP program after completing the English as a Second
Language course at Pan Am.
Now a college student, she
highly recommends the program.
"It helped me in my English,"
she said. "I got to practice
English a lot and I met new
people."
Prado said the HEP program
changed the way she felt about
herself.
"I felt proud when I finished,"
she said. "When I first started
I thought I was not going to
make it but when I did I was
very happy because I knew I
could make it ... not only in
HEP, but in life."
Now she is doing very well
in college, as her 4.0 fall
semester grade point average
verifies.
Frank Calvo, 17, who dropped out of Donna High School
as a sophomore, advises students not to drop out, but if
they must drop out, they
should think about entering the
HEP program because it helps
alot, he said.
"With HEP, I felt I still had a
chance to complete my education," he said.
Frank said one thing he especially liked about the program was that in HEP "you
don't have to deal with
teachers."
·
"The people at HEP don't act
like teachers," he said, "they act
like your friends."
Elvira Vasquez of Raymondville dropped out of school five
years ago to get married.

\

HEP has given her a new
perspective on life, she said.
"Before coming to HEP, I
didn't think I was capable of
completing the program," She
said, "but the teachers were
very helpful and encouraging.
!;
They gave me incentive to
learn and study... to want to
improve.
;t
"I was no longer dreaming
. ~
about my goals, I was doing
)
something about them."
Vasquez said HEP changed
.
~
the way she thought about her
community and about herself.
"I didn't use to think much
about government or elections,
she said, "I know now that
many people out there care. I ,
want to help more people.
About herself, she said she
feels "more confident, more
happy, more alive."
David Zuniga, 20, was only
one month away from graduation when he had to drop out
of PSJA
"My family needed my help;'
he explained. "We weren't
making it, and so I had to go
HEP scholarship winners, --Patricia Prado of Edinburg, David Zuniga of Pharr, vira
to work and help."
· Vasquez of Raymondville, and Frank Calvo of Donna, smile for the camera at the
As a cook, his last job, David
HEP graduation practice. All four are now attending Pan Am after receiving scholar·
realized that as a dropout he
ships from Valley banks.
had little chance to move up
when a management position
David said he would and ha~
with the company opened up.
"We take our students to at their own pace and finish
re"I had - been there long
TSTI and beauty colleges and courses at different times,commended the HEP prograrr other places to show them the
enough and had all the quabeginning in September, they
to others who have droppec different opportunities open to
lifications to be the manager,"
will be requited to stay in the
He
also
said
it
would
be
out.
David said, "but I had to have
them," Herrera said.
program at lea"st three months.
easier for those who are not
a high school diploma. I asked
To enter the HEP program,
"We think they need to be in
married.
about time off to finish my
a person must be at least 17 the program for at least three
"People who are married years old and to have been out
education, but was told they
months," Herrera said, "behave other problems," he said. of school for at least six
could not let me off because
cause HEP offers inore than
"They have other people to months. There is no upper limit
they needed me there."
just the GED."
look out for and that takes time. on the age, Herrera explained.
"All my doors were closed. I
Also, the program ~s expanSometimes you need all the There was a limit at one time,
was too old to go back to high
ding by two courses this year.
time
you
can
get
your
hands
school. There was no where
but that has been changed, she
Two new courses to be offered
on to study."
else for me to go but HEP."
said. Also they must have been
are computer literacy in which
3.5
Although
David
has
a
Once in the HEP program,
a migrant or seasonal worker.
students learn basic skills in
grade point average at Pan Am
David began to think about colInstruction in the HEP prooperating a comp~ter, and a
he is not sure he will stay for gram is individualized. Students
lege. David's family is supporcourse in life coping skills in
four years. He said that since can work at their own speed
tive of his efforts.
which they learn about bankhe
is
mechanically
inclined,
he
"They want me to be somefinishing classes as fast as they
ing, credit, loans, insurance
is considering further technical can.
body - to accomplish someand income taxes.
training
which
he
could
get
at
thing;' he said.
For example, if someone
The HEP program is directed
TSTI.
Like the other students, ·
finished his English course, he
by Larry Rincones who sucDavid
and
other
HEP
stuDavid found the HEP teachers
can double up on history or
ceeded Derly Guajardo. Infordents visited TSTI on one of math. And if they finish all their
especially helpful.
mation about the program can
several
field
trips
while
at
HEP.
"The HEP teachers encourbasics they can take some colbe obtained by calling the HEP
Such field trips are part of the lege prep courses if they wish.
age you," he said. "They don't
office, 381-2521 at the uniprogram, Mary Herrera, HEP
treat you like you're dumb; they
Although students can study
versity.
teacher explained.
treat you like you're importanC
It'

"""

Freshmen-- show need, lab shows results
Lidia E. Morris. a second semester freshman from the
Dominican Republic who came
to the states two year.,s ago, was
advised to sign up for a reading
lab because she was weak in
English.

States, but moved with her
family to Monterrey, Mexico.
when she was only 8 years old.

"When I started in September I was reading 6.0. the
These statements indicate same as someone just starting
some reading problems com- the sixth grade," Morris said
mon to about 80 percent ot "Now after only one semester
entering freshmen at Pan my reading level is 12.5. right
American.
where I should be to do college
In September. however. all work."
freshmen who qualify for the
She .came up 6½ levels in
Freshman Studies Program will
automatically be enrolled in only 3½ months.
reading labs.
She said her vocabulary im-

She started the reading lab at
the sixth grade level.

"I like my class but my professor thinks I don't read the
book. I do read it. but I just hate
reading. It takes me so long to
finish a chapter that I can't remember what I've read and I
have to read important parts
two or three times 1
Sound familiar?

Just how can reading labs
help?
Students just completing the
reading tutoring say it helped
them in different ways.

proved when she learned to
spot root words. Her speed and
comprehension also improved.
Another student. Jacqueline
Ashby. was born in the United

"In Monterrey, I spoke mostly
Spanish. so I almost had to
learn to speak English over
again." she said.

"I had to read slowly and I
didn't comprehend very well."
she said. After only 1 semester.
her level rose to 14.1. about a
junior in college.
"I could read faster and
understand better." she said.
Elizabeth Palacios. a 33-yearold mother of three who is a
licensed vocational nurse.
wanted to enter the nursing
program at Pan Am to become
a registered nurse.

While she was inquiring
about the nursing program .
Gloria Ramirez of the counseling and guidance center. suggested Palacios volunteer for
the freshman studies program.
"I wouldn't have taken
reading. but it was part of the
freshman studies program."
Palacios explained. Not yet
through one semester. her level
is 12.9. She said her speed and
understanding had improved.
Palacios particularly tavors
reading and listening to tapes
at the same time. a teaching
technique that involves more
than just one sense. Both hearing and sight are used to
stimulate the brain.
Like other people who have
been out of school a while.
Palacios said whe was somewhat afraid of going back to
school.

"I was afraid I couldn't do it."
she said, "but now I am confident that I can make the nursing program."
She said her fears had been
increased by friends who had
tried the program and dropped
out because the work was too
hard. Palacios said she thinks
their trouble might have been
that they just had difficulty
reading.
She said her three children
and her husband are supportive of her work.

·1 could have come to school
a long time ago. but I was
afraid." she said.
"My 13-year-oki daughter
keeps asking me if I've done
my homework." she said.
smiling.
All three students said they

would recommend the reading
program to all students because
"it can help in so many ways."
"We're proof
helps."Ashby said.

that

it

Although the reading labs
are used primarily by freshmen .
any student may sign up.
"Last fall we had 110 English
1310 students and 50 volunteers." said Marion Davis. a
reading specialist who is a coordinator in the lab. "Students
who would like to improve their
reading can take a diagnostic
reading test to identify their
problem areas. Then we will
prescribe lesson plans to fit their
needs."
More information about the
reading program can be obtained by calling Davis at the Learning Resources Center .
381-2538
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Activities spur revelry
Prespiration beaded on their foreheads and
glistened on their semi-bare bodies in the hot,
sultry night. Garbed in Hawaiian dress of all
descriptions, the party-goers gyrated to Michael
Jackson's hit, "Beat It" as deejays from KRIX
kept up the tempo.
Sweat trickled down their backs but none of
the 1700 revelers seemed to notice.
It was Luau time 1
Luau, UCPC's first big event of the year, is one
of the favorite activities provided free to Pan
Am students. This year the event was held in
the PE Complex courtyard so party-goers
could take a cooling dip in the pool. Few did,
however, finding themselves drawn more to the
dance floor as participants or spectators.
An equally popular event that is open to the
public as well as students is the Carnival of he
Great Pumpkin, primarily a fund raising event
for campus organizations. The Young
Democrats pulled off a coup this year, bringing Pan Am its first all male revue. Other
popular events at the carnival are "Rocky Horror Picture S how," the costume contest, the
games and fo od booths.

BroncOlympics. another UCPC event. is a
day of friendly competition for the bragging
rights to everything from jalpe D no eating to
cow chip chucking. Bronco Days and Pan
American Days are similar game days sponsored by the student government organization.
Homecoming, during basketball season, offers a parade, rally and a dance. It was
highlighted this year by a chariot race put on
by the Greek Council.
·
Besides these regular events, campus groups
have special acitivities from time io time like
the Kappa Sigma's "Quest for the Best." a hot
legs contests or Phi Kappa Theta's
Chili-Cookoff.
Then there's Bronc sports. Students get in
free with their ID cards.
Also free are drama productions, such as the
highly popular 'Annie Get Your Gun', the hit
of this season's theatre presentation .
Many of the activities are free because they
are paid for through student service fees which
also bring you the 'Pan American' and 'El Bronco' student publications.

Magnificent mirey mudslide, a favorite Carnival project, raises money when people pay to see the sorority sisters

Flas hydancers strut th eir stu.ff-·for the PE department's
semia nnual " Evening of Dance." Twice a year students
in PE classes perform as part of the requirements of the
course. Some are exposed to dance for the first time in
the PE classes. Some even advance further and join the
folklorico dancers.

zip down the slide and kersplot in the quagmire.

,
I

_ f/llf l

Captured culprits chide--their captors after being thrown in the dungeon during the Carnival of the Great Pum·
pkin. The fund-raising activity would capture the person of your choice (for a price). In turn, they could pay to
be released. The dungeon was one of the many fun projects during the Carnival.

Fierce competition faces-contestants in the lemon in the

circle game during BroncOlympics. The winner's techni·
que usually displays gyrations that would have been the
envy of "Elvis the Pelvis."
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Sport Lines
By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

As sports editor for the Pan
'American this year, I have had
many opportunities to see and
participate in athletics here at
Pan American University.
.
Athletics play an important
role in many ways. Several of
our teams have been nationally ranked, and, have competed
against top teams from around
the nation. For example, the
Lady Bronc basketball team
was invited to the District 6
NAIA playoffs this year; quite
an accomplishment for a team
whose program is only in their
ninth year of exista,1ce.
Another important point is
that all the Lady Broncs were
recruited from Valley, clear
evidence that Valley high
schools have quality athletes
who can compete at university
level.
The Bronc basketball team
had one Valley player, Arturo
Castillo of Weslaco plus Jaime
Gonzalez of Laredo. Both
members saw quite a lot of action here at PAU on the road.
The track teams consist
mainly of Valley runners. Two
Lady Bronc sprinters, Anna
Martinez of Porter High and
Patsy Sanchez of Weslaco,
qualified for the NAIA Nationals last year. This year,
several Lady Broncs have a
good chance to qualify again.
Since both track teams are
small in size, averaging 10
members, the chance for a
walk-on to make the team is
very good. (A walk-on is an
athlete who is not on scholarship or recruited by the university, but is skilled enough in the
event to tryout for the team.)
The Bronc baseball team,
which compiled a 64-19 record
last year and participated in the
NCAA playoffs, has had some
utstanding players from Valley
chools. And this year's team
with Neri Pena, Ruben Ayala,
Santana Gar~a, Rick Villarreal
and Doug Sleeth of Edinburg.

plus Albert Guerra and Tom
Ogletree of McAllen keeps the
tradition alive.
Besides intercollegiate athletics. a beginning freshman
can get involved with intramural athletics (competitive
recreation with other PAU students.) Intramural director.
Coach John McDowell. schedules many competitions
throughout the year both for
teams and individuals-volleyball, softball, badminton, tennis.
basketball, football and bowling, just to name a few.
"Competing in the intramural
basketball championship was
really a lot of fun," commented
Danny Rodriguez, a sophomore from McAllen Memorial.
"Our team, Catholic Campus
Ministry, really enjoyed the
games we played." Rodriguez
played basketball in high school
and still enjoys and competes
in the sport by participating in
intramurals. Through intramurals beginning students have
the opportunity to meet other
students and participate in a
sport they enjoyed in high
school.
But what about the spectators? Pan Am has a lot to'
cheer about with women's
teams consisting of crosscountry, track, volleyball and
basketball. For the Broncs there
is tennis, golf, cross-country,
track, basketball and baseball.
Whether you are an athlete or
not, the Broncs have a lot of
competition throughout the
year for students to come out
and support. You can catch the
thrills of slam dunking, Broncstyle, at the fieldhouse, a home
run over the screen at Jody
Ramsey stadium or a winning
ace at Orville Cox tennis courts.
Pan American University has
a lot to offer the beginning
freshman under the term "athletics." The opportunities are
endless for beginning students
to get invo:ved ar" enjoy their
first year in college.

Lady Bronc Kerri Brown-·grabs the ball against
Georgetown, with senior Judy Brebner, No. 10, and
Sophie de Alva, No. 12, preparing to assist.

Mission seniors /isten--intently as aspects of attending Pan Am are explained during a recruiting session. Although
not all Valley seniors will attend Pan Am, the recruiting session does acquaint them with the campus and, of
course, it does get them out of classes for a day!

·Clubs lead to fun friends
'
Afraid of beginning college
and not being able to make
new friends? Then join a campus organization. Of the 68
campus clubs ranging from social to special interest to service,
practically 90 percent of them
are looking for people like
yourself.
So why not give joining a
club a try? If you're into strictly
socializing, that is meeting people and engaging in team party efforts, you'd want to join
one of the Greek groups.
Your sex determines which
Greek group - fraternities. allmale groups, or sororities, allfemale groups. If you're a male
partier, possible Greek groups
you might consider are fraternities, or frats, such as Kappa
Sigma, Phi Kappa Theta. Phi
Kappa Tau or Phi Sigma Kappa. For the ladies you'd have a
choice of either the Kappa
Deltas or Delta Zeta.
If you're interested in joining
a Greek group you'll go
through a series of screening
tests before you're finally inducted. This means attending
rush parties or activities held for
this purpose. To get on the invitation list for these free and
fun rush parties. merely leave
your John Hancock and phone
number on a calling list at a
rush table set up throughout
PAU campus halls and wait for
word of where and when the
party or activity is being held .
If pure socializing is not what
you have in mind as far as join ing a _club is concerned. maybe
you're interests are more conservative oriented. In that case
you'd probably prefer service
oriented organizations such as
American Humanics. Social
Work Club, or Catholic Campus Ministry. These worthwhile
groups focus on community or
university extracurricular activities which serve to improve
or bdter conditions. Impressions of service organizations
being boring and dull is a fallacy
as clubs such as the Intercollegial Knights. Ladies of ·
Camelot. and co-ed Alpha Phi
Omega have proven through
their several outstanding group
efforts throughout the years. To

enter such organizations you
need only regularly attend the
scheduled meeting to get on
their roll call list and participate
in their activiites.
If you still haven't found your
type of club. there still are the
middle of the road organizations better known as special
interest groups. If you're

musically inclined you want to
check out Mu Phi Epsilon,
Music Educators of National
Conference. and National
Association of Jazz Educators.
Have a knack for political involvment? Look into Young
Democrats.
-t he
Young
Republicans. the American
Civil Liberties Union or the

Border Association of Refugees
in Central America . There are
also medically directed clubs
such as the Society of Medical
Technicians and business in-

See Clubs pg. 8

Dishing it out.-- Gabriela Sanchez is one of several students who helped serve
thousands of hamburgers to Valley seniors who visited campus this spring as part
of the intensified recruiting program.
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Some scholarships available for freshmen
High school seniors who
plan to attend PAU might qualify for a scholarship in attaining their degree.
Scholarships are awarded on
the basis of academic achieve ment.
All forms are processed at
the financial aid office in the
Student Services Building. An
unofficial transcript should accompany all forms.
The following scholarships
and their requirements are as
follows: Alumni Association

Entering Freshmen Honors
Scholarship.
This scholarship is for beginning freshmen who enroll fulltime. The award is $500 per
year. Special conditions are (1)
must have graduated from a
Rio Grande Valley high school
and (2) must be certified
member of National Honor Society while in high school. The
deadline for filing is April 1.
Students must fill out an Alumni Association application and
have it certified by the high
school. The Alumni Association is located in the University
Center Room 103.

Cano Coors Distributing
Company Scholarship

also be necessary for the recipient to maintain the GPA requirements stated above. Two
letters of reference are required.

Haggar Scholarship
This scholarship is available
to the son, daughter, brother,
sister or spouse of any active
employee of Haggar Company
and affiliated companies who
has been employed at least six
months.
Criteria:
,1. Minimum requirement for
selection in the program is
average academic standing.
To continue as a scholarship
recipient, acceptable scholastic progress must be
maintained.
,2. Scholarships are awarded
normally to freshmen , but can
include any academic level.
Selection will be made by the
college for a four year maximum period not to exceed
the bachelor degree level.
,3. Proof of financial need is not
a requirement.
The maximum award is up
to $2,000 per year to cover tuition, fees, books, room and
board. Three letters of reference required.

Criteria:
,1. Be a graduating high school
senior.
Be in the first quarter of Harry Wilcox Scholarship
These merit scholarships are
graduating class.
Reside in Hidalgo or Staff presented to engineering maCounty.
jors and,.,- or related majors.
,4. Meet entrance requirements
of Pan American University.
Criteria:
,5. Show promise of success in ,1. Be in major in physics, math,
the Business Administration
or pre-engineering.
field as determined by the · ,2. Have a high school grade
selection committee.
average of 90 or better.
,6. Amount of scholarship is
Have a 3.0 GPA or better.
1 3.
$500 per academic year
The amount is from
($250 per semester). Two
$100-$250 (variable) per sescholarships will be awarded
mester. Three letters of reannually.
,7. Special conditions: be a full- ference are required.
time student following one of
the curricula prescribed for
Business Administration majors. Achieve a scholastic
record of 3.0 or better to
receive the spring award. In
addition three letters of
reference are required.

Honors Scholarships
All honors scholarships are
awarded solely on the basis of
academic achievement. The
scholarships available are given
on a competitive basis.
Criteria:
,1. Requirements--high school
students.
,2. Have a B plus average in all
high school grades or a composite score of 24 on the
ACT.
,3. Have recommendations of
high school teachers and
counselor or principal.
,4. Have a satisfactory interview
with the honors studies director or a designated member
of the honors faculty.
,5. Be enrolled in the prescribed
honors class during the semester for which the scholarship is awarded.
The amount ranges up to a
full tuition and fees. Three letters of reference required.

Intercollegiate
Scholarship
The IK
available to
jor. There
pients per
newable.

Knights

scholarships are
students of any maare only two recisemester. Not re-

Criteria :
Comply with university ad1 1.
missions requirements.
,2. U.S. citizen.
,3. Full time enrollment.
,4. Minimum 2.5 GPA and a "B"
in high school.
,5. Demonstrate financial need
as established by the financial
aid office.
,6. Demonstrate service to school
and/or community.
The award is $150 per
semester. Three letters of reference required.

James Cullen Looney
Scholarship
This scholarship is open to all
freshmen, sophomores, juniors
and seniors. Renewal applications shall be filed annually by
an unofficial transcript.
Criteria:
,1. Preference shall be given to
students who do not qualify
for financial aid , but have
financial need.
Preference shall be given to
12.
national merit scholarship
finalists and semi-finalists.
Preference shall be given to
13.
full-time students.
,4. Preference shall be given to
Hidalgo County residents.
,5. For enrolled students, 2.5
GPA or above is required.
Amount awarded to students
will be established by the committee. They will meet to re place scholars if the need
arises. The student financial aid
office will monitor academic
progress . Grades will be
reviewed on a semester basis.
Transcripts will be reviewed as
part of the application process.
Three letters of reference
required.

Demonstrate and achieve
academic progress.
,4. Show financial need in order
to attend college.
,5. Be enrolled as a full-time
student.
The awards average about
$150 per semester. Grades are
checked in January by the
Financial Aid Office prior to
spring registration. Applications
are required annually. Three
letters of reference required.

KELT Radio Mass Com·
munication Scholarship
This scholarship for $1,000
is awarded to one student for
use at a college or university
with a media curriculum during
the upcoming academic year.
Criteria:
Be enrolled in a college or
university during the upcoming academic year.
,2. Be majoring in Mass
Communications.
,3. Be a U.S. citizen.
,4. Be a permanent resident of
the Rio Grande Valley.
The amount is $1,000 per
academic year and two letters
of reference are required.

Joe and Jess Crump
Scholarship
The purpose of this scholarship is to furnish financial
assistance to graduates fro111
high schools in Hidalgo County whom the trustees deem
worthy and who have a background of clean moral conduct,
as well as a reputation for
honesty and integrity and who
in the opinion of the trustees
actually need financial asistance to attend college.
Criteria:
Have a 2.5 or better GPA.
11.
Be a Hidalgo County resi12.
dent.

Don Mallory/KGBT TV
Mass Communications
Scholarship
This scholarship for $1,500
is awarded to one student for
use during the upcoming academic year at an accredited
college or university with a
mass communications curriculum.
Criteria:
Be a U.S. citizen .
I 1.
,2. Be a permanent resident of
the Rio Grande Valley.
,3. Be presently enrolled or will
be enrolled as a full -time student (9 hours or more) at an
accredited college or university for the upcoming year.
,4. Be majoring in Mass Communications.
,5. Be a graduating high school
senior. with an overall average of at least a ·c plus.·
The scholarship recipient will
be required to meet with the
scholarship committee at the
end of the fall term . during the
spring break and at the end of
the spring term . Said recipient
will also be asked to report to
a designated member of the
committee once during the fall
semester. Should the scholarship recipient encounter problems during the course of the
academic year. the recipient is
asked to contact one of the
KGBT staff members on the
committee for assistance. It will

,3.

KGBT AM Spanish Radio
Mass Communications
Scholar·
ship
This scholarship for $1,500
is awarded to one student for
use during the upcoming academic year at an accredited
college or university with a
mass
communications
curriculum.
Criteria:
,1. Be a U.S. citizen.
,2. Be a permanent resident for
the Rio Grande Valley.
,3. Be enrolled or will be enrolled as a full-time student (9
hours or more) at an accredited college or university
for the upcoming academic
year.
,4. Be majoring in Mass
Communications.
,5. Be a graduating high school
senior, he/she must have an
overall average of at least a "C
plus."
The scholarship recipient will
be required to meet with the
scholarship committee at the
end of the fall term, during the
spring break and at the end of
the spring term. Said recipient
will also be asked to report to
a designated member of the
committee once during the fall
semester. Should the scholarship recipient encounter problems during the course of the
academic year, the recipient is
asked to contact one of the
KGBT staff members on the
committee for assistance. It will
also be necessary for the recipient to maintain the GPA requirements stated above.

KRGV Scholarship
KRGV television offers a
scholarship to minority
~tud~nts in the area major·
mg m mass communications.
Criteria:

Waiting in line--for a hamburger, seniors from Edcouch-Elsa check out the action
while visiting Pan American. The group was one of several that toured campus in
February.
·

,:: 1. Declare a major in mass
communications.
,:: 2. Be Mexican-American.
,:: 3. Be a United States
citizen.
,:: 4. Demonstrate financial
need as well as performance.
,:: 5. Be an undergraduate.

The maximum amount is
$750 a year. Two letters of
reference required.
Kraft Foods Company of
Chicago Scholarship ·
This scholarship is available
to beginning freshmen majoring in business administration .
The criteria are decided by the
School of Business. About
$500 ($250 per semester) is
awarded.
Three letters of reference
required .

Legislative
Academic
Scholarship (LAS)
The LAS Scholarships are
available to freshmen and
transfer students who are
members of an ethnic minority.
Criteria:
,1. Be enrolling as a freshman
student who has graduated
in the upper 1/ 3 of his/
her high school class or
have a composite SAT
scores of at least 800 or
ACT scores of at least 18;
or be a transfer undergraduate student with at least a
2.75 grade point average,
on a four point scale, at
the last college attended.
,2. Indicate serious academic
purpose with avowed intention to complete a bachelor's degree.
Be a bona fide Texas resident (as opposed to being
merely eligible to pay Texas
resident\fees.)
,4. Be a meri\ber of an ethnic
minority of ~he state's population.
·
,5. Not be a reci~\ent of any
form of athletic.scholarship.
,6. Be certified by l-tis.,..her institution as need\ng the
award.
I
The maximum amount for
an academic year is $1,000.
The deadline is Sept. 1 and no
letter of reference· required.

Texas
Alliance
for
Minorities in Engineering
These scholarships are
available to pre-engineering
majors, chased according to
their academic achieyement.
Criteria:
,1. Must be incoming
freshman .
,2. Have a minimum score on
ACT Test.
,3. Demonstrate an interest in
the engineering field .
,4. Have a strong background
in mathematics.
,5. Be in the upper quartile of
graduating class.
About $100 is awarded for
first summer session. Recipients
must take Introduction to Engineering the first summer session at Pan American University. No letters of reference
required .

Construction cont'd from

pg. 1
weight lifting equipment and a
SO-meter olympic size pool.
Funding for all these building
projects comes from left over
ad velorum tax money. prior to
1982.
"One must look at construction as a necessary ingredient
m our mission . which is education." Flores said. "We must offer the best education that we
can possibly make available."
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health· services
offer free care,

Students from--Rio Grande City laugh it up while waiting their turn in the snackbar while touring Pan Am as
part of the recruiting program.

Counseling can help students cope
Like a time-bomb slowly
ticking away, the pressure
builds. You're taking too many
hours. Part-time jobs don't give
you time to study and midterms have arrived. Your folks
complain you're just a night
time guest and your social life
has faded into nothing.
If you feel this way you are
not alone. All college students,
especially freshmen, feel stress.
It's the little things that pile up
and snowball that get you
down. Sometimes our lives just
get out of hand. You try to do
too much and before you know
it, you've lost control.
But, there is a way to get
help. You can stop the ticking
before the bomb explodes.
The counseling and advisement center here on campus
can help you get back on track.
They offer a wide variety of individual and group counseling
sessions, and best of all it's free
and confidential.
According to Lupita CantuMorse, coordinator for counseling, guidance and academic
advising, located in Building E
across from the LA Building,
counselors are available to
discuss your career goals, get
your schedule straightened out
and help you to feel good
about yourself.
"Freshmen especially have
difficulty budgeting their time,"
•Morse said. "For many of them,
their first semester in college ·is
the first time they don't have someone telling what to do and
exactly when to do it."
Consequently,
many
freshmen wind up spending
too much time socializing in the
Snack Bar or chatting in the
LRC lobby, although they are
warned about this during orientation, Morse said.
Sometimes it takes the shock
of seeing their first semester
grades to make them understand.she said.
"That's when they decide to
try our time management
counseling," she said.
Freshmen can also benefit
from career counseling. Let's
face it. When most freshmen
enroll. they have no idea what
to put in the blank beside
Major.
Not to worry'
Morse says this is perfectly

normal. In fact, statistics in
career counseling indicate that
the average freshman changes
his major seven times before h~
graduates, Morse said.
Even the Great State of
Texas, and most colleges nationwide, recognize this fact.
That is .why freshmen get to
register for a basic core of
courses instead of Brain
Surgery I.
Counseling does have a
voluntary two-hour free course
on academic and career
counseling. Students can take
tests which help show them
what really interests them and
what they might do best in.
Freshmen who will be taking
the Freshman Studies Program
will automatically be enrolled in
Psychology 1301, but the
course is open to any student.
Students who liva in the
dorm or apartments for the first
time also have to make a big
adjustment. Besides loneliness
and the homesick feelings that
come with being away from
family for the first time, there's
the problem adjusting to
roommates.
"Some times roommates let
little things stack up until
something blows," Morse said.
"They need to communicate
and to share responsibility." It
also helps to set a few ground
rules at the start, she advised.
One such ground rule might
be:
Thou shalt not play thy
stereo until 2 a.m. when thy
roomy must taketh an exam at
7:45 a.m ..
Another problem which
especially affects freshmen is
pressures from the family,
Morse said, In many cases. a
student's family expects them to
help provide money to support
the family. That means time is
needed for the job as well as for
classes and studying. In o+ r,er
cases. it might just be that Mom
and Dad were used to you being home at 3:30 p.m. and
continue to insist that you
come home when you aren't in
class.
Morse said that counseling
and guidance can offer suggestion·s as to what you can do to
help yourself if you find
yourself in such a situation.
Rest assured. You are not
alone with these problems.

In group counseling you
may meet with other students
who share similar problems
and discuss possible solutions.
You can learn to see yourself
as others see you, and develop
better communication skills.
Assertion training helps students learn to better express
their feelings, needs and wants.
Everyone has interpersonal
rights and this type of group
counseling can help you develop and strengthen your own
belief system so you can stand ·
up for your rights.
Communication skills and
value clarification sessions are
a combination of groups that
address two areas. The first
deals with verbal, non-verbal
and symbolic communciation.
Students learn how to communicate better and deal with
feedback from others.
Value clarification provides
an opportunity to explore our
own value system and helps
you decide whether the values
you now have were freely
chosen or placed upon you.
To be assertive you need a
good self concept and selfawareness counseling will help

you develop a better attitude
about yourself.
These are just a few of the
many types of counseling
available. There's also a group
designed to develop knowledge, skills and attitudes
leading to more effective
parenting. Human relationship
groups help students examine
their own feelings values and
morals when making decisions
about dating.
.
And, a two hour free elective course is offered to assist
students with career and academic planning and job hunting strategies. You can take
vocational tests and inventories
and use Career research and
personal value analysis to find
out what career might suit you
best.
We all feel pressure and
stress from school, parents and
our relationships with others.
Counseling can help you see
what is causing the problems
that we develop and learn how
to deal with them.
The Counseling and Advisement Center's phone number
is 381-2529.

PAU students on hand
to help with questions
For many high school
students. the only obstacles to
a college education are fear of
the unknown and a lack of
knowledge about the paperwork that needs to be done.
Nine PAU students are
working part time in several
Valley high schools helping
students overcome those
obstacles.
They are working with the
counselors in each school and
working for Pan American's
director of student recruitment
and orientation Rick Maville.
"High school students sometime find it easier to relate to
someone in their age group but
also in a position to know the
answers to many of their questions." said Maville.
"They often are pretty suprised to find out they can afford
to go to college." said Maville.
Maville said his student advisers are working with coun-selors in 18 Valley high
schools.

'They hear that it costs a
couple of thousands of dollars
to go to college a semester.
which is true.
High school students interested in talking with them
about college entrance requirements. costs. and other questions should see their high
school counselors. Maville
said.
The schools and Pan American students assigned to them
are:
Donna and Mercedes High
Schools. Martin Enriquez:
Roma. Rio Grande City.
Raymondville. and Rio Hondo.
Melinda Fox: Santa Rosa.
Edcouch-Elsa. and Weslaco.
Rene Gomez: Harlingen.
McAllen Memorial. and La
Feria. Clarissa Guerra.
Also McAllen High. Sandra
Hernandez and Patsy Sotelo:
Edinburg. Gloria Leal: La
Joya. Mission. and Sharyland.
Carla Mata: and Pharr-San
Juan-Alamo. Marlene Reyes.

Student Health Services
located in Emilia Hall in Room
105, ~ffers a wide range of
health related services to PAU
students free of charge.
According to Dora Castillo,
R.N., all students enrolled,
whether full or part-time, are
eligible for treatment.
"We take care of minor illnesses and injuries here and
also.offer several other free services;• Castillo said. "We try to
educate students as well as
help them with their immediate
health problems."
The service is staffed by two
full-time nurses and two parttime doctors, and is open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
Specific services offered to
students are:
%Notification of absences to
instructors - When a student is
absent for more than three
days, a notice, not an excuse,
will be sent to instructors.
%Referral Service - If a problem cannot be treated at the
center, students will be referred
to outside help.
%Student insurance - All
students are covered by a
limited insurance policy for injuries sustained while on campus or in going directly from
home to the university or from

the university directly to home.
% TB skin test - Available to
all students, the tests are
especially available to those
wishing to meet student
teaching requirements.
%Loan of Medical equipment - heating pads, crutches,
canes, etc. are available at no
charge.
%Health and drug information - brochures, films, and
confidentail consultations and
information are available to all
students.
%Family planning information - Confidential conseling on
all aspects of family planning is
available at the center.
%Handicapped parking permits - The center will approve
parking permits for those with
permanent or temporary
disabilities.
% Testing for mono, V.D.,
p egnancy, and diabetes - Free
testing for these conditions is
offered at the center for all
students.
Castillo urged all students to
visit the center.
"We enjoy our work and talking to new people;' she said.
"No problem is too small to talk
about."
For more information call
Student Health Services at

381-2511.

Dorm living
convenient
After a substantial increase
last year, dorm fees are not expected to go up this year and
they can be a bargain in housing, according to some residents.
Two room and board plans
are offered during the fall and
spring semesters. Under the 20
meal plan, for $1040 per semester, you can live in the
dorms and eat all your meals
in the cafeteria except for Sunday nights. Students who plan
to go home on the weekends
might prefer the 15 meal plan
which costs only $990 each
semester and includes three
meals a day Monday through
Friday.
During the summer only the

20 meal plan is available at
$400 each semester.
Although there are some
disadvantages such as limited
visitation hours, dorms residents say the good outweighs
the bad, with most agreeing the
biggest advantage is not having
to hunt for a parking place.
One of the best things about
living in the dorm is you form
closer friendships. one resident
said.
"In the dorm each floor was
like a family." Martha Sauceda
San Perlita junior. said. "We did
everything together to pass the
time so school work wouldn't
get hectic."
The dorms offered somewhat more security than apartment living. and sometimes
parents can be convinced more
readily to agree to dorm living
than apartment living for their
fledgir.gs.
Norma Betancourt. La Feria
freshman. said she likes "the
security and its advantages."
Kerri Brown. McAllen fresh-

■

■

■

man, said she likes not having
to worry about p~ying bills. "I
enjoy having to pqy only one
bill," she said.
Velma Hinojosa, a Falfurrias
freshman, said she likes theluxuries.
"We can -leave .the lights or
stereos on and not worry about
the cost;' she ·said. Some
students who .rent airconditioned apartments find
they sometimes don't run the
air conditioner to save money.
Dorm residents stay cool.
Harold Anderson, a junior
from Cleveland, Ohio, enjoys
not having to worry about buying groceries and cooking. He
says he likes the conven.ience
of "getting three meals a day."
Dave Foley, a Milwaukee,
Wisc., freshman, said he enjoys
the privacy and quiet weekends.
Jose Fabres, a freshman
from Chile, S.A. likes the people who work in the dorms.
"The people working are
well-disciplined and clean," he
said.
Because residence hall space
is very limited on campus, applications with a $35 deposit
should be sent as early as
possible according to Dean of
Students, Judy Vinson. Ap- ·plicants will be notified at least
one month before school if they
have a room.
If space is not available when
the application is received the
students name will be placed
on a waiting list.

· Students who do· not get a
room will have their $35
deposit refunded. For further
infomation. contact the Housing Office 381-214 7.
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Aid monies defray education expenses
By Eliseo Rodriguez
Staffwriter

ceived this loan at the institution at which they are enrolled
during the academic year.

Financial aid deadline.
The last word of the previous They are also eligible to receive
phrase should be next to the tuition scholarships. if available.
beginning freshman's heart · 10. Compliance with Dethroughout their college career.
fense Authorization Act. A
Most importantly apply ear- general description and the
ly and before the deadline. May specific_ requirements of each
1 is the deadline for fall. and type of aid follows.
Oct. 1 for Spring.
GRANTS
Students must apply for
Pell Grant- (Formerly the
funds on an annual basis. On-. basic educational opportunity
ly one application is necessary grant) is a federal aid program
per year.
designed to provide financial
General Eligibility
assistance to those who meet
1. Be a U.S. citizen or a per- it to attend post-high school
manent resident.
educational institutions.
2. Have filed an affidavit
Pell Grants are intended to
which states that all funds
be the "floor" of a financial aid
received from financial aid pro- package and may be combin•··grams will be used solely for ed with other forms of aid to
education or educationally meet the full costs of education.
related purposes.
Determination of eligibility is
3. Be enrolled for a based on your own and your
minimum of 12 hours as an family's financial resources.
undergraduate, or nine hours
Pell Grant awards for stuas a graduate student in each_ dents enrolled less than full
of the regular sessions, or for a time will be decreased prominimum of six hours in each portionately.
of the summer sessions.
The amount of the award
4. Not be delinquent on any _ will be based on the determinaloan, either long term or short tion of eligibility and the cost of
term, and must not owe a re- attendance at your school.
fund on any grant program.
To be eligible for a Pell Grant,
5. Demonstrate financial a student must also:
need, except when applying for
1. Be an undergraduate stufunds from a program which dent.
does not call for financial need.
2. Be enrolled at least six
6. Be in satisfactory standing,
hours.
and making satisfactory pro3. Send his/ her application
gress at the university as defin - to Iowa City, Iowa.
ed by institutional policy. The
4. Submit SAR-(Student Aid
policy is available at the Finan- Report), unofficial college
cial Aid Office. All financial aid transcript 1983 IRS 1040,
recipients must sign acknow- 1040A, 1040EZ or statement
ledgement of this policy when of income (parents and
accepting any award.
students) Financial Aid Office.
7. Be enrolled in an eligible
program offered by the in- SEOG Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
stitution.
To be eligible for SEOG, a stu8. Summer sessions:
a. Be enrolled as a full- dent must also:
1. Submit a general financial
time student during the regular
-term immediately preceding aid application.
2. Be an undergraduate
· the summer session, or
b. Accepted for enrollment student.
as a full-time student during the
PAU SCHOLARSHIP-The
Pan American University
subsequent regular term at Pan
Scholarship
American University.
9. Summer transient stuThis program is designed to
dents are eligible to receive provide i11stitutional funds to
·Hinson-Hazlewood Student eligible students to enable them
Loans (TOP) if they have re- to' attend Pan American

University.
To be eligible for a Pan
American
UniversityScholarship a student must:
1. Be eligible to pay Texas
resident tuition. However.
awards may be made to nonresident students in an amount
not to exceed 10 percent of the
total awards.
2. Submit a general financial
aid application.

WORK-STUDY
The primary purpose of CWSP
is to promote parttime employment for students. The program is designed for students
who have financial need and
who are in need of the earnings
to pursue a course of study at
Pan American and to supplement living expenses. Criteria
for Work-Study are:
1. Submit a general financial
aid application. prior to the
respective deadline shown.
2. Show capability of maintaining good standing in such ·
a course of study with a
minimum of 2.0 GPA while
employed under the program.
3. Maintain full-time enrollment status throughout the
term.
4. Demonstrate employability by indicating job skills and or
experience for placement.

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN
NDSL is for students who
are enrolled in a participating
post-secondary institution and
rieeci a loan to meet their
educational expenses.
Students may borrow up to
a total of:
(a) $3,000 if they are e_nrolled in a vocational progral'!l or
if they have completed less
than two years of a program
leading to a bachelor's degree:
(b) $6,000 if they are an
undergraduate student who
has already completed two (2)
years of study towards a
bachelor's degree;
(c) $12,000 for graduate
study. (TOTAL INCLUDES
ANY AMOUNT YOU BORROWED UNDER NDSL FOR
UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT).
1. Five percent interest rate.
2.
Possible
teacher

3. Submit a general application to the Financial Aid Office.
4 . Must attend pre-exit and
exit counseling session.
5. Repayment and interest
begin six months after student
graduates or is enrolled less
than half-time.
6. Minimum payment is $30
a month. and 10 years to pay.

th~ top 50 percent of the test
utilized by the university for administration admission purposes to be eligible.

TOP-THE
HINSON-HAZLEWOOD STUDENT LOAN
PROGRAM

.The federal government will
pay the interest for you until
you are required to begin
repaying the loan. The amount
recommended for a TGSL is
based on the institutional cost
of education minus other financial assistance. including
veterans and Social Security
educational benefits. received
for the period of the loan.
1. Eight percent of the interest rate of new borrowers.
seven or nine percent for
previous borrowers.
2. Five percent of amount of
loan origination fee. one percent insurance premium per
year until graduation.
3. No cancellation of
repayment.
4. Enrolled at least six hours.
5. Must be U.S. citizen or in
U.S. intending to become permanent resident.
6. Repayment and interest
begin six months after student
graduates or is enrolled less
than half-time.

This is a guaranteed student
loan provided by the State of
Texas for those students
needing such a loan to pursue
a course of study.
Eligibility:
1. Eight percent interest rate
for new borrowers: seven or
nine percent for previous
borrowers.
2. Five percent of amount of
loan origination fee, one percent insurance premium per
year until graduation.
3. Possible cancellation for
Doctor of Medicine or Doctor
of Psychology degree.
4. Possible cancellation for
military service.
5. Submit a general application to the Financial Aid Office.
6. Must atten
pre-exit
counseling session
7. Must be a Tex, resident.
8. Repayment ar._ interest
begin six mo~ths after student
graduates or drops below six
hours.
9 . Must attend exit counseling session.

TEXAS GUARANTEED
STUDENT LOAN
This loan program is provided through a bank, credit
union , or other eligible lending
institution to enable students to
pursue a course of study. These
loans are guaranteed by the
Texas Guaranteed Student ·
Loan Corporation.
You may apply for a TGSL
if you are already enrolled and
making satisfactory progress or
have been accepted for enrollment at least on a half time
basis.
Freshman students (less than
30 hours) must have graduated
in the top 50 percent of their
hiqh school class or scored in

LOAN LIMITS
Student Category Undergrad
Annual Aggregate
$2,500 . $12,500

NURSING LOAN
The Nursing Loan is for
students enrolled in the nursing program who need a loan
to meet their educational expenses. There are limited funds
available under this program.
1. Six percent interest rate.
2. Enrolled full-time (at least
nine hours).
3. Submit a general application to the Financial Aid Office.
4. Must attend pre-exit
counseling session.
5 . Repayment and interest
begin nine months after student
graduates or is enrolled less
than half-time.

SHORT TERM LOANS
The short term loan program
is desigrnid to provide emergency funds to full-time or parttime Pan American University
students demonstrating reasonable cause. An attempt is
made not to approve emergency loans for students concurrently receiving financial aid.

Students interested in obtaining
these loans for registration
should apply approximately
three weeks in advance to insure that there is an availability
of funds.
A student applying for a short
term loan must:
1. Be enrolled or accepted
for enrollment.
· 2. Demonstrate the ability to
repay the loan within the re payment period.

PROVlSIONS:
1. A short term loan will
NOT be made to any student
who has defaulted on a previous loan or has been
previously delinquent.
2. All short term loans are interest free: however. a $5 service fee will be assessed on
each loan made.
3. A promissory note must
be executed.
4. THE LOAN MUST BE
REPAID DURING THE
SEMESTER IN WHICH IT IS
MADE.
5. Only one short term loan
per student. per semester will
be made.

REPAYMENT OF LOANS
The loan programs mentioned must be repaid . The loans
may be cancelled in certain extreme instances such as the
death of the student borrower.
Payments begin six months
after graduation or enrollment
is less than half-time and the
student may be allowed up to
10 years to repay the loan .
Students must attend an exit
counseling session when they
cease to be enrolled at least
half-time.
LOAN PROCEDURE WHEN
YOU GRADUATE OR ARE
ENROLLED LESS THAN
HALF-TIME
1. Meet with the Financial
Aid Director or assistants to
complete exit interview and
repayment summary.
2 . Learn about loan
provisions.
3. Hold on official transcripts
is released.
4 . Repayment schedule and
/or booklet is sent.
5. Six months later interest
and payments begin ($30-50 a
month)
6. Monthly payments until
loan is paid out.

Clubs cont'd from pg. 4
volved groups such as Alpha
Kappa Psi and Data Processing
Management Association .
Finally. the Pan American
University honor societies.
although are not yet open to
freshman. give freshmen
something to look forward to in
their sophomore and junior
years. Some honor societies in clude the Honors Society.
Alpha Chi Honor Societ y. and
Tri -Beta Honor Society.
Student publications is open

to freshman. especially those
who worked on their high
school papers or yearbooks.
Some paid positions are open.
but all volunteers are we'lcome.
Once you chos)se one of the
several organizations . believe
me. you'll find friends . They're
all over on campus. especially
in groups. you just gotta take
that step and join in . Once you
do join ifs easy to make friends.
If anything. they'll approach
you first.

Freshmen cont'd from pg. I

"

Rapacious Rattlers--from Sharyland High heartly approved the -luncheon fare hamburgers, beans, condiments,
and dessert.

specific activities for labs . Tlw
Learning Assistance Teachers
and peer tutors will conduct the
lab activities. Although the lab
will be structured as a class ·
room situation. individualized
assistance will be stressed .
Preliminary statistics from a
pilot program. taken on a vo
luntary basis last fall. indicate
students in the program show-

ed more academic progress.
growth in achievement scores.
had higher GPA ,md better re tention than students in -a
similar umtrol group. according
lo Sylvia Lujan ,· director of
I.AC.
About 7:, percent of entering
freshman at Pan Am will have
t,, take the freshman studies
program .
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Huey Lewis brings the News Mon. May 7
By Ella de los Santos
Staffwriter

Huey Lewis and the News·· The Marin County based group will appear in concert Monday, May 7 at the PAV Fieldhouse. Tickets on sale at UC 205.

Lopez, Sauceda named editors

Selected to be editors of the
student newspaper and yearbook were Nora Lopez who will
return for a second year as
editor of 'The Pan American",
and Martha Sauceda who has
worked on the 1983 and 1984
"El Bronco" yearbooks.
Both women are junior communications majors. Lopez's
emphasis is in journalism and
Sauceda's emphasis is in
speech and hearing.
Both women have also
worked on student publications
for several years. including experience before high school
graduation. Lopez. a 1981,
Edinburg High School graduate. has worked on a student
newspaper since her freshman
year in high school. Sauceda
has been on a yearbook staff

since the seventh grade, ineluding three years as editor
before graduating in 1981 from
San Perhta High School.
Lopez said she is looking forward to editing the paper for a
second ~·2ar. because she still
has "much more to do."

"I've learned so much more
this past year, especially in the
area of freedom of information,"
Lopez said, "We encountered
many problems this year in obtaining information."
Lopez explained that as a
result of these difficulties, the
entire staff and herself has
become aware of the basic
rights of journalists. She added that other university newspaper staffs were also interested
in "The Pan American's" pro-

· blems in obtc1ining ifilormation.
"Other universities have
learned from our problems,"
Lopez said. "In fact. I was
recently asked to participate in
a session of the Freedom of Information committee of the
Texas Intercollegiate Press
Association. I joined that committee at our April convention."
Lopez explained that one
goal of the FOi committee is to
compile a case book of problems encountered by not only university staffs but by high
school staffs as well.
Lopez said, "As state parliamentarian of TIPA, I plan to
submit some of our cases. since
this is an area of special interest
to me."
She plans to institute somE

changes in the paper, especially on the editorial page of "The
Pan American."
"I wr,\i In likP. to start a quest

column on the editorial page.
This is something that past
-see page 7

l
-i~

Sophomore awarded Truman
scholarship with $5,000 yearly
By Joe Vasquez
Staffwriter
In a scant two years of participation in the Harry S
Truman Scholarship Founda tion Program. Pan American
ranks among other universities
such as Duke. Princeton and
Harvard Universities to boast a
recipient of the presidential
scholarship.

"Ifs a great honor and Marina
Rodriguez. (sophomore). deserves it." said Dr. Kenneth Bain
who was the Truman Scholarship faculty representalive who nominated Rodriguez
for the highly competitive
award.
The names of 105 college
students who will be awarded
thP srhnlc1rship at a ceremony

in the Truman Library in Independence, Mo., on May 13
were announced by the Board
of Trustees of the Harry S.
Truman Scholarship Foundation. Margaret Truman Daniel.
the late president's daughter.
will present the scholarships.
Rodriguez will be flown to Independence by the Foundat .ion.

The awards, which carry an
annual maximum stipend of
$5.000 per year for the last two
years of college and two years
of graduate study, are granted
to promising students who
have demonstrated a firm commitment to a career in public
service at the federal, state or
local levels.
Ro d nguez.
·
a 1982 Ed·mb urg

High School graduate, is majoring in biology with a program in environmental studies.
After graduate school she plans
on seeking a position with the
Environmental Protection
Agency.
The scholarship will be renewed upon evidence of sa- see page 12 _ _ .. _ __

Ybarra-Adair declared winners

Election Commission ruling upheld
After ·careful. serious consideration· Dean of Students
Judy Vinson. arrived at a final
decision to uphold the election
Commission's ruling and de!are Gumecindo Ybarra.
senior. and Virginia Adair.
senior. as PAU Student Association president and vice
president.
An appeal concerning the

e

validity of the outcome of the
election was filed by losing
ticket candidates. Ramon D.
Esquivel and Ruben Delgado
which held up the confirmation
of Ybarra-Adair.
They charged that if 32 disqualified votes were counted
and added to the final tally.
Ybarra-Adair would not have

the simple majority needed for
the victory.
The 32 votes were cast for
Alex Alanis and Mark Rogers.
write-in candidates for the
presidency and vice presidency.
If the votes would have been
allowed to stand.
a run off
election would
have been
mandatory.

Vinson stated that the winning ticket did have the majorit~, of votes needed because the
Alanis-Rogers votes were not
valid.
In a memorandum sent to
Noe Hinojosa. outgoing
PAUSA president. Vinson stated that she would allow the
commission's decision to stand.
Ybarra stated on Vinsons

ruling. "Under the circumstances. I feel she came to the
best decision she could, with
the allegations. the facts and
what had been said in the past
by the presidents. In order for
us to avoid this problem. we're
assigning the election commi$sion and the student court to
see page 7 ---------------

Yes it's true, Huey Lewis and
The News are coming to PAU.
UCPC and C&C Music of
McAllen are co-sponsoring
Huey Lewis and The News in
concert Monday, May 7 at the
PAU Fieldhouse at 8 p.m.
Tickets for the concert are on
sale at C&C Music in McAllen,
Le Sport in Brownsville, Tim's
Surf and Sun wear in Harlingen
and the Sound Center at La
P)aza Mall in McAllen.
General admiss!on for the
concert is $20 and PAU students and staff can purchase
their tickets at the University
Center Room 205 for $11 with
a validated I.D.
1,..ewis is the first major concert presented by UCPC and
C&C of McAllen.
The concert itself has been in
the works since January.
"This is truly fine, exciting
entertainment for the students
of Pan American University as
well as the entire Rio Grande
Valley. The student members of
the Program Council have
been hard at work to bring this
concert to the areas," said Sonia
Del Angel, program council coordinator.
Radio station KBFM/104
has been designated as the official welcoming station for .t he
Huey Lewis Concert.
The station will be giving
away a limosine ride with the
group to the concert, as well as
T-Shirts, prize packages and
other giveaways in conjunction
with welcoming Huey Lewis to
the Valley.
In a recent telephone interview with John Colla of The
News, this reporter had a
chance to ask the guitrist about
the background of this up and
coming rock and roll band.
"We've been together for
about five years as a group but
we've all known each other for
maybe 10-12 years. We were
all good friends and played in
rival bands before we got together," said Colla. "We all had
mutual admiration for each
other and so it was a natural
thing for us to get together. We
are all from Marin County and
we consider it our home base."
The band has putout three
albums. although Colla says
the first might be hard to come
by since it did not have much
popularity.
"When we put out the first
album we were really green in
the studio---! mean we were
not producing the «)und and
having the effect we wanted
because of the inexperience."
Colla said.
Colla, Huey Lewis and Chri5
Hayes, who plays lead guitar,
usually write most of the band's
music although they do sometimes use material from other
contributors.
"The single Heart of Rock
and Roll was co-written by
Mike Chapman and myself.
Mike is also our producer. We
do pick up some outside
see page 4 - - - - - - -
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COMMENTARY~----

Editorial ·

Wher-e's the beer?
Unlike most college students around the state, we have long
been deprived of good old rock and roll concerts and beer
on campus.
It has been over 10 years since the last 'rock' concert was
held on campus when the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band appeared
at the Fieldhouse.
On whose shoulders does the blame lay for this lapse in
entertainment?
Is it UCPC's fault for not getting the funding to sponsor a
major group or is it the fault of the highly conservati':!e administration and Board of Regents?
It seems that in 1984, a college student would not have to
go off campus to drink a beer---especially since Hidalgo is not
a dry county.
This would be easier to understand if this were Abiliene
Christian University---a private school where drinking is prohibited due to religious beliefs.
UCPC should be commended for breaking the music barrier and bringing some rockers to PAU.
Although beer can be sold on campus the-policy concerning the sale is very restrictive.
The policy reads that beer can be sold only at approved
functions and at certain campus areas.
Carlos Rivera, the dining services manager is the only person on campus that can buy and sell the beer since he has
the liquor license.
It is a shame that we the students must conform to policy
made by people who are not students and who are not on
campus.
The program council had hoped to sell beer at the Huey
Lewis concert but Dr. Nevarez said 'No'.
There is no good reason not to change this policy. All the
misconceptions and fears of the policy makers have not
materialized.
Isn't it time we moved on?
Students at other schools enjoy the privilege of gathering
at their student union and having an occasional beer. Perhaps
this is what we must work on for our students.

**FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE**
These examination schedules apply to
the Edinburg campus only

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.r.'l.
p.m.

9:30
11:30
2:30
4:30

Tuesday, May 8
a.m.
TT-1 classes
a.m.
MWF-2 classes
p.m.
MWF-6 classes
p.m.
TT-7 classes

( 7:45( 8:45(12:45( 5:15-

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
p.m.
p.m .

9:30
11:30
2:30
4:30

Wednesday, May 9
a.m.
TT-3 classes
a.m.
MW-7 classes
p.m.
MWF-4 classes
p.m.
- MW-8 classes

(11:35-12:50)
( 1:45- 3:00)
(10:45-11:35)
( 3:10· 4:25)

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

9:30
11 :30
2:30
4:30

Thursday, May 10
a.m.
MWF-3 classes
a.m.
MW-9 classes
p.m.
TT-4 classes
p.m.
TT-6 classes

(
(
(
(

a.m.

9:00)
9:35)
1:35)
6:30)

SPRING SEMESTER
1983-84
7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

Thursday, May 3
9:30 a.m.
All TT English 1301 classes
11 :30 a.m.
All MWF English 1301 classes
6:45 p.m.
Evening English 1301 classes

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.

9:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

9:30
11 :30
2:30
4:30

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Friday, May 4
Math 1335 classes
Math 1300 classes
Math 1340 classes
Monday, May 7
MWF-1 classes
MWF-5 classes
TT-2 classes
TT-5 classes

First Summer Session
Friday, July 6

( 7:45- 8:35)
(11:45-12:35)
( 9:10-10:25)
( 2:25- 3:40)

7:45
10:00
12:30
2:45
5:00

9:45
12:00
2:30
4:45
7:00

9:45-10:30)
4:35- 5:50)
1:00- 2:15)
3:50- 5:05)

Second Summer Session
Tuesday,August 14
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period

1
2
3
4
5

PAUSA REPORT
The result of a study completed by the National Commission for Student Financial Assistance titled. Changing
Characteristics of Student Aid Recipients; 1974-1981, provides
comprehensive information about the characteristics of aid recipients. The major theme of the report is the large growth in
the number of middle and upper income students participaing in the program. This trend attributed to legislative changes
made through the passage of the Middle Income Student
Assistance Act (MISAA) in 1978. especially the provision
which eliminated the income ceiling for the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
Another dramatic shift in family income levels was reported .
In both 1974 and 1981 the majority of aided students had
family incomes over $20.000. but the probability that aid recipients would have an income level over this amount increased between 1974 and 1981. Almost two -thirds of all white
aid recipients came from families with incomes exceeding
$20.000.
The economic picture. however. grew worse for Black
families. In 1981. the median income for Black families was
56.41 percent of that for white families. In 1974. 50.93 percent of Black aid recipents came from families with an income
below $12.500: by 1981 that figure increased to 57.44 percent.
While this report did not break down the income levels of
Hispanic students. a report conducted by the National Association of Spanish Broadcasters and Strategy Research Cooperation found that of all Hispanic families only 37 percent have
an income level over $20.000.
Despite the increase in the number of white. middle to upper income students receiving aid. low-income. minority
~tudents still receive more aid dollars. particularly Pell Grants. ·
Wliil,, ll'>t ;,~ rimnnunced as the division along race and
1...•c,;non1ic lin'=:' s. \,·on1 L-1ri (h, 11<>t rL"cL'i\·e n1<n·l, r11d rh,in nh: 11
in all aid pr rJ~ r t'lll 1' t>;\CI!])! ( ,L ~ .....

Strong support for the advancement of TRIO Programs was
voiced by student aid officers. (Note: These programs are called
TRIO, because three programs - Talent Search, Upward
Bound, and Special Services for the Disadvantaged - originally
comprised that program. Since that time two additional programs - Staff Training and Educational Opportunity Centers
- have been added.)
According to a report issued by th~ Institute for the Study
of Educational Policy (!SEP), in Fiscal Year 1981, TRIO Program placed more than a half million disadvantage students
in postsecondary education. Information about the success of
these programs was released by the National Council on
Educational Opportunity Associations (NCEOA) after Department of Education studies were conducted. Highlights appear
in the box in the next column.
Students who receive the full range of Special Services
were 2.26 times as likely to complete their first year of
college as students who did not.
Four years after high school graduation, Upward Bound
participants were four times as likely to have earned a baccalaureate degree as compared to non-participants.

Letter to Editor
Where's the story?
We, the Pan American University Social Work Club,
would like to bring to your attention our discontent with you
and your staff. Our organization held a very important fundraising concert on the 21st of
March, of which you were notified but failed to report in "The
Pan American".
The information about the
concert was turned in to your
office well in advance. You and
your staff were even reminded
about the concert, at which
time you had some questions.
These questions were answered despite the fact that some
phone numbers were included
in the letter containing the information about the concert.
You could have tried to contact
us to clarify what was not understood. However, it seems
that you did not intend to print
the story since the beginning.

Furthermore, the concert
was reported in some outside
local newspapers and announced over a number of Valley
radio stations. Being that the
concert was held on campus at
the Fieldhouse, we find it hard
to accept your lack of interest
in such an activity. We feel that
perhaps there is some discr'
mination by your paper again~,
some organizations on campus, ours being one of them.
To conclude, we would like
to point out that we have noticed that as time goes along,
there seems to be more and
more advertisements on your
paper. Is it possible that these
take priority over important
campus activities?
Respectfully,
Tommy Granados
Publicity Chairman
Teresa Cornodado
President

THE PAN AMERICAN STAF'f
itor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nora Lopez
anaging Editor ................... Anna Martinez
eporters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ella de los Santo
Eliseo Rodriguez
Sam Contreras
Ed Cantu
Joe Vasquez
ports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vivien Benbo
ead Photographer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Deida Lope
dvertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph Mangin, Mgr
Alicia Danie
irculation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Homer Rio

Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joyce Proc
Talent Search projects served 200, 612 students: 8.449
Native Americans: 6.641 Hispanics. and 63,066 whites.
Thirty-seven percent • 74.790 students were placed in
postsecondary education institutions.
Educational Opportunity Centers served 127,198
clients: 3.621 Native Americans: 4.645 Asians: 50.780
Blacks. 19.734 Hispanics: and 48.418 Whites. Twentyseven percent• 34. 145 clients were placed in postsecon dary education institutions.

The Pan American is a publication of Pan American University Publica
tions. Emilia Hall 100, Edinburg, Texas. 78539. It is published each Thurs
day except during examinations and holidays under the Division of Studen
Affairs, Judy Vinson dean of students; Joyce Prock, advisor. View
presented are those of the writer and do not necessarily reflect those of th
University Administration. Subscription price by mail is $3 a year or $1.5
a semester. Contributions and letters to the editor should be submitted th
Friday prior to publication.
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Aid applications due Tue.
Tuesday is the deadline for
anyone interested in applying
for financial aid. Applications
must be in the Financial Aid
Office in the Student Services
building no later than 4:30 p.m.
Applications will still be accepted for Fall '84 semester until Sept. 14, but students who
apply by May 1 will be assured
their application will have been
processed by the Fall registration. Applicants whose applications are process by Fall Regis-

tration. and qualify for Pell
Grant. SEOG. NDSL. and
TPEG. will have their tuition
and fees paid for at registration.
Students who qualify may also
receive $30.00 per class for
books. The tuition . fees.and
book allowance will be deducted from the students aid package.
Students taking their applications to the Financial Aid Office should include with their
applications: (1) a copy of their

Pell applications. (2) a $2 check
or money order. (3) an academic transcript (unofficial) (4)
a copy of the parent's :1nd/ or
student's 1983 income tax returns. If neither of the parents
filed an income tax return then
a "Statement of Income" will
need to be filed with the Financial Aid Office.
Applicants for Financial Aid
are available at the Financial
Aid Office. Student Services
Building. Room 186.

ACS v-p receives award
Maribel Garza, has been
named recipient of the Analytical Chemistry Award by the
Chemistry Department.

Pell monies still available for this year
enrolled at least half-time and
have not yet applied for the Pell
for the current school year, can
still apply.

Last chance to have
cards pulled Friday
•

Students have until tomorrow to have their summer cards
pulled to receive a registration
appointment for the summer
session (s).
The student's name and social security number is the only information required for updating the summer information.
To complete the process. student's can go by the Office of
Admissions and Records or call

381-2206.
Thos~ students who are not
enrolled at Pan American
University this semester must
file a new application for
admission.
An application may be obtained from the Office of Admissions and Records during
office hours. Mon-Fri. from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m .

The deadline for applying by
application is also tomorrow.
Students who are planning
to graduate in August and have
not filed for graduation or paid
their fees must do so immediately.
Students can pick up the
forms in the Office of Records
and Admissions in the Student
Services building in Room 108.

Pell forms for the 1983-84
school year are available at the
Student Financial Office, located in the Student Services
bu!~;~~ant~ f~r Pell must fi_ll
out the apphcahon and submit
ittoLosAngelesforprocessing.
The applicant will then receive his or her Student Aid
Report (SAR) which should be
taken to the Financial Aid Office for · determination of eligibility.
The Student Aid Reports
must be at the Financial Aid
Office by May 10.

President to host reception
for student leaders
President Miguel A. Nevarez
will host a reception for more
than 100 student leaders at his
home Saturday.
The presidents and vice presidents of student organizations
and their faculty advisers have
been invited to the affair. according to Dr. Patricia De La

Fuente. an associate professor
of English who helped plan the
reception.
On Sunday President and
Mrs. Nevarez will host a reception at their home for several
faculty and staff who have
retired or plan to do so this
year.
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This award is presented to
the best analytical chemistry
student by the Division of Analytical Chemistry of the American Chemical Society. By rePAU will offer a Spanish
ceiving this award Garza begrammar and composition
comes an honorary member of
course for secondary school
the division of the Analytical ·
teachers in July.
Chemistry of the ACS and receives a subscription of the
Dr. Eduardo Barrera, chairJournal of Analytical Chemisman of the foreign languages
try and an honor Certificate.
department, said the course
Garza is a 1980 graduate of will "prepare teachers to teach
Edinburg High School. She is university-level Spanish in high
vice president of the American school."
He said the course is of parChemical Society-Student
ticular
interest to teachers in
Chapter of PAU and Secretary
of the Pre Med-Biomedical school systems that want to
Club. She is also a research prepare their students to sucassistant of Professor Andres cessfully take the advanced
standing Spanish tests pre-

pared by the Collge Board's
Advanced Placement Program.
Registration will be held July 9 by appointment arranged
through the Office of Admissions in the Student Services
Building. The course will be
taught from July 11 - 27.
The prerequisite for undergraduate credit is intermediate
Spanish (Spanish 2307 and
2308 or its equivalent).
Further information may be
obtained by calling 381-3441.

Your Teeth
Are Meant To Last
A Lifetime
today's modern equipment and dental advances. there is no
reason why your teeth shouldn't last a lifetime. However. it 1s a must to
take care of your teeth on a regular basis. And it's so simple. Just
follow these three guidelines: 1) Eat a balanced d:et. 2) Brush and floss
your teeth daily 3) Have regular six month dental checkups with a
dentist.
If you need to consult with a dentist, make an appointment through
General Dentistry Centers . Our concerned dentists wiil thoroughly
examine your teeth and provide a maintenance program especially tor
you.

;

·····························~
$10 Complete Exam With X-Rays
•
Join Us and Be a "Smile Keeper"
with coupon Expires April 20, 1984

•

•

This coupon has no redeemable cash and or credit value whatsoever. Coupon is
valid when presented on exact date toward complete exam and x-ray. Coupons
not applicable to past treatments or special programs. Limit 1 person per coupon.

•

•

:
:
•

•: e
•
e
e
•
e
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SAUSAGE ROLLS
STROMBOLI
PIZZA • CALZONES • SUBS

Garza is a juior chemistry
major with a premed option
and a biology minor.

PAU·to offer Spanish
for secondaryteachers

GULF SCHOLARSHIP WINNER-Sophomore Salvador Cavazos, second from left,
receives congratulations for being named recipient of a Gulf Oil Corporation Honors
Scholarship. With Cavazos are Philo Hutcheson, vice president of the Gulf Oil Foundation; Dr. Jerry Polinard, professor of political science; and Dr. David Alvirez, dean
of the School of Social Sciences. Gulf will pay for 80 percent of Cavazos' college education expenses, including room and board, for his junhr and senior years and will offer
him the opportunity to work with the company during the summer of his junior year.
Cavazos, from San Benito, is a political science_major. This is the third consecutive
year Gulf has awarded one of its scholarships to a PAV student. (PAV Photo)

·Tuesday is the Pell Grant
deadline for the current school
year.
Students who are currently

Estrada in the Minority Bio
Medical Research Support Program.

:

McAllen Center
300-A W. Exp. 83
682-1355

Edinburg Center
1200-A S. 10th
383-2031

(Next to Ardans)

(Behind Church's Ch icken)

Brownsville
1164 FM 802
548-1070
(Across Sunrise Mall)

Look For More Information In The Yellow Pages
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Gamma Delta recital Friday
The Gamma Delta chapter
ot Mu Phi Epsilon at PAU will
present its annual Musical at
the PAU recital hall on April 28
at 4 p.m.
District Director Heather
Rathnau will be an honored
guest. Performers will include
sopranos. Hortencia Martinez.
Irma Vasquez and Rosalinda
Estrada: flutists. Leydiana
Guerra. Norma E. Herrera and
Lucy Cardenas. oboist Belinda
de Hoyos. clarinetist Estella
Basaldua. pianist Julie Keller.
trombonist Joe Munguia and
Todd Monasmith . tubist. Accompanist will be Dr. John
Raimo and Dr. Morley Grossman. The public is invited free
of charge.

Concert contract signed--Dr. Miguel Nevarez signs the Huey Lewis and The News
contract scheduled for May 7 at the fieldhouse. Looking on are Gloria Rodriguez,
University Program council president, and in back Juan Lara, UCPC vice-president
and Alex Tapia, UCPC bandbooking chairperson. (Photo by Deida Lopez)

Mu Phi Epsilon is an lnt1c ··natiot1al Music Fraternity in the
Professional Field. It has as its
purpose the advancement of
music in America and throughout the world . with a continu ing emphasis on the promotion
of scholarship.
Founded on November 13.

-Huey Lewis cont'd

1903. Mu Phi Epsilon began as

material sometimes." Colla said.
When asked about the latest
innovative marketing for records--videos. Colla agreed
that it is a major factor in record
sales.
"Probably the biggest boost in
the record industry has been
the videos---especially MTV.
This is good for us but on the
other hand it's kinda like listening to the radio." Colla said.
"MTV and videos give the
viewer only one idea about the
song because you can see it. If
you just listen to the lyrics you
can usually pick many different
ideas so in that way its not
always good.
"I think that MTV is great
because the viewer gets to really see the band---you get to
show off your face and stuff.
Sometimes though it can get to
be too much just watching
MTV and then you sometimes
find yourself using it like a
radio---at least I do. You know.
you get bored with a video but
you leave it on until something
you hear or really know you
want to watch is on and. go
back to the TV set.""
Another means of exposure
is of course touring.
"We'll be starting our tour in
Texas and we"II be on the road
for about six months. We might
go to Europe and maybe Aus-

tralia and Japan--we aren"t too
sure right now." Colla said.
The tour begins in May with
the third concert at PAU. How
do they feel about playing college campuses?
"They're great. We really like
playing campus gigs ·cause the
audience has good repoire.
The tickets sell out quickly and
the crowds are really enthusiastic.
You know you get all your
friends together and you go to
the concert and everybody has
a good time. College kids really get into it so you can really

get going at these types of gigs.At the time of the interview.
Colla was not positive as to
who would be opening for
Huey Lewis and the band although it has been rumored
that Tony Carey will be the
opening act.
Huey Lewis and The News
are: Lewis (lead vocalist and
harmonica). Mario Cipollina
(bass). John Colla (vocals. sax,
and guitar). Bill Gibson (drums'.
vocals. and percussion) . Chris
Hayes (lead guitar and vocals)
and Sean Hopper (keyboards
and vocals).

a music sorority and became a
co-educational professional
music fraternity in 1977. Today
the fraternity has 135 colleqiate

chapters and 86 alumni chapters. The Gamma Delta Chapter. installed on April 29. l l)72_
takes an active part in the'
musical life of the school and
community.
Officers of the local chaptl'r

Symphony presents Strawn
The South Texas Symphonv
Association will present Pat
Strawn . pianist. performing
with the Valley Symphony, today at 8 p.m .. in the Fine Arts
Auditorium .
Tickets are $8 adults and $b
students. A discount for till'
tickets is available at Paradisl'
Park in McAllen and Chambers
of Commerce in Harlingl'n.
Edinburg and McAlll'n.

~-H.
ICJIPIAN

FIRST IN
TEST
PREPARATION
SINCE 1938

SSAT-PSAT

SAT·ACT·GMAT
ACHIEVEMENTS

GRHSAT·IAT
&RE BIO· TOEFL

&RE PSYCH ·Pr.AT

TBE

lJJl::IIII
Tennis Racquets
Racquet Ball

SHOES

SPORTWEAR

Foot Joy
Nike
Adidas
Etonic
T.B.S.
Snauwaert
Kaepa
New
Balance

Nike
OP
Court Casuals
T.F.M.Tail
Palms Beach
Speedo
Hang Ten

DAT·ICAMAT

OCAT·• 1·2·3

NPB·ISIP·NIIB

Fll&EIIS·C&FNS
~ CPA·NCLEl·IIN -

SPEEDREADN;·NCB-1

ESL REVIEW·REI 1·2·3
IN11IO TO LAWSCIIOOI.
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And See For Yourself Why
We Make The Oillerence
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1938
Call Days. t=venings & Weei<ends

Dodger

10% Discount
With Student 1.D.
On Non-sale Items

1200 W. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TEXAS
311-6834
11117 North C•lll•fl, O•H ... TX

71UJ

'Jown & C!~u.nhy
2'hoppin9 C!,ntn

5001 North 10th Street
McAllen
682-0654

include Leydiana Gul'rra. president: Irma Vasquez. vicepresident and corresponding
sl'cretary: Lucy Cardenas.
rl'cording secetary: Hortencia
Martinez. treasureer: and Norma E. Herrera. historian.

Strawn will perform Rach
Maioff. Piano Concerto I.

MEED HELP
WITHYOUR
STUDENT
LOAM!

If you've a11e11lil'll
cnllt.·gt' nn a Guaranteed Student Loan llr
a National Direct Stu·
dent Lllan made aftl'r
Octulwr I, 1975,consider
srendin~ a c"nuplc of
)'l'ars i11 dw Anny .
If Yllll train l~ir certain
specialties, tlw i.:ovemment will release you
from
of ynur indd1tcdness (l 1r :f, l, 50l\ whid1cvcr is greater) t~ir each
year of active duty.
Obvinusly, a threeyear enlistment cancels
100'\, nf your deht But
if you sii.:n up fr>r the
Army's exclusive twoye;tr l"nlist llll'tll optiPn,
we'll still caned 21,
of your debt.
Plus, yuu may he
digible t~ir generous
cdtll'atiunal i11Cl'l\li\'l·~To find l>Ut how tu
serve your country and
J.!t't 1HII o( debt. c;ill

1/,

ARMY.

II ALL YOU CAN BE.
Permanent Centers In More Than
120 Ma1or U.S C,t,es & Abroad
For Information About Other Centers

OUTSIDE N. Y. STATE CALL
TOLL FREE 800-223-1782

682-6141

Jewelry
and Watch
Repain

• Gift
Wrappin1
• En1r1vin1
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KALIFA'S WESTERN WEAR

Now OpEN

LocuioN ·

New Arrival of
Ladies Chic Tops,
California Super Straights,

501 Levis Button-fly
cut for women
Calvin Klein Jeans, and
Calvin Klein Painters Pants
and Skirts!
ALL 20% OFF
SALE GOOD AT BOTH LOCATIONS ..,.....__._ _
SALE ENDS APRIL 14, 1984

,

THINK OF
BUD
LIGHT.
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Biomed researchers present paper in Washington
Eight students presented
scientific papers at a national
symposium for student biomedical researchers in Washing,
ton, D.C., recently.
The symposium, sponsored
by the National Institutes of
Health and Howard University, involved approximately
1,500 students from 80
schools, according to Dr. Jim

Aldridge, director of Pan
American's Minority Biomedical Research Suport Program.
The MBRS Program, supported by NIH, stimulates
biomedical research at institu!ions with large ethnic minority enrollments and attracts
students to careers in the
biomedical sciences.
The program at PAU in-

eludes projects in experimental
psychology, chmemistry, and
biology.
Papers presented by psychology students included "The Effeels of Duration and Attention
of an Item in Short-Term Memory on the Strength of an
Item in Long-Term Memory" by
Hugo R Garcia, under the
direction of Aldridge; "A

Humanics banquet features Boy
Scout professional as speaker
A Boy Scout professional
will be the speaker for the
American Humanics banquet
in the PAU Ballroom Friday.
He is John D. Armstrong,
consultant to Catalina Council
of the Boy Scouts of America,
Tucson, Ariz., one of the
founders of the American

Humanics at Pan American.
Armstrong, who was national president of American
Humanics for seven years, will
speak on "The Need for Professionals in Youth Agencies'.'
The banquet will honor
graduating seniors, outstanding
students, contributors, and

Behavioral Approach for the
Treatment of Psychosomatic
Disorders" by Paula M. Ear.,
under the direction of Dr. Roy
E. Cain; and "Level of Absorption and Physiological Responding to an Auditory Signal" by
Celia Santos, also under the
direction of Cain.
Biology papers, al! reporting
research under th direction of
Dr. Norman Savage, were "Evidence for Arginine Dihydrolase
in Streptobacillus Moniliformis"

by Maria E. Garcia, "Some
contributions of the Immune
Response of Mice to Streptobaillus Moniliformis Infection"
by Junaita Chapa, and "Evaluation of the Pathogenicity in
Mice of the Bacterial and the LPhase Variant of Streptobacillus
Moniliformis" by Adriana
Guerrero.
Papers presented by chemistry students, working under the
supervision of Andres Estrada,
included "The Preparation of

Copper II Complexes of schiff
Bases Derived from Retinal
and the Human Blood Proteins, Albumin and Alpha-globulin" by Luis E. Garza and
"The Methylation of the Schiff
Bases of the Bovine Proteins
Beta-lactoglobulin and Albumin" by Noel Lopez.
Aldridge said the MBRS
Program at PAU is "one reason
we are able to offer our
See page 7

board members, said Ponce
Duran, executive director. A
wine ana .::heese reception will
begin at 6:30 p.m. and dinner
will be at 7 p.m.
American Humanics educates students for careers with
youth organizations such as
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts and
Boys Clubs .

. Fashion Variety is the Spice of Life at U N I V E R S I T Y F A S H I O N S
Casual Wear for men by--SATURDAY'S, SUNDAY'S, HUTSPAH, NEW BALANCE 30% off
Missy Apparel--ALBERT NIPON EXECUTIVE, J. ELLIS, APPLAUSE III, HERMAN MARCUS,
HERMAN MARCUS SPORT, 100% SILK BLOUSES by EXCLUSIVES
Missy petite Apparel--JE PETITE, HERMAN MARCUS STUDIO
Junior Apparel--BONJOUR, STUFFED JEANS, YOUNG EDWARDIAN, NOAH'S FLOOD

Apparel--STUDIO E, FRENCH LEGS
Accessories--Handbags-Fashion imports, Shoes-LA Lady, Sensations, Bruno Valente, New Bal.
Costume Jewelry--Pakula, Gerson, Accessoreis by Pearl, B + D .

And you thought we were just a junior store

Good friends will help you study angles
when all you can t~ink about is curves.
Building a Greater University- Southwestern Bell Telephone vice president Chet Todd,
right, of San Antonio presents a checkfor 10,000 to PAV president Dr. Miguel Nevarez.
Bell has long supported private higher education und the gift is one of the company's
first to a public university, Todd said. The gift will be used to start a scholarship endowment for honors students, Nevarez said. (PAV Photo)

~ RESTAURANT
"BEST BOTANA
IN THE VALLEY."
SUN-THURS
9-10
FRI & SAT
9-11

Charbroiled Steaks, Fajitas,
Seafood & Mexican Food

PRIVATE DINING AREA

9-------0-F_F________G
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Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

1328 N. Closner, Edinburg, Texas
Phone: 383-9066
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A Mexican Pizza
rost;ioas with be;ins and cheese,
~
guacamole fajitas

i $l L __ ,. ., '""" . '"''"=___ __[~ _1_
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NOW serving
your favorite
coci<tails
Now Taking
Reservations
For Graduation
Night

OWNERS: RAY & JANICE DE LEON
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History dept. head named visitin_g prof at A&M
A professor of history from
PAU will share his teaching
talents with Texas A&M University next year as one of A&M
Senior Visiting Professors.
Dr. Ronde! Davidson, head
of Pan American's history
department. has requested a
one-year leave of absence so
that he can accept the honor,
said vice president for aca-

demic affairs, Dr. Ronald
Applbaum.
"Both universities will benefit
from the interchange of talent
and ideas. We want to encourage more such exchanges in
the future:' Applbaum said.
The position carries a reduced 't eaching load which allows
Davidson more time to do his
own research and study.

Davidson said he' ll be
teaching an honors studies
seminar and an experimental
course being taught jointly by
A&M's history and English departments.
"I've taught at Pan American
conti~uously for 12 years and
at the same time served in a
variety of administrative and
committee postions. The ex-

perience at A&M should be extremely revitalizing and benefit
both me and Pan American in
the years to come," he said.
In Davidson's absence, Pan
American will have to find a
new coordinator for an intensive, year-long institutional selfstudy it will embark upon this
summer, a study that Davidson
had been selected to direct by

President Dr. Miguel Nevarez.
"We're sorry to lose Ronders
leadership for the self-study but
we're also very pleased that he
has this opportunity to teach
and do his own research at
A&M. I think his appointment
again demonstrates the quality of faculty we have. and
speaks well not only of him and
his department. but of the entire university," Nevarez said.

/

Dr. Ronde! Davidson

Scholarships available for Valley high school students
Students grac!...1ating from
Valley high schools have until
May 15 to apply for honors and
leadership scholarships to attend PAU this Fall.
The director of the Honors
Studies Program, Dr. Kenneth
Bain, said the university would
award nearly $60,000 in
honors and leadership scholarships for the 1984-85 school
year.

could total from $250 to
Applicants will actually be
considered for a combination of - $1 ,000 a year.
awards, he said: Honors Pro"We will admit some students
gram Scholarships, President's
to both the Honors Program
Leadership Program Scholarand the President's Leadership
ships,-and the Alumni AssociaProgram without scholarships,
tion's Honors Scholarships for
but to qualify for the honors
Entering Freshmen.
and leadership awards, students must be selected for adStudents need submit only
mission to one or both proone application for all three
grams," said Bain.
types of awards, he said, which

'This substantial increase in
academic scholarships is part of
the university's commitment to
excellence and reflects our
determination to recruit outstanding students to the university."
About 200 students participate in the Honors Studies
Program. Students are selected
on the basis of academic abili-

No-cost immigration law seminar today
The Law Firm of Samuel M.
Tidewell and Associates will
host a no-cost immigration law
seminar entitled "Understanding the Present, the Future," at
10:30 a.m. today, in the Overflow Area of the University
Center.

The seminar will cover topics
of importance to persons who
are students or holders of other
temporary visas as well as giving them an understandning of
the requirements for permanent residence.
As a part of the program persons will be given the opportunity to participate in a
question-answer period. Also.
private consultations may be
scheduled at the seminar at the

Firm's minimal rate of $25.00.
The program will be presented by Tidwell, an attorney cer-

tified by the Texas Board of
Legal Specialization in Immigration and Nationality Law.

Library hours
The Learning Resource Center will ·be available for students
during exam days. The following is the schedule for these
days.
On Sunday, May 6, the library will be open from 2 p.m.

till midnight. On Monday.
Tuesday and Wednesday oi
that week, the library will bE
open from 7:30 p.m. until mid
night. On Thursday and Friday
the hours will be regular frorr
8 a.m. from 5 a.m.

ty and potential. They take
small. seminar-like classes with
other Honors students and are
encouraged to work on special
research projects in an area of
their interest.
Students in the President's
Leadership Program participate
in trainig that develops leadership skills, Bain said.
All applications for the
Honors/Leadership Scholarships will be reviewed with both

programs in mind, he said.
More information about the
scholarships can be obtained
from the Honors Studies Program, the Dean of Students Office and the Alumni Association.
Students applying for the
merit-based scholarships may
also apply for grants, loans.
and scholarships based on financial need through the Office
of Financial Aid.

BEAVER'S
BACKYARD
-

NOW OPEN -

Charbroiled Hamburgers
Tacos al carbon

524 W. University Drive
Edinburg , Texas 78539

383-5990
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Harlingen High wins Math Day
Harlingen High School won
first place for the third consecutive year and had the top
individual winner at PAU's recent Math Fi_eld Day.
Ed Wyne Kneting of Harlingen High School took the first
place individual trophy. Harlingen had the highest overall
average among the 11 high
schools entered and was again
awarded the rotating first place
trophy. Ed Bates is the faculty
sponsor.
Pete Garcia and Dany Luna
of McAlen High School tied for
second place and Ted Ovalle of
Donna was third on the basis
of individual scores.

Top Math Students--Winners in recent Math Field Day were, left to right, Ed Wayne
Kneeing of Harlingen High School, first; Pete Garcia and Danny Luna, both of McAllen
High, tie for second; and Ted Ovalle of Donna High School, third. At right is Dr. John
C. Huber, head of the department of mathematics and computer science which sponsored the contest. Students from 11 Valley schools participated. Harlingen High School
had the highest overall average and was awarded the rotating first place trophy for
the third consecutive year.

Dr. John Huber, head of the
department of mathematics
and computer science said
students were tested on basic
concepts and skills and general
problem solving ability.

UCPC positions available

Appications are now being
taken for University Center
Program Council chairmanship
vacancies for the 1984-85
school year. Forms are available in University Center Room

205 ..
"UCPC helps -dt!velop organizational and communica-

For contraceptive care, pregnancy testing,
counseling, and educational programs.

Music dept. presents
concert Tuesday

MISSION 585-4575
McALLEN 686-6671
EDINBURG 383-5082
PHARR 787-9431
WESLACO 968-5039
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!ion skills which will be invaluable to members after they
graduate," Sonia de! Angel,
program coordinator said.
~Although some experience
in programming is helpful, it is
not needed. All applicants will
be carefully considered for the
positions.

The Music department will
present the University in conert at 8 p.m. on Tuesday at the
Fine Arts Auditorium . Admission will be $3 for adults; $1.50
for students and senior citizens.
The concert is a culmination
of a semester long study of representative works in the English choral tradition. Orlando
Gibbons and George Frideric
Handel will be highlighted with
"Hosanna to the Son of David"
and "Glory and Worship are
Before Him" respectively.
The second section will feature a sacred cantata by Henry
Purcell "Te Deum Lanudamus
and Jubilate Deo". Soloists for
this performance will be Janna

Guffey, Irma Vasquez, Maria
Luisa Garcia, Leslie Law, Randy Ashley and Miles Pratt.
After intermission the choir
will perform three triologies.
The first being by the English
composer Benjamin Britten,
the second by the French composer Claude Debussy, and the
third by the contemporary
American composer Dede Duson.
This concert will be the final
performance conducted by Edward Byrom before he takes a
two year leave of absence to
complete a Doctorate of Music
Arts at Eastman School of
Music in Rochester, New York.
Assisting the choir will be Dr.
John Raimo at the piano.

The 11 schools participating
were Harlingen, McAllen, Donna, Edinburg, Good Shepherd
Christian School, Brownsville

Egg hunt successful
Over 105 prizes were found ticipated were Eckard Drugs.
by students participating in the Candlehouse, the Pizza Hut
annual Easter Egg Hunt spon- branch located across from Pan
sored by the University Center American, Rainbow and the
Program Council Diversions University Center Rec Room .
Committee.
"Next year we hope to have
"For next year a limit on how more prizes;' Gutierrez said.
Some of the prizes were stufmany eggs a student can turn
in will be set," Yvonne Gutier- fed bunnies. solid chocolate
rez, chairperson said, after bunnies, coupons for personal
some students turned in large pan pizzas, ping pong paddles
and several one hour passes of
amounts of Easter Eggs.
Some of the stores who par- free pool.
--cont'd from · page 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - government and has been in
editors have tried but were the Residence Hall Association .
unseccessful," Lopez said. "I She is currently a member of
hope to come up with regular Alpha Phi Omega and the
guest writers."
speech and hearing club.
Because she has worked
Those guest writers will inelude not only faculty and non- with people from other orstaff students but also people ganizations through her infrom off the campus.
volvement in these groups,
Lopez also plans to institute Sauceda said she has dethe beat system, which has cer- veloped useful contacts.
She said she is looking fortain reporters covering specific
departments, offices and to- wara to seeing the yearbook
pies.
currently in production under
"We'll try to improve on our Brad Nibert, editor.
weaknesses such as keeping
"This year's book is really difabreast of campus news and ferent. We've put a lot of work
covering more thoroughly by into if' she said. "It'll be a new
setting up a beat system," Lopez look for El Bronco."
said.
"We didn't use all the ideas
"I am hopeful that next year we had but we used as much
will be the best year ever for as we could and I think the
"The Pan American," Lopez students will appreciate that,"
said. "Better coverage; better Sauceda said.
stories; a better paper."
Sauceda is currently searSauceda also anticipates a ching for students to fill staff
good year.
positions , "especially en"I'm looking forward to an thusiastic, creative people who
exciting year for 'El Bronco,"' are willing to work."
Sauceda said.
Students desiring to work on
"I enjoy working for the year- either the newspaper or yearbook," Sauceda said. "By being book staffs can pick up applicaeditor I can do more for it than !ions at Emilia Hall Room 100.
by being just a section editor." Some paid positions are available, and final staff decisions
Sauceda also said she can will be made during the sumbring useful contacts to the mer.
yearbook.
"I'm an active student on -cont'd from page 1 campus," she said. "You can be
more aware of what's going on
if you're actually out there doing what the students are doing."
Sauceda has served on the
freshman committee of student

WE CAN! CAN THEY?
Engraving
Soldered Gold Frame
Custom Lenses ior
Porch Camera\
808 S. Broadway
McAllen 682-9435

Hanna, Los Fresnos, McAllen
Memorial. Pharr-San JuanAlamo, Rio Grande City, and
Weslaco.

Extra Thin Lenses
One Day Service
Rav Ran Eynvear
Playboy Eyewear
260 S. Texas
Weslaco 968-8863

------------------

Optical Fashion

-

revise the election codes."
Senators for PAUSA were
confirmed during the past
week. They are: senators at
large, John D. Guevara and
Susan Miller: graduate senators
are Dina Goreno and Ted Sturduvanl; school of businesses,
Regi Mathews and Isaac Sanez;
education, Imelda Mendiola
humanities, Brad Nibert and
Wendy Moses: social science,
Letty Calvo and Jose Arevalo;
math and science, Richard
Hesley and Christopher Linsky; health related professions,
Carol Willhelm; men's dorms,
Jose Limas; women's dor;rs,
open; religious organizations. Daniel Rodriguez.
Open seats need to be appointed by Ybarra and confirmed by the senate. Ybarra said
he already had appointes in
mind for the senate, judicial
branch and executing aide.
cont. from page 5

311 North Tenth
McAllen, Texas 78501
Telephone: (512) 631-1205

students a higher level of
research involvement than is
available to undergraduates at
mo~t universities."
He said the MBRS program
has sponsored seminars on
campus for student researchers. but the annual MBRS
meeting provides a forum before a national audience.
"It also provides an opportunity for students to interact
with scientists and to discuss
graduate school opportunities
with recruiters from major
universities." he said.

~
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- - -Activity Calendar - - May 3-9

April 26, Thursday

Second semester final examinations for night classes .

Last day to drop or withdraw.
Valley Symphony Orchestra Concert, Patricia Bridge
Strawn, piano soloist, 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.

May 3-4

Job Column
The Student Employment Services is a referral service that
will help students in need of a job. Various jobs are available
through the SES. Below is a listing of jobs available: however.
those jobs are subject to change without notice . SES is located
in Student Services Building Room 153 .

Limited departmental final examinations.
April 27, Friday

Surveyors/ $4 hr./Donna. Weslaco. Mercedes

Time changes Sunday

Deadline for application for admission and supporting
_documents for processing for summer session.

Yes, Virginia , it's that time of
the year again where clocks are
set ahead one hour.

April 28, Saturday
Bronc Baseball, Trinity University, at 5 p.m. at Jody Ramsey
Stadium.
ROTC Military Ball.

April 30, Monday
Evening of Dance, Folkloric Dancers, Jazz Dancers and
Physical Education classes at 7:30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.

May 1, Tuesday

On Sunday morning, 2 a.m.
to be exact, clocks are moved
up one hour, although most individuals do this chore prior to
bedtime.
Because of daylight savings,
the day's work begins an hour
earlier for everybody.
Benjamin Franklin first proposed daylight saving in 1784
and the British used it during
World War I to save fuel. The
United States first tried the plan

in 1918. Clocks were moved
up an hour on the last Sunday
in March but has since been
changed to the last Sunday in
April and turned back again on
the last Sunday in October.
City workers liked the saving
of daylight. It gave them a
longer recreation period before
dark. But farmers opposed the
law, saying that it upset their
work schedule.
Congress repealed the law in
1919, but many cities and
states continued to use it. The
plan came into use again in the
1940's.

Warehouse Worker/ $4.24 hr./McAllen
Bingo Caller/ $3.50 hr./ Pharr
Secretary/ $3.35 hr. / Mission
Salespersons/ Comm./Area you live in
Retail Sales Rep. / Salary-car and bonus program / H arlingen
and Edinburg
Child Care Worker/ $3.60 hr. / Edinburg
Waitress-Waiter/ $3 hr. / McAllen
Bartender/ $4 hr./McAllen
Retail Sales Rep./Salary-car and bonus program / McAllen
Salespersons/ Salary Comm. / Hidalgo Co.
Salesperson / $3.35 hr. or Comm. / McAllen
Bingo Callers / $3.35 hr. / McAllen
Telephone Solicitor/ $10.00 Contract/ Harlingen
Sales Representatives/ Salary Comm. / Hidalgo County

Pan American University Choir Concert, 8 p.m ., in the Fine
Arts Auditorium .

EL BRONCO
YEARBOOK
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April Special
2 enchiladas, I beef pato,

525 S. CLOSNER
wE
126,

spanislt rice,

ranchero beans, jalapeno, 12

::;~~~!' uo,
135,

&

oz. drink

$2.49
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DISC

' , All year around Special 2
I Patos of same kind Spanish
I Rice & Ranchero Beans
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NOW OPEN!
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Express

15% OFF
for PROCESSING

For faster service
call on order
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383-0725

-ho & S'\ 7 in onl' hour
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Eat at El Pato
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TE~AS

I IS E. PARK
PHARR. TX .
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THEATRE

If you still haven't picke,d
up your 1983 El Bronco
yearbook-It's not too late!
Pick your copy up at Emili·a
Hall 100.
A limited number of 1982
El Broncos are also available.
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DOORS OPEN 12: 15
SHOWS START AT 12:30 EVERYDAY.

(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)
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.
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NOW PLAYING!

•.
•.

Bodies in Heat

.ans.
Girls Best Friend

•
® .•

_NOONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTEDs1.00 OFF SINGLE TICKET Wt COUPON OR PAU 1.D .

•
•

Thursday Ladies Night

.• ------------------•
• • • • LATE SHOWS * * • • .
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY. DOORS
OPEN AT 10 15 SHOWS AT 10 30
Blonde Goddess
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•

People

NO ONE UNDER Ill YEARS ADMITTED ~ it
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NOW TWO STORES TO SERVE YOU
MISSION

EDINBURG

912 CONWAY

306 E. UNIVERSITY
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Netters finish at Monterrey
1

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

The Bronc Netters are heading to Monterrey this weekend
for their last competition of the
season. The Netters will take on
several teams from northern
Mexico. such as Monterrey
Tech and Universidad Regio
Montana.
On April 14. however. the
Netters lost a close decision to
Texas Southern University. 5-4.
"We played a powerful team
and their confidence was up
and that's why they came out
on top." Coach Raul Martinez
said.
The final results were. Augustin Salazar over Joseph
ljela. 5-7. 6-0. 7-5: Beto
Chavarria defeated Ricky Carr
6-1. 6-3: Kevin Smith defeated

Sports Lines

by Ramon Haynes 6-4. 6-4:
Jerry Butler over Joe Martinez
6-4. 7-6: Harold Sanco defeated Adrian de Silva 6-4. 4-6.
6-2 and Ruben N:mez defeated
Peter Otptokpo 7-5. 7-6.

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

The doubles results were.
Chavarria-Salazar over ljelaCarr 6-2. 6-3: Martinez-0~
Silva defeated by CochranButler 7-5. 7-5: OtptkpoSanco over Smith-Nunez 6-3.
7-5.
We're hoping to close out the
season on a happy note at
Monterrey." commented Coach
Martinez.
The Netters will play Friday
and Saturday at the Club
Campestre in Monterrey. Mexico.

The soccer team is currently -- practicing and preparing

for the upcoming fall season.

612 N. MAIN • McALLEN, TEXAS

,across the street from the llbrarv»

(Photo by David Ferguson)

TELEPHONE: 686-2156

SAVETIM■I

have a 11rofesslona1 do ltl
TYPING

Resumes
Term Papers

~-··

aoffiii•

RePOrts
COmPOSltlOns
Theses, Etc.

BARBER
&.

HAIRSTYLING

......... Of

phone for an appointment

Reasonable Prices!

Walk-Ins Welcome

4 Stylists

Bohby Falcon

383-9012.
Joe Falcon

Annahcll c Garcia

520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

Norma Deleon

The Bronc baseball team
hosts Trinity Saturday for
their last double-header of the
year. The Broncs are 30-27 for
the year and play at 5 and 7
p.m at Jody Ramsey Stadium.
Lady Bronce volleyball
tryouts are underway today.
Coach de los Santos expects
top recruits from all over the
Valley to tryout.
The Intramural Tennis
Championship will be held
today during activity period at
the P.E. courts. Coach John
McDowell will crown the
doubles. singles and mixed
doubll's winners.
The Intramural swim meet
is set for tonight at the PAU
fieldhouse pool. The time is
from 7-8:30 p.m. and students
and faculty are invited to attend. Beginning swimming
classes will compete against
each other in relays and othlc'r
evlc'nts.
Registration for the Intramural track meet is 8-9
a.m. Saturday. and the sitlc' for
the meet is pending. The meet
will be held either here or at the
Edinburg stadium. For morlc' in formation go by the athl.,tic office or call 381-2221.
A $3.50 lane fee can still
be paid for students who are
interested in competing in the
Intramural Bowling tourney.
The fee can be turned in at the
athletic office this week.
Congratulations to Softball tourney winners; CAMP
and the Phi Kapp little sisters.
The Bronc Netters head to
Monterrey for their last com petition this year. The Netters
will play teams from northern
MPxico at Club Compestr,•.

Two talented 6-0 guards
Michael (Bird) Anderson
from H .. nderson County and
Tyrone Scott from North Iowa
have signed letters of intent ll
play basketball for PAU nex1
year.
Anderson earned All·
Conference honors at Moore
High School in l.xxington. Ky.
He averaged 11.J points with
4.1 assists at Henderson Coun
tv in Texas. He was also a pre
s~ason All-America pick out of
60 JC play.,rs from around the
country
Scott earned All-State
from East Waterloo High in
Iowa. and led his team in scor
ing at North Iowa Community
College. he averaged 17 points
with 6.6 assists.
The Bronc rifle team placed 4th overall at the fiesta In
vitational tourn ey in San An
to ni o April t:t A&M took first
with a 2198 score. 2) UTA
2079. ])UT 2075. 4) PAU
2018. Adriana Quintanilla shot
a 466 and Ana Luna a 508
score. Jerry Rodriguez shot 5 I()
a nd Jim Shawn a 504 for the
team effort. "We've improved c1
lot compared to last year.· com
mented Coach Sgt. ,Juan Val
de1..
Remember if your team
has an important event for
the last issue c1nd rw,•ds to hv
publicized. bring it hy Emili,,
Hall room 100. See ya tll.'XI
1
week

PierceJ 'f<eJlauranl
321 W. Unovenoly

383-9075

Edinburg Te•a•

FREE

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
LUNCH SPECIAL
$2,Jj wiTlt Tltis Ad
OR PAU 1.0.

Chalupa Plate
3 chalupas $2.75

Pregnancy Test

RooM AVAilAbl1 foR pRinn GATltERiNGS OR

Nud

busiNESS MHTiNGS,
To RESERVE ROOM 24 ltRs. iN AdvANCE
BREAkfAST
6 - 11 A.M.

J[}..jLJW "C
11

l.uNclt

DiNNER

HoM<M,d,

2

2
8: JO

A,M, •

p.M. -

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

p.M.

p . M.

S,yl, Food

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

~n1ffl1

7

ROelRT & ANCI( 0( LOS SANlOS

C

~l:)=~11::t

IMM--J'S FA5HIONS I
214 S Broadwa y
McAllen

/

2024 N Tenth Street
McAllen. 686 • 8261

OWNERS

428-6242

z
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m

SPECIALS

en
-I
<

L. A. LADY (Shoes by Dan rich) $25.00 (cash,

JJ

lzod®Lacoste®·s honzontal rramed body stripe shu1 in
100% cotton. has open sleeves a 2 button p1acket rack collar
and a left breast pocket with the famous alligator emblem

-

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

~

en

z

check, credit)

en

check, credit)

LEATHER UPPERS (Black, Red, White, Navy) $19.95
(cash, check, credit)

:I:
0

now through Mother's Day

El Aidi Bucher Summer Hats Reg. $42.50/$19.95

(cash .

ALL Men's and Women's apparel at least 30% off
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Double-header

Broncs host Trinity
to close out season
The baseball team closes out
their season Saturday, when
they face Trinity University for"'
a double-header. The Broncs
took one game out of four
game series with Lubbock
Christian College last weekend.
LCC who had beaten UT
earlier this season was the
NAIA baseball champions for
1983.
The sole victory over LCC
insured that PAU will not have
a losing record for the 1984
season. The win raised the
Broncs' record to 30 wins and
27 losses. Kevin Brockway was
the winning pitcher, allowing
only 5 hits. Duane Whales
doubled to drive in a run and
Vic Marin singled after Luie

(Photo by David Ferguson)

BILINGUAL BUSINESS SERVICES
Interpreting, Translating and T~ping Services
P. D. Box 2662, McAllen, TX 78502
(512) 686-6160
Proficient Typing Services {Word Processor):
TERM PAPERS
REPORTS
RESUMES
CORRESPONDENCE

COMPOSITIONS
FORMS
ETC.

OUR PRI_CES ARE THE LOWEST IN THE VALLEY
Call for information between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
from Monday through Saturday.

WE ARE PROFESSIONAL AND RELIABLE!
(
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KAROUSEL

~o
~

----NIGHTCLUB
Announcing:
The Karousel Hit Parade Television Show
Channel 23 NBC's KVEO
Sat. 5 p.m.
Taping Done Every Saturday 2-6 p.m..
at the Karousel Club.
"The Showplace of the Valley"
1820 N. 10th
McAllen
682-7131

Become a Star and have a great time!
Dance auditions for Hit Parade
Regulars will be held every Saturday at 1 p.m.!!
NO Talent Necessary!
Remember This Saturday April 14th 2-6 p.m.
Be There!! (Dress Accordingly for T.V. Taping)

■

Karausel's Weekly Specials
for the Drinking College Student

■

-----------
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■

■

■

■

■
■
■

■

Sun. - "Big Bands" Showcase
Mon. - "Dollar Night" - All Bar Drinks $1.00 - Live Band
Tues. - "Longneck Night" - All Longnecks 50¢ Chug-a-lug contest
Wed. - "Ladies Night" Ladies only entertainment 8-10
p.m. - men allowed after 10 only! Hunk Hunt
Contest
Thurs. - "Karousel Kash Giveaway" - KBFM Party Night
Fri. & Sat. - "Biggest Weekend Party" - Featuring
Bobby Eddy at the DJ Booth - No Cover
8-10 p.m.
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By Hernan Figueroa

Three years have flown since Coach Horner Martinez took
over Pan Am's track and cross country program. At the beginning of the school year 1981-1982, the track team was in a
dilemma. Jim Skains, Pan Am's former track and cross counIn the earlier game, at the
try coach. resigned before school started.
top of the fifth; LCC's Rich
So, the cross country program started in a disadvantage;
Wieligrnan hit a horner to lead
the team hadn't a coach. The prgrarn was hurt in the sense
off 0-1. The Broncs came back
that many athletes, already committed to run for Pan Arn. went
with Joe Heeney scoring on a
to other schools because of lack of a coach. Then, the search
wild pitch. Then Hector Limon
for a new coach started. Martinez, who at the time was
scored on Keith Miller's base hit
coachong at Edinburg High School, became Pan Am's coach.
to extend the score to 2-1.
. The experience that Martinez brought with him is excellent.
As a high school athlete, Martinez was state champ. He was
also nominated All American. As a college runner, Martinez
-At the top of the sixth Limon
was one of the best. He won meets at the Texas Relays, among
came back again with a single
others.
to score Eric Leger, and then
As a coach, Martinez has demonstrated his ability to coach.
Joe Bob Cooper singled in Bob
He took Edinburg's cross country team to state competition
Fannin.
six times. Out of those six times, the team won the state title
once and placed second twice.
Martinez's track teams have been recognized as some of the
But the Broncs again came
best, not only in the Valley, but all over the state. Several of
back when Gilbert Beason
his runners, as well as relay, teams, have ranked among the
doubled to left center, to score
nation's best.
Ruben Ayala. Heeney popped
When Martinez started coaching the Broncs three years ago,
a single up the middle lo drive
he was officially doing it as a part time job. It is needless to
in Beason and the Broncs cut
mention the dedication and pride that Martinez put in his job.
it to 4-3. That was as far PAU
Officially a part time coach, unofficially he was working as
advanced and they took their
much
or more than a full time coach. Martinez started, with
third loss to the Chapparrals.
the few runners left from the bottom . He went through hard
times, dealing with a small group of freshman and not having
In Fridays' games, LCC
the required facilities; nevertheless, Martinez took the challange
swept the Broncs 13-5, and - and stood faithful to the program.
8-1. One of the high notes of
The program, although still young, is much better now.
the first game was Vic Marin,
There are a few juniors and seniors, with the majority of the
who hit his horner for the
team being freshmen and sophomores. The program added
season with Whales who popwomen's track and cros,s country, also coached by Martinez.
ped his fifth horner.
Both teams have improved, thanks to Martinez's coaching and
dedication.
Now the program looks promising and the school has betIn Friday's game, Rick ter facilities. Both teams, men and women, are established and
Valverde hit a sacrifice fly to getting better every season. Martinez, however, is still a part
score Keith Miller, then Mike time coach, doing the job of a full time coach. Now t~e adRivera singled to drive in ministration, has opened the position of a full time track and
Wieligrnan and LCC was up cross country coach.
2-0.
I believe, that if a person has demonstrated he is prep~red
enough for the job. he should be the one to have it. What
I mean by this is I do not see the sense in having someone
The Broncs came back with
apply for the job when you already have the best.
Whales hitting his fifth horner
I hope the administration makes a wise decision, and gives
to make it 4-1, and then Brown
Martinez the position he already earned. I also hope, it, is not
singled in Heeney and McConone of those cases where a person is the one who works and
nel for a score of 4-3.
another the one who receives the credit.
Bob Fannin put the game on
ice in the bottom of the sixth.
when he hit his 21st horner and
lifted the score to 9-3. Limon
EBONY HILL CLINIC
hit a bse hit to score Wieligrnan.
Ledbetter then hit a horner to
FOR WOMEN
drive in Cooper. Miller and
BIRTHING CENTER
himself. In the bottom of the
7th. Marin pulled out his 9th
421 Freddy Gonzalez
horner for a final score of 13-5.
Practice limited to Obstetrics & Gynecology
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Affordable Normal Deliveries (Natural Childbirth)
True Family Involvement
Minor Gynecological
Surgery (D & c·s. Perinea! Surgery. etc.)
CALL 383-4831 or 383-4031
MON. - FRI. 9-5
EMERGENCY PHONE: 682-2435
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Chavez doubled in the third inning. This scoring drive put the
Broncs ahead to stav 3-1.

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

Pumping iron--this student takes advantage of the equipment in PAU weight room, open every day to PAU students
with their l.D. cards.

Trackster's

■

f

& Breakfast

elium Saloons Available

1012 S. Closner.

tle11 '.J'lt,rat
111 8ett11, !J11c.

-

1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
(512) 383-8811

Edinburg, Texas
Orders· to Go 383-5676
Fri. & Sat.

Breakfast
Special

$169

24 hrs .

Sun Thur.:: . 6a .m .· 11 pm
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Tracksters last lqp at Houston relays
By V ivien Benbow
Sports Editor

The Bronce tracksters are
preparing for their final meet of
the season. the University of
Houston Invitational. May 6 .
At the San Angelo re lays
April 14. Osc,ir Rivas took second in the 10.000 meters with
31:42. Richard Yrecheta took
sixth in the 1500 with a
3:58.87 and Marte n Westburg was fifth in the 5000
meters with 15:09.3.
Among the women. Lori
Guerrero was fifth in the 3.000
meters with 10:50.96. Liz Pitman took sixth in the 1500
meters in 4:49.5 and Guerrero
also placed fourth in the 5.000
meters with a 18:40.69.
The overall team champion
in the women·s division was
Abiliene Christain and Texas
Tech took the men's division
championship.
"The weather was cool and
windy. so our times were off."
commented Coach Homer
Martinez.
Toya
Casti llo ran a good time in the 800
meters. (2: 17. 02) and is abo ut
1 second off the qualifying time
fo r nationals. An d Liz Pittman
is abo ut 2 seconds fro m qu a lifying in th e 1500."
Martinez singled out Rivas as
the top fi nisher for the men at
San An qe lo. and n1rrerit!v thC'
team is· working toward then

last meet of the season .
tinez said. "We'll try to improve
"We are doing more quality on
our
times
be workouts. to be up for our last cause this is our last
competition next week:· Mar- Invitational _..

The Bronc tracksters are preparing -- for their final meet of the season . The m eet
will be the University of Houston Invitational May 6.
(Photo by Romeo Guerrero)

Michael Figueroa returns a shot in the semi's of the In-

tramural tennis tourney. Figueroa along with David
Ferguson will play in the doubles final today during activity period at the P.E. tennis courts.
(Photo by D avid Ferguson)

J.R.'S T.V. i STEREO SALES
We sell, install, repair
have a 2 m onth layaway plan.

1406 W. UniversityEdinburg, Tx.
(5 12) 381-8568
SONY, CONCORD, ALPINE, JENSEN
Large selection of car stereos, speakers, amplifiers .

••

T[NTtt 0 T/\M/\Q/\CK

682-4527
r~--ir P/\U \':-itudc nh ,rnd \~tc11P!

Qcnt l."lnc (l) MoYic and
re nt one (1) l"Ql:t:!!

(..;pen 10 am lo 9 pm

M<..)N -

(~AT
·.,, 1984 SEAGRAM DISTil LERS CO NY NY AM[RICAN ~1$1\[ Y A Bl fNO 8CPROOf
Seven 'Jc an~ IUP are •raOe"lat\ •, ot •~ Seveo Up Company

................
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This coming fall PAU will
have a larger more experienced team and hopes to
come on strong next season .

Stagram·s
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cont'd -from - page 1 - - - - - - - - - - - tisfactory academic performance. In the third and fourth
year, the Truman Scholar may,
upon appropriate qualification,
enter a graduate degree program.
Rodriguez was notified by
Bain that she had received the
congressionally created award.
"I was very surprised and
after that I was very honored to
represent Pan American University on the national level;'
Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez was part of a
selection process which started
in October with appointed faculty representatives of over
1,900 colleges and universities
who interviewed and nominated potential candidates for
consideration. A total of 952
nominations were received by
the Foundation. Regional
Review Panels composed of
leading civic, business and
academic leaders screened and
reviewed the nominations, interviewed candidates, and submitted their recommendations
to the Board of Trustees.

The Foundation's program.
now in its eighth year, makes
one new scholarhip available
annually to a qualified student
from each state, the district of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and
considered as a single entityGuam, The Virgin Islands,
American Samoa, and the
Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands .
John W. Snyder, Founder of
the Truman Scholarship Program, Chairman-emeritus of
the Foundation's Board of
Trustees, and former Secretary
of the Treasury under President
Truman said, "The Harry S.
Truman Scholarship Foundation was established by an Act
of Congress as the nation's living memorial to our 33rd President and reflects his strong
belief in education as a bulwark
of freedom~
He went on to quote late
President Truman who spoke

about students like Rodrigu eL
and the value of education:
• .. r:noney spent for education
is a valuable investment in the
future of this country. We
should move forward and secure a brighter future for the
generations in the coming years
that will guide the Nation.
There is nothing that could be
more important to our country's
welfare."
"Reports from the past recipients' universities and colleges,
and from the students themselves, have more than justified
our faith in them. These young
people would make Harry Truman proud, and will, I am sure,
contribute to the 'brighter
future' which he foresaw. The
1984 scholars have much to
live up to; we are glad we can
help them, both financially, and
through the inspiration of being
a Truman Scholar," Snyder
said.
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A TRUE SCHOLAR-President Miguel Nevarez congratulates sophomore Marina Rodriguez
for being selected as a Truman Scholar for 1984. The scholarship, $5,000 a year for the
student's junior and senior years, is one of the nation's most prestigious undergraduate schoiarships. Rodriguez is one of three students from Texas universities to receive the award. Colleges and universities throughout the United States nominated their top sophomores for the
award. With the scholarship winner are her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Rodriguez of McAllen,
and Dr. Ken Bain, director of the Honors Studies Program. Marina is a 1982 graduate of
Edinburg High School.

She along with three other
Texas college and university
students met the qualifications
and were deemed winners of
the scholarship bv the Board of
Trustees .

....•••••••............. ,

~Classified ·
Ads
..

•
FUN & REWARDING
•
: Opportunity abounds with :
: growth-oriented company. :
: Neat, ambitious. personable in- :
: dividuals needed. You'll be •
: helping people shape up and :
: at the same time shape a good :
• career. Fitness and/or sales ex- :
: perience helpful, must be :
: available to work Mon.-Sat. :
: 6:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Apply at :
: Men's
World.
McAllen.:
: 682-3151.

: REWARD $20 to first provider :
: of a 1980-81 Student Name:
: and Address Directory for PAN :
: AMERICAN UNIVERSITY :
: Call Irene Solomon at (800) :
: 423-2939. 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. :

..

: Looking for a job? Let us help :
: you with preparing your re- :
:sume. Professional typing-:
:papers. resumes. etc. CALL:
:stanDa Metrics Institute.:
•381-8556 or 682-3344 .

..

•Typing service Term papers. re- •
:,umes. Reasonable rates. 687 •

:1675

•

•

: Ell ROPE! Roundtnp ,m from:

• $SS') (Dallas) or $Sb') (Houston) •
:$:rni 2 months EURAILPASS,:
: I lost<'II pass. Ra111bm,· tours (8()()):
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The Executive
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
A PUBLICATION OF ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Dean Brewerton's Report

On Wednesday, April 25, representatives from Gulf Oil Corporation met on campus to
present our school with the fourth $100,000
installment of the $400,000 grant announced in
the spring of 1982. The grant was made to
assist us in achieving the accreditation of our
masters (MBA) program. The funds have been
used for a variety of purposes but have had
their greatest impact in the area of research.
We have used Gulf Oil funds to support graduate
research assistants, to support faculty travel
to present research findings, to fund research
projects in the school, to provide faculty
salary supplements, to increase and improve
library holdings and collections, to support
faculty development, to purchase much needed
word-processing
equipment,
and
to
help
underwrite
the
overall
costs
of
the
accreditation process. There is no question
but that our entire program at both the graduate
and undergraduate levels has been vastly
improved over the last two years. We are
deeply indebted to Mr. Melvin Hill, Chief
Executive Officer of Gulf Oil Corporation, Mr.
Bill Moffitt, Vice-President for Community
Affairs, and Mr. Santana Gonzalez, Community
Affairs Coordin~t~r: f~r their assistance in
achieving this important grant.
We should know the outcome of our masters
accreditation on May 2. Let's all continue to
keep our fingers crossed and hope for the best,
inttr

CORP 184
Three PAU business
students- - Deborah
Castillo, Lauro Loza, and San Juanita Sanchezwere selected to attend a CORP workshop at
Albuquerque, New Mexico from April 13 through
15, lg84. In an attempt to decrease the high
turnover rate of minority employees of
corporations,
representatives
of
major
corporations
have created the Corporate
Orientation Program (CORP) for junior-level
minority college students. The purpose of
CORP is to increase students' awareness of
situations they will encounter in the process
of employment and during their initial years of
work.
At the workshop, 24 students from 8
universities attended lectures, participated
in small group discussions,
and became
acquainted with participants of the workshop.
Although many educational lectures were
presented, the following are two of the many
areas discussed:
There ~re three important points
you must remember when searching for a
job. Foremost in your mind should be
the concern of whether the corporation
is right for you, rather than hoping to
get the job. Also, in your resume, you
should include every job you have held
because this shows your willingness to
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THE BORDERLANDS JOURRAL TO FOCUS OB BUSINESS
MID KCOBOMICS ISSSUES
A special issue on The Borderlands Journal
to be published in the Spring of 1985 will focus
on business
and economic opportunities,
practices, and problems of the United StatesMexico border area. Possible subjects to be
covered include accounting, business law,
computer
information
systems,
economics,
banking, finance, investments, management,
marketing, operations research, organization
behavior, and personnel management,
Deans of the schools of business of every
major
university
in
Texas,
Arizona,
California, and New Mexico have been asked to
encourage their faculty and staff to contribute
articles, and to recommend peer reviewers for
the articles. According to .Dr. de los Santos,
"The deans have been very cooperative in
recommending peer reviewers. We now have 34
peer reviewers from the four states adjacent to
Mexico. The University of Texas at Austin's
Dean Cunningham was the first to recommend
three UT distinguished professors to be on the
review board. Pan American University is also
very well represented in the editorial review
- boa~d with - faculty members. It remains to be
seen how well faculty, staff, and students
respond to submitting papers for publication.
Thus far, we have four papers submitted," The
deadline for submitting papers for publication
is June 15, 1984,
The Borderlands Journal is published by the
South Texas Institute of Latin and Mexican
American Research. Its regular editor is Dr.
Antonio M. Zavaleta; however, Dr. Gilberto de
los Santos will edit the special issue focl:lsing
on business and economics.

work. Finally, after an interview you
should make it a point to write a thankyou letter to the interviewer.
Once you are hired, what should
you do to put your career on a path to
success? First, listen for the "jargon"
of the organization and learn it
quickly; this will make it easier for
you
to
communicate. Second,
read
whatever the organization has that
pertains to your job; this may save you
some undue embarassment. Third, if you
want to increase your chances of being
promoted, let your boss know what your
goals are and what you expect to
accomplish between evaluation periods,
If you will be junior by the Spring of 1985
and would like to attend a CORP workshop,
contact a PAU career placement counselor.

OFFICE OF PLACKKKBT, TESTING & COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
For those of you who are graduating in the very near future (we mean May or August), please come
by the Placement Office and get acquainted with our staff and services. We have many services
and resources. Let us put them to work for you and with you.
One of the resources we is the Career Opportunity Update. This quarterly bulletin lists jobs
available throughout the Southwest area. Graduating students who are actively looking for jobs
need to send resumes with cover letters explaining your interest in a spcific job. We will be
glad to assist you with the job process,
The following are business opportunities:
Positions

C<Mapanies

Store Operations
Manager Trainees
Systems Software Designer
(Corpus Christi)

All Majors

H.E.Butt Grocery Co.

Store Management Trainee
Management Trainees

Bus., Mar.
Management

Southland Corporation

Systems/Applications
Programmers
Systems Engineering Development Program (Dallas)

Bus., CIS.
Acct.

Electronic Data Systems

Systems Programming
Applications Progrannners
Assembly Language Programming (Houston)

CIS

Ford Aerospace Connnunications Corp.

Pharmaceutical Sales
Representatives (TX area)

BBA/BA degree

Pfizer Inc.

Insurance Claims
Management Trainee
(TX area)

BBA/BA

Liberty Mutual

Job Vacancy

BBA/BA

Garza Advertising Agency

Retail Sales
Representative

BBA/BA

Kraft Foods

BBA

Norton Company

Other Listings
Field Sales
McDonalds
Manager Trainee

Corpus Christi

Texas Instruments
Programmers, Strategic
Planners, Marketing Rep.
GPA of at least 3.0 is
preferred
The following is a list of job openings available at the Student Employment Service at the
Student Services Building Room 153.
If interested in any of these jobs, please come by our office.
Secretary
Office Worker
Salespersons

$4.00/hr,
$3.50/hr.
Connnisson

Full-Time 40 hrs. /wk.
Part-Time 20-25 hrs./wk,
Part-Time or Full-Time

Retail Sales Rep.
Salesperson
Salesperson
Secretary
Telephone Solicitor
Sales Representatives
Salespersons

Negotiable
Commission
$3.35/hr.
$3.35/hr.
$10.00/hr.
Commission
$3.35/hr. or
Commission

Fu 11-Time
Part-time
Part-Time
Part-Time
Full-time
Part-Time
Part-Time

20 hrs./wk.
30 hrs./wk.
20 hrs./wk.
(Summer)
20 hrs./wk.
25 hrs./wk.

McAllen
Edinburg
Work in area
you live in
Valley area
Hidalgo Co.
McAllen
Harlingen
Harlingen
Hidalgo Co.
McAllen

rr/r
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